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Introduction

Web search engines are embedded in our daily lives, providing fast and convenient access to the often overwhelming amount of resources that may satisfy users’ information needs [135, 203]. In practice, however, search engines do not simply retrieve relevant resources; they act as information gatekeepers and, as a result, play an important role in shaping individual and collective knowledge [151]. This becomes more noticeable as people increasingly employ search engines to form opinions and seek advice on debated topics [54, 119, 120, 323, 369]. For example, users may search the web to help them decide whether to embrace veganism [120], what financial strategy to employ [369], or what to think of a particular political candidate [99]. A key difference between search that involves debated topics and other search contexts such as navigation [202] or learning [65] lies in its subjectivity: just like each user has a unique interpretation of the world accompanied by corresponding (pre-search) opinions [25], each search result conveys a unique perspective on any given debated topic. This means that it not only matters whether search results are relevant to the topic at hand but also what viewpoints they express. Recent research has demonstrated that the viewpoints users encounter on search engine results pages (SERPs) can play a crucial role in their opinion formation [10, 18, 46, 54, 99, 170, 223, 226, 283]. Hence, it is imperative to examine search results on debated topics and their effects on user behavior – and ultimately user opinions – more closely.

Aiming to build well-informed opinions by considering arguments from all sides, users without strong pre-search opinions often seek to encounter diverse viewpoints when searching the web for debated topics [7, 226]. Previous research has already considered search result diversity concerning different user intents [4, 64, 313] or fairness with respect to particular document attributes [35, 381, 391, 393]. These existing approaches, however, do not encompass viewpoint diversity, which is given when all provided search results are relevant to the same user intent (e.g., the debated topic school uniforms) but diverse concerning the viewpoints they express (i.e., giving equal attention to all existing viewpoints). Related work shows that web search results on debated topics are not always viewpoint-diverse and can include viewpoint biases (i.e., over-representing particular viewpoints, e.g., related to politics [284] or health information [370, 371]). Specifically, different data-related [13, 17, 254, 352, 372], algorithmic [114, 257, 284, 370, 371], presen-
tional [26, 28, 386], and contextual biases [162, 181, 251, 389] can creep in at several points in the information retrieval (IR) process and skew users’ viewpoint exposure. This stands in contrast to the perception of most users, who generally view their web search interactions as unbiased [54, 123, 283] and regard higher-ranked search results as more credible [143].

Viewpoint biases in search results can translate into biased user behavior, opinion formation, and decision-making. Smith and Rieh [328] argue that the strong trust users have gained in search engines to provide accurate and reliable resources can lead users to believe that they do not need to exert cognitive effort in the search process. Such low cognitive effort often goes hand-in-hand with mental heuristics and cognitive biases [349, 354, 377], e.g., web search users often pay much more attention to search results at high ranks and rarely examine results beyond the first SERP [168, 258]. Previous research has shown that combinations and interactions of search result and user biases can lead to noteworthy user behavior. For example, information seekers may fall prey to the search engine manipulation effect (SEME), where search result viewpoint biases interact with cognitive user biases so that users adopt whatever viewpoint is expressed by most highly-ranked search results [10, 37, 99, 274]. Phenomena such as SEME, which can occur without users’ awareness [123], are unlikely what users aim for when searching the web for debated topics [123, 226, 283] and do not reflect responsible opinion formation [189, 265]. Thus, depending on the search topic and context, viewpoint-biased search results may have serious implications for individuals, businesses, and society.

Recent work has begun to assess search result viewpoint biases [121, 284, 370, 371] and their effects on user behavior and opinions [10, 99, 100, 274]. However, existing research in this area has faced four crucial limitations, which we aim to address in this dissertation. First, viewpoint labels for search results have typically followed simple viewpoint taxonomies (e.g., against/neutral/in favor) [121, 385] that are comparatively easy to obtain and handle but ignore important nuances between viewpoints. Part I of this dissertation focuses on developing novel viewpoint representations that are more comprehensive (i.e., incorporating nuanced notions of stance and logic of evaluation) yet topic-independent and computationally tractable. Second, viewpoint labels are often gathered using crowdsourced annotations without considering the cognitive biases of crowd workers that can reduce data quality [96, 156]. We address this issue in Part II by introducing tools and best practices for crowdsourcing (viewpoint) annotations. Third, to the best of our knowledge, no previous research has examined how to best measure viewpoint bias in search results, and earlier work has largely used simplified or manual annotation methods that are impractical for large-scale applications [99, 370, 385]. Part III explores using existing fair ranking methods and proposes novel metrics to automatically evaluate viewpoint bias in ranked search result lists. Fourth, while several studies have shown that observable search result viewpoint bias (see Part III) can lead to biased user behavior and opinion formation [10, 99, 274], it is currently unclear in what situations (e.g., different search contexts or bias degrees) these effects occur and what their underlying mechanisms are. Part IV presents a user study investigating the effects of search result viewpoint biases on user behavior across different search scenarios.
1.1. Research Questions and Contributions

We here describe the motivation, main research questions, and contributions of each part of the dissertation. Participants in our user studies always agreed to informed consent prior to commencing any task. All user studies in this dissertation were furthermore approved by the human research ethics committee at TU Delft and (aside from the studies described in Chapters 4 and 6) preregistered before data collection.¹

Part I: Representing Viewpoints

A crucial decision when studying viewpoint biases in the web search context is how to represent viewpoints on debated topics and label search results accordingly. For example, when aiming to measure viewpoint bias in a search result list on the topic *school uniforms*, the search result assessor needs to know the viewpoints expressed by each individual search result. Previous human information interaction research has predominantly represented viewpoints by assigning binary (e.g., *democrat/republican*) or ternary stance labels (e.g., *against/neutral/in favor*) [121, 274, 385]. Such labels are feasible to obtain at scale (e.g., using crowdsourcing [233, 234] or automatic stance detection techniques [9, 294, 366]) and lend themselves to existing search result diversity [4, 64, 310] and ranking fairness methods [381, 391, 393]. However, binary and ternary stance labels are extremely generic categorizations of truly nuanced viewpoints as they do not incorporate any degree within or reason behind stances, e.g., they do not distinguish between somewhat or strongly supporting school uniforms and do not capture whether someone supports school uniforms for economic or functional reasons. These drawbacks greatly limit the insight that can be gained from such labels and motivate the development of more comprehensive viewpoint representations that capture nuanced differences between viewpoints while remaining computationally tractable. Part I of this dissertation, therefore, addresses the following research question:

**RQ₁** What label taxonomy can accurately represent viewpoints on debated topics?

Our first step in addressing **RQ₁** is a user study investigating the feasibility of explainable, cross-topic stance detection for search results using current ternary stance labels (i.e., *against/neutral/in favor*; Chapter 3). We here aim to gauge the potential and limitations of currently available automated methods. Specifically, we apply stance detection techniques to search results on three debated topics (i.e., *atheism, intellectual property rights, and school uniforms*), generate explanations for stance predictions, and evaluate these explanations quantitatively and qualitatively with users. Our results show that, although some explanations help users interpret the behavior of stance detection models, users are often unsatisfied with the quality and amount of viewpoint-related information they receive. These findings indicate that considering more comprehensive viewpoint representations for search results could enable more meaningful viewpoint diversity analyses and better assist users in their opinion formation.

Chapter 4 introduces perspectives (i.e., reasons for opposing or supporting a topic)
as an alternative viewpoint representation format to the typical binary or ternary stance labels. We assemble a corpus of debate forum entries on abortion legalization and apply unsupervised topic models to discover perspectives on why debaters oppose or support this issue. In a user study, we then evaluate whether users can identify the models’ automatically generated topics as particular perspectives. We find that some topic models can indeed discover such user-identifiable perspectives and that users’ pre-existing stances on abortion do not affect their ability to interpret the topic model output. Including perspectives as part of viewpoint representations could thus be feasible and useful.

Finally, Chapter 5 builds on the first two chapters and previous work in the communication sciences to propose a comprehensive viewpoint representation for human information interaction. This novel label consists of two dimensions: stance (i.e., a viewpoint’s position regarding a debated topic, measured on a seven-point ordinal scale ranging from strongly opposing to strongly supporting) and logic of evaluation (i.e., stances’ underlying reasons or perspectives categorized into seven topic-independent categories). Although current automatic methods cannot classify documents into such nuanced viewpoint labels, our seven-category stance and logic of evaluation taxonomies could feasibly be learned and predicted automatically.

Contributions of Part I: Representing Viewpoints. The first part of this dissertation contributes to the field of human information interaction. The findings we present here can thus be applied not only to web search results but also to similar use cases such as social media posts or podcasts. Specifically, Part I contributes the following:

- We conduct two user studies; one in which we quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate cross-topic stance detection explanations using state-of-the-art methods (Chapter 3) and one in which we investigate whether topic models can produce user-identifiable perspectives (i.e., underlying reasons for opposing or supporting a debated topic; Chapter 4). Based on these findings, we identify that more comprehensive viewpoint labels (compared to the classical ternary stance labels) could be useful and feasible.

- We propose a novel, two-dimensional viewpoint representation for human information interaction alongside guidelines on crowdsourcing corresponding viewpoint labels (Chapter 5). Such labels may be used to represent viewpoints expressed in documents such as web search results.

- We publish two data sets: one containing debate forum entries on abortion legalization, expert-annotated with perspectives (Chapter 4); and one containing tweets on three different debated topics (i.e., atheism, Donald Trump, and the feminist movement), annotated by crowd workers with our proposed two-dimensional viewpoint label (Chapter 5). Researchers and practitioners may use these data sets for purposes such as training machine learning models or conducting user studies.
Part II: Crowdsourcing Viewpoint Annotations

Assigning our proposed viewpoint label (see Part I) to search results at scale (e.g., to evaluate viewpoint bias or develop practical applications) is currently not possible using automatic methods and thus requires the input of crowd workers [112, 233]. Such crowdsourcing efforts typically involve collecting at least three judgments per search result from different crowd workers (e.g., asking workers what viewpoint a given search result expresses regarding school uniforms) and subsequently aggregating those into single labels. However, recent research has found that cognitive worker biases can strongly reduce data quality from subjective tasks such as annotating viewpoints [96, 156]. One example of this is the confirmation bias: workers may be more likely to annotate their personal viewpoint rather than other viewpoints because they pay more attention to document parts that (seem to) confirm their personal opinion [156, 245]. It is vital to reduce such cognitive worker biases when collecting viewpoint annotations for search results to prevent data biases and ensure high-quality research and practical applications. That is why Part II of this dissertation addresses the following research question:

RQ\textsubscript{II} What cognitive biases reduce crowd workers’ abilities to correctly annotate web search results with viewpoint labels?

We begin addressing RQ\textsubscript{II} in Chapter 6 by proposing a checklist to combat cognitive biases in crowdsourcing. For example, the anchoring effect, a commonly occurring cognitive bias, could lead crowd workers to judge a truly neutral document as in favor of school uniforms simply because it seems to be more in favor than previously seen documents [110, 248]. Our checklist, adapted from earlier work concerning business decision-making [169], comprises 12 items referring to particularly common or problematic (groups of) cognitive biases that may reduce the quality of crowdsourced data labels. We present a retrospective analysis of past crowdsourcing papers, showing that cognitive biases are rarely considered but may affect data quality for most tasks. Requesters can use our proposed checklist to inform their task design (e.g., to mitigate cognitive biases) and document potential influences of cognitive biases on the data they collect.

At the hand of a related but slightly different use case, i.e., crowdsourced fact-checking of politician statements, Chapter 7 presents a full application of the checklist we propose in Chapter 6. We apply our checklist to an existing data set of crowdsourced truthfulness annotations and crowd worker characteristics (e.g., political affiliation, level of education, and annotation confidence) to identify potential influences of cognitive biases in this context. Subsequently, we test our hypotheses by conducting a similar crowdsourcing study while measuring the cognitive biases we had identified.

Contributions of Part II: Crowdsourcing Viewpoint Annotations. Although we focus on generating viewpoint labels for web search results, the second part of this dissertation contributes to the general efforts toward higher-quality crowd worker annotations and more reliable crowdsourced data. Specifically, Part II makes the following contributions:

- We conduct a retrospective analysis of past crowdsourcing papers to investigate how often requesters consider the influence of cognitive biases and how often cognitive
biases may affect data quality (Chapter 6). This analysis shows that cognitive crowd worker biases may be common but rarely considered by requesters.

- We propose a 12-item checklist to combat cognitive biases in crowdsourcing and demonstrate its use for collecting viewpoint labels for search results (Chapter 6). Requesters can now use this tool to document, assess, and mitigate cognitive crowd worker biases for the crowdsourcing tasks they design and the data they collect.

- We present a full application of our checklist for the use case of crowdsourced fact-checking, showing how to identify, assess, and mitigate potential influences of cognitive biases in crowdsourcing (Chapter 7).

- We propose guidelines to improve data quality when crowdsourcing truthfulness judgments and similar subjective annotations (e.g., viewpoint labels; Chapter 7).

- We publish a data set of crowdsourced truthfulness judgments alongside various worker characteristics and behavior (e.g., workers’ political affiliations and annotation confidence; Chapter 7). This data set can be used to further investigate cognitive worker biases in this context and inform similar data collection efforts.

**Part III: Viewpoint Bias Metrics for Search Results**

Collecting search result data with accurate and comprehensive viewpoint labels (using the methods we propose in Parts I and II) enables researchers and practitioners to measure viewpoint bias in search results. For example, an assessor may wish to evaluate the viewpoint bias in a search result list on *school uniforms* to gauge its potential impact on users. Such viewpoint bias assessments are essential in scoping and understanding the general problem of viewpoint biases in current search engines, linking specific degrees of viewpoint bias to user behavior, and exploring how search result viewpoint diversity could potentially be improved. Much work has been devoted to measuring diversity concerning query subtopics (i.e., evaluating how well a ranked search result list covers all potential user intents given a query) [4, 64, 308] and fairness toward particular groups of search results (i.e., evaluating whether documents that express a particular viewpoint are represented equally across a ranking) [35, 114, 381, 391, 392, 393]. These methods consider the rank and particular characteristics (e.g., the subtopic relevance or protected attribute) of each search result. However, there is currently no notion of ideal viewpoint diversity or protected viewpoints for search results, and measuring viewpoint bias specifically [195] has received comparatively little attention. Recent research has looked at defining and measuring viewpoint diversity for the domain of news recommender systems [147, 148, 361], but more work is needed to translate these concepts into the web search paradigm and develop viewpoint bias metrics specifically for search results. Part III thus addresses the following research question:

**RQIII** What methods can evaluate viewpoint bias in search results?

In Chapter 8, we explore using existing ranking fairness metrics and propose a novel metric to assess viewpoint biases in search results. We make several practical considerations and design choices to adapt existing ranking fairness metrics to the search result
viewpoint bias use case and show in simulation studies how different metrics behave for different degrees of viewpoint (ranking) bias. From these simulations, we derive guidelines for measuring viewpoint bias in search results using ranking fairness metrics. The novel ranking fairness metric we propose can accommodate multicategorical viewpoint labels (i.e., instead of the protected/unprotected dichotomy).

Previously developed methods such as ranking fairness metrics allow for measuring viewpoint biases in search results but cannot incorporate multidimensional viewpoint representations such as the one we propose in Part I. That is why Chapter 9 proposes a rank-aware viewpoint bias metric for search results that considers this more comprehensive viewpoint label. The novel metric, which measures bias as a deviation from viewpoint plurality, is founded upon a clear notion of viewpoint diversity and can be adapted to fit different topics or viewpoint structures.

**Contributions of Part III: Viewpoint Bias Metrics for Search Results.** The third part of this dissertation primarily contributes to the field of information retrieval by exploring how to measure viewpoint bias in web search results. Specifically, Part III makes the following contributions:

- We present a simulation study showing how different ranking fairness metrics behave under different degrees of viewpoint (ranking) bias in search results and derive guidelines for using ranking fairness metrics to measure search result viewpoint bias (Chapter 8). This simulation study demonstrates that measuring viewpoint bias using ranking fairness metrics is possible but has crucial limitations (e.g., such metrics are not applicable to multi-categorical or multi-dimensional viewpoint representations).

- We propose two metrics: one ranking fairness metric that can measure search result viewpoint bias when considering multi-categorical stance labels (Chapter 8) and one comprehensive viewpoint bias metric that accommodates multi-dimensional viewpoint labels (Chapter 9). Researchers and practitioners can use these novel metrics to comprehensively measure viewpoint bias in search results.

- We publish a viewpoint-annotated data set of search results on three different debated topics from two popular search engines and report on viewpoint biases in these search results (Chapter 9). This data set can be used for purposes such as the measurement or mitigation of search results viewpoint bias.

- We demonstrate how to increase viewpoint diversity in search results using existing diversification methods (Chapter 9). Our demonstration highlights that reducing viewpoint bias is not difficult and may not starkly reduce search result ranking utility.

**Part IV: How Search Result Viewpoint Biases Affect User Behavior**
Our contributions in Parts I, II, and III build the foundation for comprehensively measuring viewpoint biases in search results and connecting metric outcomes to user behavior. For example, viewpoint-biased search results concerning *school uniforms* could lead
users to vote in favor of a school uniform mandate without properly considering the opposing side. Recent research has already demonstrated that severe viewpoint biases in search results can lead to phenomena such as SEME for users without strong pre-search opinions [10, 36, 37, 99, 274]. However, it is still unclear at what degree viewpoint biases begin to cause systematic user tendencies, what mechanisms cause these effects, and whether they occur across search topics. Understanding the relationship between search result viewpoint biases and user behavior in more detail contributes to a better understanding of when viewpoint biases may become problematic and how web search engines could support users in their opinion formation. Part IV thus investigates the following research question:

**RQIV** What cognitive processes underlie the effect of search result viewpoint bias on users’ opinion formation?

We address **RQIV** by conducting a user study investigating whether lower-degree viewpoint biases in search results can cause SEME and what cognitive biases may influence user behavior here (Chapter 10). Whereas previous research in this area has largely presented users with strongly biased search results, we expose users to single, top 10 SERPs that are overall viewpoint-balanced (i.e., five opposing and five supporting results) but are ranked with different degrees of bias (e.g., ranking all opposing results above the supporting results or ranking them in alternating fashion).

**Contributions of Part IV: How Search Result Viewpoint Biases Affect User Behavior.** The fourth and final part of this dissertation contributes to a better understanding of user behavior and opinion formation following interactions with viewpoint-biased web search results. This can inform future research and development of web search engines but may also prove useful for related domains such as news or online video recommendation. Specifically, Part IV contributes the following:

- We conduct a user study investigating the effect of viewpoint (ranking) bias for overall viewpoint-balanced top 10 SERPs on users’ opinion formation (Chapter 10). This study provides exploratory evidence that viewpoint biases may not affect user behavior or opinion formation across search scenarios (e.g., when viewpoint bias is limited).

- We publish a viewpoint-annotated data set of search results on five different debated topics (Chapter 10). This data set can be used for purposes such as further exploring user behavior in this context and informing bias mitigation strategies.

**Summary**

In four parts that each address one core research question, this dissertation supports ongoing efforts toward a better understanding of search result viewpoint biases and their effects on user behavior. We present work concerning the representation of viewpoints in human information interaction, the collection of high-quality crowdsourced viewpoint annotations, viewpoint bias evaluation for search results, and how such viewpoint biases may affect users. Our contributions include novel theoretical concepts (e.g., a viewpoint
representation; see Chapter 5), tools (e.g., a checklist to combat cognitive biases in crowdsourcing; see Chapter 6), metrics (e.g., a novel viewpoint bias metric for search results; see Chapter 9), user studies (e.g., investigating underlying mechanisms of the search engine manipulation effect; see Chapter 10), and resources (e.g., data sets of search results with viewpoint annotations; see Chapters 4, 5, or 9). We discuss the broader implications and limitations of our work in Chapter 11.

## 1.2. Chapter Origins

This dissertation comprises 11 chapters. Whereas the introduction (Chapter 1), background (Chapter 2), and conclusion (Chapter 11) contextualize and discuss our work, Chapters 3-10 are based on research papers, organized into four main parts analogous to our four research questions.

### Part I: Representing Viewpoints


- Chapter 4 is based on a published workshop paper: Tim Draws, Jody Liu, and Nava Tintarev. “Helping Users Discover Perspectives: Enhancing Opinion Mining with Joint Topic Models”. In: *2020 International Conference on Data Mining Workshops (ICDMW)*. Sorrento, Italy: IEEE, Nov. 2020, pp. 23–30. DOI: [10.1109/ICDMW51313.2020.00013](https://doi.org/10.1109/ICDMW51313.2020.00013)

  - 🏆 This paper won the Best Paper Award at the 2022 *ACM SIGIR Conference on Human Information Interaction (CHIIR)*.

### Part II: Crowdsourcing Viewpoint Annotations

– 🏆 This paper won the Best Paper Award at the 2021 *AAAI Conference on Human Computation and Crowdsourcing (HCOMP)*.


### Part III: Viewpoint Bias Metrics for Search Results

• Chapter 8 is based on a published workshop paper: Tim Draws, Nava Tintarev, Ujwal Gadiraju, Alessandro Bozzon, and Benjamin Timmermans. “Assessing Viewpoint Diversity in Search Results Using Ranking Fairness Metrics”. In: *ACM SIGKDD Explorations Newsletter* 23.1 (May 2021), pp. 50–58. DOI: [10.1145/3468507.3468515](https://doi.org/10.1145/3468507.3468515)


### Part IV: How Search Result Viewpoint Biases Affect User Behavior


Additionally, this dissertation has benefited from the following published conference and workshop papers:


– This paper won a Best Paper Honorable Mention at the 2023 *AAAI Conference on Human Computation and Crowdsourcing (HCOMP)*.
  - This paper won a Best Paper Award at the 2023 ACM CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems.


  - This paper won the Best Paper Award at the 2021 ACM Conference on Hypertext and Social Media.
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Background

2.1. Preliminaries and Definitions

In our work, we assume that search results retrieved by typical, general-purpose web search engines may express viewpoint(s) concerning one or more debated topics. Users may consider these viewpoints to supplement their opinion formation. Below, we define and discuss the terminology we use to describe such interactions (e.g., debated topics, viewpoint bias, opinion formation) and outline the scope of this dissertation.

2.1.1. Debated Topics

Users increasingly employ web search to form opinions and seek practical advice [54, 119, 120]. Although such information seeking may sometimes involve shallow concerns (e.g., a celebrity’s latest outfit), users often search the web for more impactful, debated topics: issues of ongoing discussion that are – at least according to some participants of the debate – unresolved. For example, users may search the web to help them decide whether to embrace veganism [120], what financial strategy to employ [369], or what to think of a particular political candidate [99]. Debated topics can include extremely one-sided matters that are scientifically answerable (e.g., whether the Earth is a sphere) or have large majority stances (e.g., whether societies should segregate people by race). In this dissertation, however, we focus on more balanced issues with legitimate arguments on both sides of the debate (e.g., whether students should wear school uniforms).

2.1.2. Opinions and Viewpoints

An individual’s opinion is the collection of their thoughts, beliefs, or judgments about something or someone [252]. For example, someone may believe that students should wear school uniforms because, according to them, even though uniforms make it difficult for children to express themselves, uniforms prevent bullying and lead to better academic performance. We consider viewpoints instantiations of opinions, i.e., specific arguments that express one’s opinion on a topic. For example, “I am in favor of school uniforms because they lead to better academic performance among students” could be a viewpoint.
Table 2.1: The seven ordinal stance categories we consider.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stance</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example (wrt. school uniforms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>strongly opposing</td>
<td>&quot;A horrible idea! Students have to be able to wear what they want.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>opposing</td>
<td>&quot;We should not force students to wear uniforms.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>somewhat opposing</td>
<td>&quot;Despite the benefits of school uniforms, overall I’m against them.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>&quot;There are good arguments for and against school uniforms.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>somewhat supporting</td>
<td>&quot;Although school uniforms have their disadvantages, they have an overall positive impact.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>supporting</td>
<td>&quot;I’m in favor of school uniforms; every school should have them.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>strongly supporting</td>
<td>&quot;There is nothing wrong with school uniforms – there should be no other choice!&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: The seven logics of evaluation we consider, adapted from Baden and Springer [24]. Each logic represents a particular orientation of what is desired and can be used to either support or oppose a given claim.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic of Evaluation</th>
<th>Good is...</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspired</td>
<td>what is true, divine, and amazing</td>
<td>Righteous, pre-ordained, beautiful; false, uncreative, dull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popular</td>
<td>what is popular or what the people want</td>
<td>Preferred, popular, favourite; resented, feared, isolated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral</td>
<td>what is social, fair, and moral</td>
<td>Solidary, responsible, just; inhumane, asocial, egoistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic</td>
<td>what is legal, accepted, and conventional</td>
<td>Legal, agreed, common; scandalous, deviant, inappropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>what is profitable and creates value</td>
<td>Beneficial, economic, affordable; wasted, costly, unproductive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>what works</td>
<td>Effective, necessary, quick; dysfunctional, inefficient, useless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>what is sustainable and natural</td>
<td>Sustainable, organic; unnatural, irreversible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

deducted from the opinion example above. Viewpoints, finally, can be dissected into stances and logics of evaluation. A stance, also sometimes referred to as attitude, describes the position a viewpoint takes on a topic on a scale ranging from strongly opposing to strongly supporting (e.g., see Table 2.1) [337]. For example, the viewpoint example above expresses a supporting stance. A logic of evaluation, also sometimes referred to as logic, perspective, or angle, is a broad categorization of the reasoning behind a stance [25, 39]. In particular, Boltanski and Thévenot [39] introduced this term to represent argumentative reasons using seven topic-independent categories: inspired, popular, moral, civic, economic, functional, and ecological (see Table 2.2). Each logic stands for one fundamental way to reason within an argument, e.g., the viewpoint example above contains a functional logic (i.e., expressing the idea that school uniforms are effective in improving academic performance).1

Online content creators may have opinions on the topics they write about and consequently express viewpoints on these topics in their content. Search results retrieved in response to inquiries about debated topics (e.g., school uniforms) may thus contain a range of different viewpoints on these topics. Depending on what viewpoints (high-ranking) search results express, there may be a viewpoint bias on the SERPs that users receive. Users who perform this information-seeking may similarly have particular pre-search opinions and subscribe to corresponding viewpoints. The way users interact with and are influenced by such content, however, can heavily depend on their individual char-

1Note that the terms described in this paragraph have been defined in many different ways and are often used interchangeably [24, 25, 41, 48, 56, 252, 337, 388]. Due to the ambiguity surrounding some of these terms, we here had to decide on a set of clear definitions that may not fully align with some related research.
acteristics (e.g., users who already have a strong pre-search opinion on school uniforms may search in a more targeted fashion than uninformed, less opinionated users) [21, 245]. Our work follows previous research in the domain of search result viewpoint biases by focusing on users with mild pre-search opinions (i.e., users who are undecided or just somewhat oppose or support a topic) [10, 99, 123, 274, 372].

2.1.3. Viewpoint Diversity and Bias in Search Results

Viewpoints can be expressed in text and may thus also appear in search results, i.e., on web pages. Specifically, any search result relevant to a debated topic may express anywhere from no viewpoints (e.g., purely descriptive documents) to large numbers of viewpoints (e.g., a debate forum where users argue in different directions). The aggregated viewpoints expressed by a document form the overall opinion it conveys. For example, an online article may argue that school uniforms impede children's natural desire to express themselves but that they make an overall positive contribution because they make children more equal and lead to better academic performance. This blog post may be labeled as overall somewhat supporting (see Table 2.1) the idea that students should wear school uniforms, arguing with ecological, moral, and functional logics (see Table 2.2).

One can gauge the overall viewpoint distribution across a ranked search result list by examining the viewpoints expressed in all documents across the ranks. Although viewpoint diversity has been conceptualized in different ways [147, 240, 345, 361], our work considers the deliberative notion of diversity, which posits that all users (e.g., no matter their pre-existing opinions) should be exposed to the greatest possible plurality of viewpoints (e.g., irrespective of different viewpoints’ prevalence in society or the search engine's document index) [147]. This means that a maximally viewpoint-diverse search result list represents all topic-relevant viewpoints across its ranks. Note that this definition may not be applicable to all kinds of topics or queries – but we believe it most universally suits the kind of topic we consider in this dissertation (i.e., debated topics with legitimate arguments in both directions; e.g., school uniforms; see Section 2.1.1).

2.1.4. User Opinion Formation

Opinion formation describes the progressive process of developing one's opinion on a topic, e.g., to satisfy a personal interest or seek advice on an issue of individual, business-related, or societal concern [56]. It can occur in various contexts (e.g., reading the news, talking to peers, or searching the web) and may continue indefinitely as one's personal opinions change over time [56]. Stance change (or attitude change) is a particular form of opinion formation that primarily concerns one's stance, irrespective of whether a change in reasoning also occurred [271, 272]. For example, following a web search, a user could have changed their stance from somewhat opposing to strongly opposing school uniforms without necessarily adapting their logics of evaluation. Similarly, opinion formation can also occur without stance change, e.g., when someone adopts or removes a logic of evaluation in their argumentation but does not change their overall stance. We refer to web search with the intent of forming opinions as search as opinion formation.
2.2. Related Work

In this section, we describe and discuss related work concerning viewpoint representation, viewpoint labeling procedures, viewpoint diversity and biases in search results, and the effects of search result viewpoint biases on users.

2.2.1. Viewpoint Representation

Recent years have seen a stark increase in research concerning viewpoints and debated topics online. Inspired by calls to combat bias on the web \[26, 259\], this line of research has explored user interactions with debated topics in domains such as health \[10, 123, 274, 370\] or politics \[99, 100, 248\], social media \[228\], and the web in general \[226\]. An essential part of research concerning debated topics in human information interaction is how to represent viewpoints. That is, to measure viewpoint biases or examine what viewpoints users primarily interact with, each document (e.g., a search result or social media post) first needs to receive a label that reflects what viewpoint(s) it expresses. Previous human information interaction research has typically represented viewpoints as binary (e.g., democrat/republican) or ternary (e.g., against/neutral/in favor) stance categories \[121, 274, 385\]. For instance, Gezici et al. \[121\] used against/in support as well as liberal/conservative viewpoint categories, and Yom-Tov, Dumais, and Guo \[385\] classified users and documents into the political leanings democrat, centrist, or republican.

Although simple binary or ternary stance taxonomies enable cheap computation of metrics and are feasible to obtain at scale via crowdsourcing annotations (see Section 2.2.2), they are extremely generic categories that offer little detail. That is why recent work has explored alternative viewpoint label taxonomies, e.g., by representing viewpoints on continuous scales \[195, 240\]. However, despite adding more nuance to the against/in favor dichotomy, such labels are still lacking crucial information about viewpoints’ underlying reasons (e.g., whether an argument reflects a moral or economic perspective on school uniforms). This notion of perspective as a dimension next to a viewpoint’s stance has already been explored \[5, 61\] but often faced the limitation of these perspectives being highly topic-dependent (e.g., the debated topics school uniforms and abortion legalization have vastly different perspective spaces).

Drawing Inspiration from the Communication Sciences

Viewpoint diversity in public discourse is a long-standing subject of study in the communication sciences \[23, 24, 25, 211, 220, 221, 276, 284, 358\] that has already been applied to information access systems \[147, 148, 236, 361\]. Compared to human information interaction, the communication sciences have brought forward more advanced viewpoint representations. There, for instance, a common way to explore viewpoints is framing, whereby a viewpoint is typically analyzed on four different dimensions: problem definition (i.e., what is happening), causal attribution (i.e., who is responsible for the problem), moral evaluation (i.e., whether the problem is good or bad), and treatment recommendation (i.e., suggestions in response to the problem) \[97\]. More recent work has combined framing with the notion of interpretative repertoires to propose a topic-independent way of representing viewpoints \[24, 25\]. In this method, each frame (i.e., a viewpoint based on the four dimensions mentioned above) is seen as an instance of a more general way of interpreting the world (i.e., the interpretative repertoire). Building on the idea
2.2. Related Work

of “common worlds” proposed by Boltanski and Thévenot [39], Baden and Springer [24, 25] view frames as commensurable if they refer to the same repertoire commonly used in argumentation. For example, consider the phrases “feminism is on the rise because women should be treated equally” and “stop attacking feminists, they are the ones who fight for fair treatment”. These two phrases express different frames but have the same logic of evaluation (i.e., good is what is social, fair, and moral). This logic of evaluation is a key aspect of interpretative repertoires and offers a topic-independent way to represent perspectives behind the stances of viewpoints (see Table 2.2).

A drawback of analyzing viewpoints using framing or interpretative repertoires is that it usually requires a trained expert who performs manual annotation. This is impractical for human information interaction and related fields that need to obtain viewpoint representations at scale to enable cheap computation of metrics and algorithms. Although first attempts have been made to analyze the viewpoint diversity of content in hybrid [23] or automatic ways [240], to the best of our knowledge, no currently existing framework can reliably and cheaply obtain viewpoint labels that at least approximate the comprehensiveness of those typically handled in the communication sciences. Part I of this dissertation presents our work concerning this issue and proposes a novel viewpoint representation for human information interaction.

2.2.2. Automatic Viewpoint Labeling

Measuring search result viewpoint bias requires labeling each individual search result according to the viewpoint(s) it expresses. Depending on the selected viewpoint representation (see Section 2.2.1), researchers and practitioners can apply stance detection methods to automatically label search results for viewpoints. We discuss these and alternative methods below.

Stance Detection

Stance detection is the task of deriving a stance (e.g., against, neutral, or in favor) toward a claim (e.g., “students should have to wear school uniforms”) from text [366]. This implies that not just sentiment but also the direction of sentiment needs to be extracted. What makes stance detection challenging is that users may describe their stance in negative and positive ways. For example, both the following statements imply the same stance, but with different sentimental phrasing: “I hate the terrible idea of school uniforms” and “It is fantastic that students do not wear school uniforms”.

Automatic stance detection is predominantly applied in a supervised, target-specific fashion; i.e., a text classifier is trained and evaluated on documents that all refer to a single topic or claim (often referred to as the target) [8]. For instance, previous work has built models to detect the stance on atheism or the feminist movement in tweets [75, 193, 199, 233]. Popular stance detection tasks, data sets, and models concern document types such as tweets [3, 70, 214, 233, 330, 342], microblogs [378], online debates [1, 242, 277, 332, 343], and news content [27, 106, 149, 214, 275]; featuring a wide range of topics and several different languages [8, 193, 317]. Due to the multiclass nature of stance detection (i.e., typically classifying documents into against, neutral, and in favor; although sometimes additional classes such as other/unrelated are added [141]), predictive performances are most commonly reported in terms of macro-f1 scores [193]. State-of-the-art target-
specific stance detection models (e.g., applied to tweets and online forum posts) now regularly achieve macro-f1 scores ranging from .73 to .97 depending on document type and topic [127, 174, 287, 311]. Practical target-specific stance detection applications include handling rumors [60] and fake news [66, 140] related to specific topics on social media. However, web search interventions targeting the mitigation of undesired effects such as SEMP require target-agnostic stance detection models to quickly respond to the large variety of debated topics users may search for.

Web search applications need to apply cross-target stance detection. In this variant, stance detection models are applied to data sets in which each document may refer to one of a variety of topics [8, 193]. Building models that can detect stances related to any topic in such a way usually leads to somewhat weaker predictive performances compared to target-specific models but makes stance detection applicable at scale. Macro-f1 scores for cross-target ternary stance detection (e.g., working with tweets or news articles) have ranged – again depending on document type – roughly from .450 to .750 [9, 11, 20, 142, 293, 376]. Although stance detection has thus far not been applied to openly available search result data, some data sets feature content similar to search results. The Emergent data set lends itself well to cross-target stance detection and is comparable to a search result data set: it contains a large number of news articles that have each been expert-annotated as against, observing, or in favor concerning one of 300 rumored claims [106]. Cross-topic stance detection models evaluated at the Emergent data set (and its follow-up version, the 2017 Fake News Challenge data set [275]) have achieved macro-f1 scores of up to .756 [138, 306, 320]. We perform cross-target stance detection for search results in Chapter 3 (Part I) of this dissertation.

Alternative Methods to Extract More Than Mere Stance

Stance detection allows for considerable text comprehension concerning debated topics. To truly understand viewpoints on these topics, however, distilling the underlying reasons (i.e., perspectives) behind the different stances is essential. A technique that allows for more fine-grained opinion analysis is known as argument mining: here, arguments are automatically extracted from texts and subsequently divided into their different elements, e.g., claims, premises, and conclusions [200, 336, 362]. More recent work in the argument retrieval domain has built on this work by automatically extracting diverse arguments from document corpora [41, 42, 92, 260]. However, although argument mining and related approaches have started to get a finer grasp of distilling arguments from text, these methods are not yet able to classify arguments into different perspective categories or provide comprehensive debate summaries (e.g., extracting the most important reasons why people may oppose or support school uniforms).

One family of methods that could allow for better descriptions of perspectives compared to other approaches are topic models (e.g., Latent Dirichlet Allocation; LDA [38]). These (usually unsupervised) models aim to discover hidden structures in text corpora. By analyzing word co-occurrences across all documents in a corpus, they create a prespecified number of topics. Each topic is a probability distribution over all words in the corpus. The probability density indicates how “typical” a given word is for the topic at hand. This way, topics can be described by their top-n highest-density words. Similarly, topic models also output per-document probability distributions over topics to indicate how “present” each topic is in a given document.
Joint topic models extend topic modeling (e.g., LDA) by adding components for more informative content extraction from text. For example, several joint topic models within opinion mining have proposed additional distributions or sentiment analysis features on top of LDA to extract more specific aspects. They include the Topic-Aspect Model (TAM) [262], the Joint-Sentiment Topic model (JST) [205], the Viewpoint-Opinion Discovery Unified Model (VODUM) [344], and the Latent Argument Model (LAM) [356]. Most joint topic models have not specifically been developed for the task of perspective discovery. However, their unsupervised nature and interpretable model output make all joint topic models mentioned above potential candidates in this respect. We perform and evaluate perspective discovery with joining topic models in Chapter 4 (Part I).

2.2.3. Crowdsourcing Viewpoint Annotations

To efficiently collect high-quality training data for stance detection models or annotate search results with viewpoint labels that cannot be automatically extracted using current methods (e.g., logics of evaluation; see Section 2.2.1), researchers may employ crowd workers [341]. Extensive experiments have been performed to crowdsource binary stance annotations (e.g., against/in favor) on news articles and tweets [66, 106, 204, 234, 330]. In addition, labels such as neutral, neither in favor nor against, or I don’t know have been used to identify texts that do not take a stance, are unclear, unrelated, or ambiguous. Generally, the agreement percentages and the inter-rater reliability (IRR) values are substantial. For instance, Mohammad, Sobhani, and Kiritchenko [234] report an agreement percentage of 73% regarding the stance of the tweets, while Li et al. [204] report Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ values of 0.60 and 0.81 when considering ternary and binary representations, respectively. Burscher et al. [51] used two trained annotators to identify pre-determined frame types (i.e., conflict, morality, economic consequences, and human-interest) in 156 political news articles. IRR c.f. Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ ranged from 0.21 (morality) to 0.58 (economic consequence). Thus, human annotation of viewpoint labels is feasible, but its difficulty increases with label complexity. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, annotations for logics of evaluation have so far only been performed by experts in communication science and not yet by crowd annotators. We make a first attempt at crowdsourcing such annotations for logics of evaluation in Chapter 5 (Part I).

Early research by Snow et al. [329] showed that crowd workers can perform as well as domain experts in several natural language processing (NLP) tasks, such as event temporal ordering, word similarity, and affect recognition. However, collecting high-quality annotations from crowd workers is still challenging due to concerns posed by identifying, classifying, and counteracting crowd workers’ biases and spamming behavior and patterns [68, 77]. Shah, Schwartz, and Hovy [324] name label bias as one of four core sources of bias in NLP models. Several criteria can influence the quality of crowdsourced annotations, including task and instructions clarity [113, 183, 374], task design [161], task difficulty [219], incentives [152], and quality control mechanisms [80, 94, 163, 225]. Moreover, there are qualitative differences between the ways in which previous work has aggregated crowdsourced data labels [263]. Recently developed annotation aggregation methods aim to improve overall label quality by weighting annotations according to different criteria such as individual annotator performance and biases [93, 94].

Following calls for making human-labeled data more reliable [117], several novel
approaches have turned their attention to data documentation; i.e., by tackling issues such as reliability, transparency, and accountability in data collection practices. In the NLP field, Bender and Friedman [33] proposed data statements, a characterization for data sets that provides relevant details regarding the population involved in creating a given data set, how the data set is used in experimental work, and how potential biases in the data set might affect outcomes of the systems that are deployed with it. Gebru et al. [116] proposed data sheets for data sets, a companion document for data sets to exemplify the purpose and composition of the data set, who collected the data and how it was collected, as well as the intended use of the data set. Specifically for crowdsourcing annotations, Ramírez et al. [288] proposed a set of guidelines for reporting crowdsourcing experiments to better account for reproducibility purposes. Ramírez et al. [289] then followed up on this work by proposing a checklist that requesters can use to comprehensively report on their crowdsourced data sets. This body of research aligns with and facilitates current efforts towards more trustworthy artificial intelligence through better documentation [15, 382].

Data documentation approaches such as data statements [33] or data sheets [116] allow for a thorough assessment for many different types of potential biases (e.g., related to the distribution of crowd workers or the preprocessing of data). However, these methods usually do not consider the influence of cognitive biases on data collection.

Cognitive Biases in Crowdsourcing

Cognitive biases are general human tendencies toward irrational decision-making or deviation from norms under uncertainty [349]. For example, the confirmation bias is a tendency to specifically look for information that confirms one's preexisting beliefs [245]. Humans are especially vulnerable to cognitive biases when the cognitive demand of a situation exceeds their currently available cognitive resources [349]; e.g. when being confronted with too much or too little information to support a decision or when there is a need to act fast. This can also be the case in crowdsourcing tasks, where objectively “true” answers often do not exist [16].

Recent research has shown that different types of cognitive biases can negatively impact crowd workers’ decision-making and thereby decrease the quality of crowdsourced data labels [96, 144, 156, 307]. For instance, this body of research shows that relevance judgments can be affected by displaying other crowd workers’ judgments (i.e., groupthink or the bandwagon effect) or by revealing information on a single item in subsequent steps (i.e., the anchoring effect [96]). Other work demonstrated that crowd workers may be affected by their personal preexisting attitudes and stereotypes; e.g., when labeling images of faces [256] or when judging statements on debated topics (i.e., the availability bias and the confirmation bias [156]). Furthermore, Gadiraju et al. [111] found that crowd workers are often unaware of their actual level of competence, which may lead to overconfidence. Several strategies have been proposed to assess and mitigate cognitive biases in this context; e.g., by adapting the task design [29, 72, 96, 156].

Despite this empirical knowledge of cognitive biases and how to mitigate some of them in the crowdsourcing context, few crowdsourcing studies consider the influence of cognitive biases on data quality — why? Cognitive biases are a vast and complex space that may be hard to navigate for requesters. What is lacking is a practical tool that helps
requesters to identify which specific cognitive biases may be problematic in a given task. In practice, such a tool could aid requesters in describing, assessing, and mitigating the influence of the identified potentially problematic cognitive biases. It would contribute to the body of existing efforts towards more reliable and reusable human-labeled data [49, 116]. That is why we propose a checklist to combat cognitive biases in crowdsourcing (see Chapter 6 in Part II).

2.2.4. Diversity, Fairness, and Viewpoint Biases in Search Results

Obtaining viewpoint labels (see Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3) enables the examination of viewpoint distributions across ranked search result lists from popular web search engines. Recent research has found that such search results may not always be viewpoint-diverse, i.e., they can reflect viewpoint biases [114, 284, 370, 371]. Such viewpoint biases can root in the overall search result index but become amplified by biased queries and rankings [114, 292, 371]. They typically involve an over-representation of particular viewpoints among (high-ranking) search results. For example, a search result list on the topic school uniforms could be considered viewpoint-biased if most high-ranking (e.g., 40 out of the top 50) search results support the idea of school uniforms while most search results expressing different viewpoints can only be found at lower ranks. Previous work has commonly measured viewpoint biases using simplified and topic-specific approaches. For instance, Puschmann [284] examined biases in politics-related search results by categorizing them into source types (e.g., media, government, party-affiliated); finding that some parties have more power over their representation than others (e.g., by having more party-affiliated web pages among high ranking search results). White [370] labeled search results on the efficacy of medical treatment as containing either false or correct information. They found that users may be misled by false information among high-ranking search results, e.g., because search engines – irrespective of the truth – tend to rank positive content higher than negative content.

The aforementioned findings demonstrate that search results on debated topics may often be viewpoint-biased. However, measuring search result viewpoint bias at scale requires topic-independent guidelines and metrics. We describe related work on such more generalizable metrics below; in particular, existing approaches to measure search result diversity, fairness, and viewpoint bias specifically.

Measuring Search Result Diversity

Much work in the IR domain has been devoted to measuring (and improving) the diversity concerning query subtopics in search results [2, 4, 64, 309, 310]. Such search result diversity metrics assess the degree to which a ranked search result list satisfies different user intents. For example, this applies to search terms such as jaguar or apple, which should return results related to the animal or fruit as well as the respective company. These diversity methods usually reward both diversification (i.e., absence of bias) and relevance of search results across a ranking. Doing so, they aim to maximize the utility of search results. However, a trade-off with document relevance is not necessarily desired when measuring search result viewpoint bias. The ultimate aim here is not to maximize utility for the user but to provide search results that reflect a broad range of opinions on a given debated topic. Although existing search result diversity metrics inspire our work
(see Part II), they are thus impractical for measuring viewpoint bias.

### Search Result Fairness

Recent work has developed *fair ranking* methods to deal with *bias* on the web. These approaches aim to evaluate [19, 35, 71, 195, 315, 381] or increase [35, 55, 326, 391] the *fairness* toward protected attributes in ranked lists of documents. For instance, a ranking assessor may apply a ranking fairness metric to measure the degree to which *female* workers are systematically ranked lower than others in a list of job candidate profiles. Previously proposed ranking fairness metrics commonly presuppose that a *fair* or *unbiased* ranking is one with *statistical parity* [381]. In the ranking context, statistical parity holds when membership in a protected group (e.g., *female*) has no influence on a document’s position in the ranking [381]. Ranking fairness metrics typically assess statistical parity by comparing the group membership distribution (i.e., the share of protected and non-protected documents) for different top portions of a ranking (e.g., 10, 20, ...) with the ranking’s overall group membership distribution. Like most search result diversity metrics, most ranking fairness metrics include a discount function for rank-awareness [315]. We formalize several ranking fairness metrics and explore how to use them for measuring search result viewpoint bias in Chapter 8 (Part III).

Apart from evaluating the divergence from statistical parity, earlier research has approached ranking fairness in at least two other notable ways. One line of research has defined *criteria* that rankings have to fulfill to be considered *fair* [315, 391]. Whether a ranking fulfills these criteria is assessed using null hypothesis significance testing. Our aim, however, is to quantify the *degree* of viewpoint bias in search result rankings. Kulshrestha et al. [195] introduce a metric that quantifies *ranking bias* (RB) related to continuous attributes instead of group memberships. Their metric considers the mean of a continuous variable at each step of its computation. We use the metric proposed by Kulshrestha et al. [195] for measuring search result viewpoint bias in Chapter 9 (Part III).

### Measuring Search Result Viewpoint Bias

Building on work that measured diversity or fairness in search results concerning more general subtopics (see previous subsections), recent research has begun to evaluate *viewpoint bias* in ranked outputs. Various metrics have been adapted from existing IR practices to quantitatively evaluate ranked lists against democratic notions of diversity [147, 360, 361], though only few [360] crucially incorporate users’ attention drop over the ranks [21, 99, 168, 258]. Existing diversity, fairness, or viewpoint bias metrics, however, have a key limitation when measuring viewpoint diversity: they cannot accommodate comprehensive, multi-dimensional viewpoint representations. Incorporating such more comprehensive viewpoint labels is crucial because stances and the reasons behind them can otherwise not be considered simultaneously (see Section 2.2.1). That is why we introduce a novel metric to evaluate search result viewpoint bias in Chapter 9 (Part III).

#### 2.2.5. Search Result Viewpoint Biases and User Behavior

Search result rankings strongly affect user preferences and behavior [133, 168, 171, 177, 248, 250, 258]. For example, users exhibit a *position bias* when exploring search results: they tend to pay more attention to results at higher ranks [258] and are more likely to click
and examine them [168, 177, 250]. As a result, users usually do not even examine search results beyond the first result page [43].

More recent research has shown that this preference for consuming higher-ranked search results can affect the behavior of users with mild pre-search opinions [10, 99, 100, 274]. Specifically, these studies suggest that users tend to adopt whatever viewpoints are most prominent among the search results they consume. Viewpoint biases in search results (e.g., related to school uniforms) could thereby have systematic effects on user opinions and behavior (e.g., voting in favor of a school uniform mandate). This phenomenon—often referred to as the search engine manipulation effect (SEME)—can occur even after single search sessions, across topics (e.g., political elections, medical treatment, and vaccinations) [10, 99, 274, 371], and without users' awareness [123]. Given that real search result rankings are often biased concerning viewpoints (see Section 2.2.4), SEME is a pressing concern [26, 54]. We seek to better understand the underlying mechanisms of SEME and identify under what circumstances it occurs in Chapter 10 (Part IV).

2.2.6. Summary
We have discussed related research concerning viewpoint representation, viewpoint labeling procedures, viewpoint biases in search results, and the effects of search result viewpoint biases on users. Although considerable research efforts have been made in each of these directions, we have highlighted crucial limitations and research gaps that we aim to address in this dissertation. Specifically, we seek to develop comprehensive viewpoint representations that incorporate stances as well as logics of evaluation (Part I), combat cognitive biases in crowdsourcing viewpoint annotations (Part II), develop metrics to measure viewpoint bias in search results (Part III), and better understand how search result viewpoint biases affect user behavior (Part IV).
I

Representing Viewpoints
Measuring viewpoint biases in search results, studying their effects on user behavior, and supporting users in their search for debated topics requires a meaningful and scalable representation of viewpoints. For example, when examining whether users interact with viewpoint-biased search results related to school uniforms, each search result first needs a label that reflects what viewpoint it expresses regarding this topic. A fundamental part of research and practical applications in this space, therefore, is deciding how to represent viewpoints and then label search results accordingly. Earlier work in human information interaction has predominantly opted for binary or ternary stance labels (e.g., against/neutral/in favor) [121, 274, 385] as viewpoint representations. Such simple labels are feasible to obtain at scale (e.g., using crowdsourcing [233, 234] or automatic stance detection techniques [9, 294, 366]) and lend themselves to existing search result diversity [4, 64, 310] and ranking fairness methods [381, 391, 393]. However, binary and ternary stance labels are fairly generic categorizations of truly nuanced viewpoints as they do not incorporate any degree within or reason behind stances, e.g., they do not distinguish between somewhat or strongly supporting school uniforms and do not capture whether someone supports school uniforms for economic or functional reasons. These drawbacks greatly limit the insight practitioners and users can gain from such labels. Aside from being feasible to obtain and computationally tractable, viewpoint labels should capture nuanced differences between viewpoints in an explainable, human-understandable fashion. This first part of the dissertation addresses the issue of representing viewpoints by asking the following research question:

RQ1 What label taxonomy can accurately represent viewpoints on debated topics?

Part I consists of three chapters that each examine or propose different viewpoint representations. We begin in Chapter 3 with a user study investigating the feasibility of explainable, cross-topic stance detection for search results using current ternary stance labels (i.e., against/neutral/in favor). Our aim here is to gauge the potential and limitations of currently available automated methods. Specifically, we predict stance labels for search results, generate explanations for those predictions, and evaluate the explanations quantitatively and qualitatively with users. We find that, although some explanations help users interpret the behavior of (ternary) stance detection models, many users are unsatisfied with the quality and amount of viewpoint-related information they receive. Chapter 4 then introduces perspectives (i.e., reasons for opposing or supporting a debated topic) as an alternative or supplementary viewpoint representation format to the typical binary or ternary stance labels. We apply unsupervised topic models to debate forum entries and subsequently evaluate whether users can identify the topic model output as such perspectives. Our results show that some topic models can indeed discover user-identifiable perspectives. We thus conclude that considering perspectives, if generalized to be applicable across topics, as part of viewpoint representations could be feasible and useful. Building on this idea, we propose a comprehensive, topic-independent viewpoint representation for human information interaction in Chapter 5. This novel label consists of two dimensions: stance (i.e., a viewpoint’s position regarding a debated topic, measured on a seven-point ordinal scale ranging from strongly opposing to strongly supporting) and logic of evaluation (i.e., the stance’s underlying reasons or perspectives categorized into seven topic-independent categories).

Tim Draws primarily planned and carried out the conceptualization, investigation, methodology, project administration, visualization, and write-up of the work described in the paper referenced above. His co-authors supervised him during the project and made edits to the writing.
Measuring viewpoint bias or studying user interactions in web search on debated topics requires labeling search results according to the viewpoints they express. Previous research has predominantly approached this by representing viewpoints using a ternary stance taxonomy, e.g., labeling each search result as either *against*, *neutral*, or *in favor* with respect to a debated topic [121, 274, 385](see Section 2.2.1). Despite not capturing nuanced differences between viewpoints (e.g., *against* could mean somewhat or strongly opposing a topic), ternary stance labels are a straightforward and arguably easy-to-understand way of categorizing content into viewpoint categories. They can also feasibly be obtained using automatic stance detection techniques [20, 193, 293, 306, 366].

Next to large-scale viewpoint bias evaluations and user behavior studies, automatically identifying the stances of search results in this way would allow for interventions that support users in navigating online debates (e.g., by displaying warning labels for viewpoint biases or labeling individual search results) [57, 100, 109, 298, 304, 379]. Moreover, stance predictions could be supplemented by explanations [166], which may help users decide whether they can trust the stance labels and identify stance-specific patterns.

A problem with automated methods for ternary stance labels is that their predictive accuracy in the context of search results is currently still unclear. Search results and the web pages they refer to are much more diverse (e.g., concerning text length and language) and less straightforward compared to the document types typically handled by automatic stance detection models (e.g., tweets or microblogs; see Section 2.2.2). Although stance detection has been applied to search results before [304], earlier work examining user interactions with debated topics has predominantly assigned stance labels via human annotations or proxy measures rather than stance detection [99, 385]. Applying explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) methods to search result stance predictions could help users and practitioners understand when and how stance detection methods fail in this context and support improvement efforts. However, despite large efforts toward developing such explainability methods [218], only a few works have focused on explaining stance detection specifically [166]. Text classification explanations are moreover not always easily interpretable by users [318], and it is currently not known what types of stance label explanations users would require. Thus, it is unclear how accurately stance detection models can predict stances expressed in search results and whether current XAI methods can produce helpful explanations for those predictions.

This chapter reports on a preregistered user study investigating whether and how explanations for automatic stance detection models can help users in their online information interactions. In particular, we aim to explore the possibilities and limitations of automated methods for ternary stance labels in the web search context. Two research questions guide our work:

**RQ1.1** Are current stance detection methods sufficiently explainable for users when applied to web search results?

**RQ1.2** What explanation visualization techniques can best explain stance detection for search results?

We address these research questions by first training and evaluating 10 different stance detection models (i.e., using classical machine learning and transformer-based language
models) on a data set containing 1204 search results on 11 different debated topics (e.g., school uniforms; see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Our evaluations show predictive performances comparable to the state of the art from several approaches, with RoBERTa-base, BERT-base, linear SVM, and logistic regression delivering some of the highest macro-f1 scores. We then investigate the explainability of these four models in a preregistered user study. Specifically, we ask users to forward-simulate model predictions, i.e., identify what the models have predicted based on explanations but without knowing the true or predicted labels (Section 3.4). We find that some explainability methods (e.g., LIME) can produce human-interpretable explanations for some stance detection methods (e.g., RoBERTa-base) most of the time and significantly more interpretable than randomly generated explanations. A qualitative analysis further reveals potential application areas, challenges, and improvements for such explanations. We discuss the implications and limitations of our findings in Section 3.6.

Supplementary material such as preregistrations, data sets, task screenshots, and code related to this chapter is available at https://osf.io/fyvqu.

3.1. Hypotheses

Although many methods have been proposed to explain the behavior of natural language processing (NLP) models generally (i.e., from abstract global explanations such as Submodular Pick LIME [295] and behavioral probes [207] to local explanations such as SHAP [339], SEA [296], or input reduction [105]), user-focused solutions often involve explaining specific model predictions. How a particular model prediction came about can be explained in multiple ways, e.g., by adding influential examples [187, 282] or counterfactuals [305]. Jayaram and Allaway [166] recently proposed supplementing attention weights with crowdsourced human rationales to explain predictions of stance detection models. Arguably the most common and straightforward way to explain specific text classification predictions, however, is to produce input feature explanations. These explanations consist of token-wise importance attributes [218] that can be derived from XAI methods such as LIME [295], integrated gradients [340], or Grad-CAM [319].

Explanation quality can be measured in numerous ways, from application-oriented evaluations that focus on specific use cases (e.g., using human-annotated ground truth data sets) to functionality-oriented evaluations that inspect how well explanations reflect a model’s technical process (i.e., often referred to as faithfulness or fidelity) [78, 79, 217, 218, 281]. A commonly chosen path when aiming to evaluate explanations directly with users whilst avoiding the cost of creating a ground truth data set is to conduct human-oriented evaluations. These evaluation tasks typically ask users to either choose the best of several models or perform forward simulation, i.e., to recreate model predictions based on explanations [79, 164, 218].

Despite some earlier work pointing to a general lack of interpretability among deep learning models [58, 105], it has been demonstrated \footnote{A successful forward simulation occurs when, given an explanation but without knowing a prediction outcome, a user correctly identifies what the model has predicted (regardless of whether that model prediction was correct). For instance, suppose a stance detection model incorrectly classifies a search result whose title says “People who argue that school uniforms support academic performance are all wrong” as in favor of school uniforms. A user may successfully simulate this prediction by identifying that the model incorrectly predicted in favor when given an explanation highlighting the “support academic performance” passage.}
that explanations can help users simulate the predictions of artificial intelligence (AI) systems [180, 278, 384]. In the NLP domain specifically, earlier work suggests that explanations help users to better understand models [145, 244]. Jayaram and Allaway [166] created explanations for stance detection models based on human-annotated rationales and found users deemed such explanations congruent with model predictions and sufficient. We expected that users would also be able to simulate search result stance predictions when provided with automatically generated model explanations with greater accuracy than when provided with pseudo-explanations (i.e., a baseline that looks like a proper explanation but really only highlights words at random); hence we hypothesized:

**H₁.1** Users can simulate the predictions of stance detection models for search results with greater accuracy when provided with a model-specific explanation than a pseudo-explanation that highlights random words.

Input feature explanations are typically visualized using one of two techniques: as salience-based explanations that highlight words or tokens directly in the relevant document depending on their importance [69, 218, 318] (see Figure 3.1) or bar plots that indicate the token- or word-wise importance individually [318] (see Figure 3.2). Although salience-based explanations are often seen as an intuitive way to explain text classification models’ predictions [69, 218], Schuff et al. [318] recently demonstrated that end users may find those explanations difficult to understand and less intuitive than bar plots. We thus expected that there would be a difference in simulatability for search results stance predictions depending on whether users see salience-based or bar plot explanations.

**H₁.2** Users’ ability to simulate stance detection model’s decisions differs depending on the way in which the explanation is visualized.

---

2 By simulate, we here mean successfully performing forward simulations (see Footnote 1).
3.2. Data

To train, test, and explain stance detection models, we assembled a data set containing search results on 11 debated topics (see Table 3.1). We obtained these data by combining three different data sets we had created as part of earlier work (see Rieger et al. [298] and Chapters 9 and 10). These previously created data sets included URLs, titles, snippets, and stance labels for a total of 1453 search results, which we had retrieved via API or web crawling from two popular web search engines. Stance labels had been assigned on seven-point Likert scales (i.e., ranging from -3 to 3 and thus including three degrees of opposing or supporting a topic) via crowdsourcing in two cases (i.e., taking the median annotation of at least three crowd workers with satisfactory inter-rater reliability; Krippendorff’s $\alpha = .78, .79$; see Rieger et al. [298] and Chapter 10) or expert annotation in one case (i.e., mostly single annotations; Krippendorff’s $\alpha = .90$; see Chapter 9). We mapped these seven-point stance labels into the three categories against (-3, -2, -1), neutral (0), and in favor (1, 2, 3) because automatic stance detection methods typically consider this ternary label taxonomy [193]. Using the provided URLs, we crawled the full web page text bodies (stripped of any HTML tags) for all search results. We here dropped 249 search results from the data as their text bodies could not be retrieved, leaving 1204 search results. Finally, we concatenated each search result’s title, snippet, and text body (in this order) into single documents and removed all other information from the data aside from the documents’ stance labels.

Table 3.1 shows the stance distribution per topic in our final data set. These 1204 annotated search results provide a ground truth for stance detection – both for evaluating classification performance (Section 3.3) and to inform a user study where participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Against – Neutral – In Favor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zoos</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50% – 6% – 44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottled water</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46% – 15% – 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetarianism</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>38% – 31% – 31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homework benefits</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>47% – 18% – 36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity as a disease</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>33% – 25% – 42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk health benefits</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>29% – 37% – 35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social networking sites</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42% – 26% – 32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell phone radiation safety</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56% – 20% – 24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual property rights</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>13% – 19% – 69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School uniforms</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>28% – 29% – 43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atheism</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>22% – 46% – 32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total                        | 1204| 27% – 28% – 45% |

Table 3.1: The topic and stance distributions in our data set.
forward simulate stance detection models’ predictions based on provided explanations (Section 3.4).

3.3. **Search Result Stance Detection**

Explanations for stance detection models’ predictions inevitably depend on the models’ predictive performance. To ensure a realistic explanation pipeline in the context of search results, we first investigate the performance of current stance detection approaches and determine which methods may work particularly well here. This section thus describes the implementation and evaluation of 10 different stance detection models that we applied to our data (see Section 3.2). We measured the models’ test set macro-accuracy, -precision, -recall, and -f1 scores across different model initializations and data splits, and compared their performance to the state of the art on other data sets (e.g., containing news articles or tweets). Finally, we selected four particularly well-performing models to generate explanations for.

Note that our core focus here was not to maximize predictive performance but instead to try a broad range of methods on this novel type of data (i.e., web search results). That is why we conducted only limited experimentation and hyperparameter tuning.

3.3.1. **Stance Detection Models**

We implemented two different types of models to perform stance detection on our search result data (see Section 3.2): transformer-based language models and classical machine learning models. Although transformer-based language models have recently dominated text classification and other NLP tasks [125], classical machine learning models such as logistic regression continue to demonstrate competitive predictive performances while remaining highly interpretable [229, 299]. It is thus relevant to investigate the performance-explainability trade-offs between these two model types.

**Transformer-based Language Models**

We implemented five pretrained language models, fine-tuning each of them on our search result data in 10 epochs and using a learning rate of 0.00003. Each model considered the first 512 tokens per document (or 1024 tokens in the case of Longformer).

- **BERT**-base [74]: one of the most commonly used pretrained language models [146, 210, 312] and often used for stance detection [8, 141, 142, 173, 293, 311, 317].
- **DistilBERT**-base [312]: a light version of BERT that allows for much faster fine-tuning and inference, yet often with comparable predictive performance [312]. DistilBERT has been used for stance detection before [222] and also performed well on the related task of news classification [52].
- **RoBERTa**-base [210]: an improved version of BERT that has been trained for a longer time and on more data. RoBERTa has also often been used for stance detection [141, 320, 394].

---

3We tried different model types (e.g., base and large) and hyperparameter values but observed only marginal improvements beyond these settings.
• **DeBERTa**-base [146]: another improved version of BERT that focuses on disentangling attention mechanisms. Although DeBERTa has so far not been used for stance detection, it has been implemented for the related tasks of agreement detection in online debates [277] and fake news detection [325].

• **Longformer**-base [32]: an adaptation of RoBERTa to handle long texts and thus potentially better suited for search results and the (often long-form) web pages they refer to. Whereas all above models only considered their maximum of 512 tokens, our Longformer implementation considered the first 1024 tokens per document. Longformer has already been used for rumor stance detection on different kinds of social media posts [179].

### Classical Machine Learning Models

We applied five classical machine learning models to a tfidf feature matrix we had created from a preprocessed version of our data set.\(^4\) This matrix considered all unigrams with a document frequency between 0.005 and 0.8.\(^5\)

• **Logistic regression**: an inherently interpretable model (i.e., coefficients reflect feature importance) that has often been used for stance detection in previous research [63, 142, 158, 193, 198, 348].

• **Linear support vector machine** (linear SVM): arguably the most common stance detection approach before the advent of transformer-based language models [76, 193, 198, 208, 209, 232, 261, 348, 373]. We used linear rather than kernel SVM because it performed slightly better during testing and is inherently interpretable.

• **Random forest**: a tree-based ensemble model that is often used for stance detection [193, 198, 208, 209, 348].

• **Gradient boosting**: another tree-based model commonly used for stance detection [193, 208, 348].

• **Naive Bayes**: a fully interpretable and highly simple machine learning model that has been used for stance detection in earlier work [193, 198, 209, 232] and lends itself to forming a baseline.

### 3.3.2. Evaluation

To enable a thorough and fair comparison between stance detection models, we used different random seeds to create 10 different 80-10-10 (i.e., train, validation, test) splits of our data. We then fine-tuned/trained each of the 10 models we consider (as described in Section 3.3.1)\(^6\) a total of 100 times (i.e., 10 times using different random seeds that

\(^4\)Aside from removing long (>127 characters) and stop words, this preprocessing involved lemmatization and stemming (all using the nltk library [212]).

\(^5\)We decided to include only unigrams here as experiments wherein we included bi- and trigrams did not show improved model performances.

\(^6\)For models that do not need validation data for training, we added the 10% validation data to the 80% training data, thus using 90% of the data for training in these cases.
Table 3.2: Mean test set performances (± standard error) of stance detection models over 100 trials (i.e., using 10 different seeds controlling any model randomness for each of 10 different data splits; best scores in each column are bold).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy (±)</th>
<th>Precision (±)</th>
<th>Recall (±)</th>
<th>F1 (±)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RoBERTa</td>
<td>.770 (.004)</td>
<td>.652 (.005)</td>
<td>.641 (.005)</td>
<td>.640 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeBERTa</td>
<td>.757 (.007)</td>
<td>.609 (.016)</td>
<td>.617 (.011)</td>
<td>.603 (.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>.741 (.004)</td>
<td>.614 (.005)</td>
<td>.598 (.006)</td>
<td>.596 (.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear SVM</td>
<td>.741 (.002)</td>
<td>.604 (.004)</td>
<td>.589 (.003)</td>
<td>.590 (.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistilBERT</td>
<td>.737 (.003)</td>
<td>.602 (.005)</td>
<td>.591 (.005)</td>
<td>.589 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longformer</td>
<td>.747 (.005)</td>
<td>.598 (.014)</td>
<td>.598 (.009)</td>
<td>.587 (.012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regr.</td>
<td>.719 (.002)</td>
<td>.584 (.004)</td>
<td>.542 (.003)</td>
<td>.542 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>.687 (.003)</td>
<td>.551 (.005)</td>
<td>.477 (.004)</td>
<td>.469 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grad. Boosting</td>
<td>.668 (.002)</td>
<td>.569 (.007)</td>
<td>.434 (.003)</td>
<td>.405 (.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>.651 (.003)</td>
<td>.520 (.008)</td>
<td>.404 (.003)</td>
<td>.360 (.004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, transformer-based language models (mean macro-f1 = [.586, .640]) performed considerably better than classical machine learning models (mean macro-f1 = [.360, .590]). Pairwise one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank tests between models show that RoBERTa significantly outperformed all other models aside from DeBERTa (mean macro-f1 = .640; all $p_{adj} < 0.005$). DeBERTa and Longformer both delivered strong predictive performances in most of the 100 trials but had their average scores greatly reduced by occasional bad runs (see Figure 3.3). This was especially surprising in the case of Longformer, as Longformer had twice as much training data available as the other transformer-based language models (i.e., the first 1024 instead of 512 tokens per document). Linear SVM delivered the best predictions among classical machine learning models, outperforming all other models of this type (mean macro-f1 = .590; all $p_{adj} < 0.005$).

Our macro-f1 scores ranging up to .640 are comparable to cross-target stance detec-

---

7 For deterministic models such as naive Bayes or logistic regression, the 10 model initializations for any particular data split were identical.

8 Due to an error in our evaluation code, we had initially computed f1 scores incorrectly. The (corrected) f1 values reported in this chapter thus slightly differ from Draws et al. [85], i.e., the published paper that this chapter is based on. Although the corrected f1 values are overall somewhat lower, the corrections did not affect any other results or change our conclusions.

9 We Bonferroni-adjusted all $p$-values reported here to correct for multiple testing.
3.4. User Study Setup

To investigate the explainability of stance detection models in the web search context (RQ1.1 and RQ1.2), we applied several different XAI methods to four of the best-performing models we had implemented (see Section 3.3). Specifically, we here considered the two best-performing methods (i.e., in terms of mean macro-f1 score) from each of the two model types; that is, the top two transformer-based language models (i.e., RoBERTa-base and BERT-base; see Table 3.2) and the top two classical machine learning models (i.e., linear SVM and logistic regression). The motivation here was to assemble a group of models that has strong overall predictive performance and represents a broad range of existing methods, yet is small enough to efficiently conduct a meaningful user study without too many different conditions. Furthermore, although we had trained and evaluated the models using 10 different data splits (see Section 3.3.2), we generated explanations for only one specific scenario, i.e., using the data split where the four selected models performed best overall (see Table 3.3). The aim here was to reduce the complexity of

Figure 3.3: Distributions of macro-f1 scores across stance detection models (see also Table 3.2). Box plots (white) show medians and interquartile ranges, while violin plots (green) show how macro-f1 scores were distributed over the 100 runs.

In our initial evaluation (which was also reported in the published paper, see Draws et al. [85] and Footnote 8), BERT-base was the second-best-performing model. Although DeBERTa turned out to perform slightly better than BERT after we corrected the macro-f1 values, BERT still showed a strong performance.
Table 3.3: Mean test set performances (± standard error; except for deterministic models) over 10 random seeds on the data split where the four selected models performed best.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Mean Macro-</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoBERTa-base</td>
<td>.793(±.004)</td>
<td>.697(±.003)</td>
<td>.676(±.009)</td>
<td>.677(±.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT-base</td>
<td>.771(±.011)</td>
<td>.654(±.015)</td>
<td>.643(±.015)</td>
<td>.645(±.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear SVM</td>
<td>.774</td>
<td>.648</td>
<td>.629</td>
<td>.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regr.</td>
<td>.730</td>
<td>.597</td>
<td>.550</td>
<td>.557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

explanation evaluations while maintaining comparability between stance detection models. For the non-deterministic models RoBERTa and BERT, we chose their respective best-performing initializations on the selected data split. The remainder of this section describes how we created and visualized input feature explanations and evaluated their quality in a preregistered, online user study.

3.4.1. Materials

Input Feature Explanations

To enable an explainability comparison between the four stance detection models we selected (i.e., RoBERTa-base, BERT-base, logistic regression, and linear SVM), we created explanations for 20 test set documents (i.e., using the data split where these four models performed best overall) for which all four models made the same stance prediction (i.e., 10 correct and 10 incorrect predictions). This allowed us to directly compare the different explanations by looking at how many predictions users could successfully simulate. We obtained feature attributions for specific predictions from transformer-based language models by applying three different XAI methods (i.e., integrated gradients [340] and Grad-CAM [319]; both using Captum [188]; and LIME [295]). For the two classical machine learning models we considered (i.e., logistic regression and linear SVM), we obtained feature attributions from the model coefficients as these models are inherently interpretable. Moreover, to create a baseline, we also generated one set of random feature attributions for each document. Each of the 20 selected test set documents thus received a total of 3 (XAI methods) × 2 (transformer-based language models) + 2 (inherent coefficients of classical machine learning models) + 1 (random feature attributions) = 9 sets of feature attributions.

We mapped feature (token) attributions onto the original text by assigning each word the relevant token attribution (or 0 if there was none). To words that consisted of several tokens, we assigned the maximum attribution among the tokens it consisted of. We finally performed a min-max normalization on the word-wise attributions for each document to bring attributions from all methods to the same scale. This process resulted in nine sets of explanations indicating per-word importance for each of the 20 documents.
Explanation Visualization Techniques

Our aim was to visualize the nine different sets of input feature explanations per document in ways that are (1) intuitively understandable for users and (2) integratable into a search engine user interface. That is why we decided to consider not the full documents but only the title and snippet (thus only the top portion; see Section 3.2) of each document for the explanation visualizations, as this is what could be shown on a regular SERP. To further limit cognitive load for users and make methods better comparable, we set all negative feature attributions to 0. We created two different visualizations:

1. **Salience-based explanations over search results** (see Figure 3.1) highlighted words depending on their attributions. The darker the shade of a word highlight, the greater the word’s importance in the model prediction. Words whose (normalized) attributions were below a threshold of 0.25 were not highlighted.

2. **Bar plot explanations below search results** (see Figure 3.2) visualized each word’s attribution with a bar. The longer the bar next to a word, the greater the word’s importance in the model prediction. Words whose (normalized) attributions were below a threshold of 0.25 were not listed in the bar plot.

3.4.2. Variables

Our study showed each participant the same set of 20 search results for which we had created explanations (see Section 3.4.1). However, participants saw different explanations for those search results depending on the conditions (i.e., explanation content and explanation visualization) they had been randomly assigned to. We evaluated participants’ proportion of successful simulations and additionally measured several descriptive and exploratory variables.

Independent Variables

These variables were used to test our hypotheses $H_{I.1}$ and $H_{I.2}$ (see Section 3.1).

- **Explanation content** (between-subjects, categorical). Each participant saw explanations stemming from only one of the nine different stance detection model/XAI method combinations we considered (i.e., integrated gradients, GradCam, or LIME explanations from either of the two transformer-based language models, coefficients from either of the two classical machine learning models, or random explanations).

- **Explanation visualization** (between-subjects, categorical). Each participant saw explanation content visualized in one of two ways: either salience-based or as bar plots.

Dependent Variable

Both of our hypotheses $H_{I.1}$ and $H_{I.2}$ had the same dependent variable (see Section 3.1).

- **Simulation proportion** (continuous). We recorded the number of times each participant had correctly identified the stance detection models’ predictions and divided that by the total number of documents (20).
Descriptive and Exploratory Variables
We used these measurements to describe our sample and for exploratory analyses, but we did not conduct any conclusive hypothesis tests on them.

- **Demographics** (categorical). We asked participants to state their gender, age group, and level of education from multiple choices. Each of these items included a “prefer not to say” option.

- **Attitudes** (ordinal). We recorded participants’ attitudes on each of the debated topics mentioned in the 20 search results they saw (i.e., nine of the eleven topics in Table 3.1) by asking participants to indicate these attitudes on seven-point Likert scales ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.

- **Simulation rationale** (open text). We asked participants to shortly describe their rationale behind each of the 20 simulations.

- **Simulation confidence** (continuous). Participants reported their confidence in each of their simulations on a seven-point Likert scale from “extremely unconfident” to “extremely confident”.

- **Explanation quality perceptions** (ordinal). We asked participants to state on seven-point Likert scales the degrees to which they (1) understood what was expected of them in this task, (2) felt that the explanations helped them understand the AI system’s decisions, and (3) believed that such explanations (if they have good quality) could make a useful feature in search engines.

- **Textual feedback** (open text). We asked participants to provide feedback on the explanations in three items:
  - “Who would benefit most from stance label explanations for search results? If you don’t think such explanations are helpful to anyone, why not?”
  - “In what situations do you think users would benefit from such explanations?” (optional)
  - “What would need to change for such explanations to be (more) useful in web search?” (optional)

3.4.3. Procedure
Participants of our study went through three subsequent steps. First, participants stated their gender, age group, and level of education. We here also asked participants for their attitudes concerning each debated topic (see Section 3.4.1; including one attention check where we specifically instructed participants on what option to select from a Likert scale). Second, we randomly assigned participants to one of the nine explanation content conditions and one of the two explanation visualization conditions, gave them a task introduction, and then presented them – one by one – with the 20 search results. Each search result was accompanied by one of the nine different explanations displayed using one of the two visualization techniques depending on the conditions participants had been assigned to. Below each search result, we asked participants to (1) simulate the
stance detection model’s prediction, (2) describe their rationale behind the simulation, and (3) state their confidence in the simulation. Third, next to another attention check, we measured participants’ perceived explanation quality in three different Likert scale items and asked them to provide textual feedback (see Section 3.4.2).

3.4.4. Participants
Before conducting the study, we had computed a required sample size of 290 using the software G*Power [104] for an ANOVA; specifying the default effect size of 0.25, a significance threshold of \( \alpha = \frac{0.05}{2} = 0.025 \) (i.e., due to testing multiple hypotheses), a desired power of 0.8, \((9 \times 2) = 18\) groups, and the respective degrees of freedom for the two hypothesis tests (regarding \( H_{l,1} \) and \( H_{l,2} \)) we aimed to conduct. We eventually recruited 302 participants from Prolific (https://prolific.co), who were all above 18 years of age and had high proficiency in English (i.e., as reported by Prolific). The task was hosted on Qualtrics (https://www.qualtrics.com). Each participant was allowed to participate only once and rewarded $5 for completing the study (i.e., equivalent to an hourly wage of $11.26 considering the median completion time of 26:39 minutes). We excluded observations from 11 participants from data analysis because they had failed at least one of the attention checks in the task, thus leaving 291 observations to be statistically analyzed.

3.4.5. Statistical Analyses
To test our two hypotheses (see Section 3.1), we conducted an ANOVA with the two between-subjects-factors explanation content (to test \( H_{l,1} \)) and explanation visualization (to test \( H_{l,2} \)) as independent variables and simulation proportion as the dependent variable. Because we were testing two hypotheses as part of this study, we applied a Bonferroni correction to our significance threshold, reducing it to \( 0.05 \div 2 = 0.025 \). We additionally conducted Tukey posthoc tests to analyze pairwise differences in case there was a main effect in the ANOVA (i.e., here thus adjusting our \( p \)-values automatically so that the significance threshold could remain at 0.05). Bayesian hypothesis tests\(^{11}\) (e.g., to quantify evidence in favor of null hypotheses) and exploratory analyses (e.g., to note any unforeseen trends in the data) further helped us to better understand our results. Using Atlas.ti (https://atlasti.com), we finally conducted a reflexive thematic (qualitative) analysis [47] of the participants’ textual answers to systematically dissect their feedback.

3.5. Results
This section describes the results of the user study we conducted to evaluate explanations for stance detection models in the web search context (see Section 3.4; RQ_{1,1} and RQ_{1,2}). We report the results of our preregistered hypothesis tests as well as exploratory and qualitative analyses that may help interpret our findings.

\(^{11}\)We denote Bayes Factors as BF\(_{10}\) or BF\(_{01}\) depending on whether they quantify evidence in favor of the alternative or the null hypothesis, respectively, and interpret them according to the guide proposed by Lee and Wagenmakers [201], who adapted it from Jeffreys [167].
3.5.1. Descriptive Statistics
Among the 291 recruited participants who passed both attention checks and were thus eligible for statistical analysis (see Section 3.4.4), 140 (48%) identified as female, 141 (49%) as male, and 9 (3%) as non-binary/third gender, while one participant (< 1%) preferred not to state their gender. Participants were rather young, with most (237; 81%) being under 35 years of age, although there were at least some participants from all age groups until 84 years. There was a diversity of education levels among participants, as only about half of them (146; 50%) had completed a university degree. While seven participants held a doctorate degree, six participants did not hold a high school diploma. Participants’ attitudes on the nine debated topics present in the 20 search results they saw were reasonably balanced: across topics, there were always at least 5% who opposed and at least 20% who supported the topic. The average number of highlighted or listed words across explanation content conditions was 11.41 (SD = 3.62) and ranged from 8.10 (SD = 6.83, integrated gradients for RoBERTa) to 17.00 (SD = 5.01, random explanations).

Nearly all participants (270; 93%) stated that they understood what was expected from them in this task (i.e., by selecting “somewhat agree”, “agree”, or “strongly agree” for the relevant item). A majority of participants (216; 74%) at least somewhat agreed that the explanations helped them understand the stance detection model’s predictions, with 57 (20%) participants strongly agreeing and only 10 (3%) participants strongly disagreeing here. Similarly, 217 (75%) participants at least somewhat agreed that the explanations they saw (if they have good quality) could make a useful feature in search engines. Participants’ overall mean simulation proportion across conditions was .54; slightly above a proportion of .50 that participants would have achieved had they always selected the true instead of (as instructed) the predicted stance label, as half of the shown explanations were for incorrect predictions (see Section 3.4.1). They reported a mean simulation confidence of 1.11 (i.e., on a scale ranging from –3/extremely unconfident to 3/extremely confident). Examining participants’ simulation rationales indicated that participants indeed understood the task and were interpreting the explanations according to the highlighted or listed words (e.g., “The word help could be a positive meaning for the AI”).

3.5.2. Hypothesis Tests
Figure 3.4 shows the mean simulation proportion per explanation content, split by explanation visualization technique. Whereas the difference between explanation types was significant (H_{1,1}; F = 25.615, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .42; see Section 3.4.5 for our analysis plan), the difference between explanation visualization techniques was not (H_{1,2}; F = .105, p = .746, \eta^2_p < .01). A Bayesian ANOVA further strengthened these findings, revealing extremely strong evidence for a difference between explanation types (H_{1,1}; BF_{10} = 4.28 \times 10^{26}) and moderate evidence for the null hypothesis that there is no difference between visualization techniques here (H_{1,2}; BF_{01} = 6.36).

Pairwise Tukey posthoc tests between explanation content conditions showed that five explanation types (i.e., coefficients for logistic regression and linear SVM, LIME for RoBERTa and BERT, and integrated gradients for BERT) led to significantly greater simulation proportions (M = [.576, .682], SE = [.019, .028]) than the random explanations (M = .452, SE = .019; p_{adj} = [< .001, .015]). However, there were no significant differences among these five best-performing explanation types. We also found no significant differences
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Figure 3.4: Mean simulation proportion per explanation content, split by explanation visualization (Coeff. = coefficients, LR = logistic regression, LSVM = linear SVM, IG = integrated gradients, GC = Grad-CAM). The dotted line reflects always selecting the true instead of (as instructed) the predicted stance label (i.e., 10 out of 20 explanations were for incorrect predictions).

between the remaining three explanation types (i.e., integrated gradients for RoBERTa and Grad-CAM for both RoBERTa and BERT; $M = [0.373, 0.424]$, $SE = [0.016, 0.022]$) and the random explanations or each other. Our results thus suggest that explanations generated from logistic regression and Linear SVM coefficients, LIME for RoBERTa and BERT, and integrated gradients for BERT lead to greater simulation proportions among users than other methods or random explanations. Moreover, these five methods all led to median simulation proportions above 0.5 (see Figure 3.4), indicating that most participants who saw these explanations did better than if they had tried to predict the true stance labels themselves.

3.5.3. Exploratory Analyses

We conducted exploratory analyses in addition to the hypothesis tests described above to better understand our results. The aim of these additional analyses is to shed light on whether the differences in simulation proportion (see Section 3.5.2) are reflected in participants’ subjective experiences (i.e., whether the explanations were indeed helpful for participants). Note that the analyses below were not preregistered as we conducted them after inspecting the data.

Simulation Proportion Regarding Correct Versus Incorrect Predictions

Although the set of 20 explanations we showed to participants included equal amounts of correct and incorrect predictions and many participants’ simulation proportions were greater than if they had tried to predict stance labels themselves (see Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2), we conducted a separate analysis to test whether participants tended to
assign the true instead of (as instructed) the predicted stance label. Had this been the case, participants’ simulation proportions would be higher for correct than for incorrect model predictions. We thus performed a paired-samples $t$-test between participants’ simulation proportions for the 10 correct versus the 10 incorrect predictions. Participants’ mean simulation proportions were .535 and .542 for correct and incorrect predictions, respectively. This difference was not significant (delta = .007, $t = -0.525$, $p = .600$, $d = -0.03$), with a Bayesian $t$-test suggesting that participants’ simulation proportions for explanations of correct and incorrect predictions may be the same ($BF_{01} = 13.28$).

### Relationship Between Simulation Confidence and Simulation Proportion

Our main analyses (see Section 3.5.2) measured explanation quality by participants’ simulation proportions (i.e., reflecting the degree to which users can understand model predictions based on explanations), but that does not necessarily mean that participants realized when they correctly identified model predictions. To investigate whether participants grasped their ability to simulate model predictions, we looked at the relationship between participants’ simulation proportions and their mean confidence (i.e., Likert scale items ranging from $-3$/extremely unconfident to $3$/extremely confident; averaged over 20 items per participant). A Pearson correlation analysis revealed a significant association between these two variables ($r = .17$, $p = .003$), suggesting that participants were more confident in their simulations when they had stronger simulation proportions. Users thus may have a sense of their ability to make correct simulations; however, we note that this positive correlation was also rather weak. An ANOVA did not reveal any exploratory evidence for differences in participants’ mean confidence across explanations ($F = 0.782$, $p = .619$, $\eta^2_p = 0.02$) or explanation visualization techniques ($F = 1.462$, $p = .228$, $\eta^2_p = 0.01$).

### Differences in Explanation Quality Perceptions

Simulation proportion and confidence measure participants’ ability to correctly simulate stance detection model predictions but do not necessarily speak to participants’ perceived or subjective explanation quality. As with simulation confidence, we found exploratory evidence for a positive relationship between simulation proportion and the degree to which participants felt that the explanations helped them to understand the model’s predictions ($r = .20$, $p < 0.001$). We did not find any evidence for differences between explanations or explanation visualization techniques regarding participants explanation quality perceptions, though. Given that participants’ overall simulation confidence and perceived usefulness was rather high (see Section 3.5.1), participants across conditions may have felt that the explanations shown to them are useful even when they did not help them to successfully simulate model predictions. There was no sign of a relationship between simulation proportion and participants’ perception that explanations for search results could make a useful feature in search engines if they have a good quality. Participants may have thus judged the general usefulness of such explanations independently from their experience in the task.
3.5.4. Qualitative Analyses

We conducted a qualitative, reflected thematic analysis [47] on participants’ textual feedback to gain insights regarding where participants could see such explanations applied and what improvement suggestions they may have. To perform this analysis, one author generated response codes for participants’ textual feedback in an inductive fashion and grouped them into code clusters. This resulted in the identification of four web search scenarios where stance label explanations could be especially helpful, three user groups who may particularly benefit from stance label explanations in search results, two concerns about such explanations, and two ways in which stance label explanations for search results could be improved according to our participants. We report on these themes below, indicating in brackets how many of our 291 participants mentioned a given theme.

Web Search Scenarios

A common theme among our participants was that explanations for search result stance labels could be used by those who intend to research debated topics, i.e., for school or university assignments (13), to prepare for a debate (9), to write an essay (3), or for academic work (29; e.g., “to facilitate literature reviews”). Participants also emphasized that stance label explanations for search results could help ordinary users in forming opinions by organizing the landscape of arguments on topics (26), enabling users to identify biased search results (3), and offering a diversity of viewpoints (18; e.g., “I think that this would be a great tool for people to have the option to take a look contrasting perspectives about a subject.”). Related to this, participants believed that such explanations can lead users to better understand the topics or viewpoints they are searching about (8) and how search engines work (4; e.g., “... why a result was given to them”). Participants finally remarked that stance label explanations for search results deliver great utility by helping users to save time (46; e.g., “it helps users to think quickly”) and teaching them how to search in a more targeted fashion (18; e.g., “... a summary in that sense would make it easier to choose what you want to actually read and spend your time on”).

User Groups

Many participants thought that search result stance label explanations could help web search users in general (54; e.g., “I think everyone that uses search engines would benefit from these explanations [...]”). Additionally, participants identified three main user groups for whom stance label explanations may be particularly helpful: neurodivergent users who have trouble comprehending complex topics (14; e.g., “those with learning difficulties”), researching users such as students (33), teachers (5), academics (56), content creators (3), debaters (1), or journalists (6; e.g., “Journalist or researchers who need to filter a lot of material”), and industry users and practitioners who work directly with stance detection models (14; e.g., “AI/ML model auditors”) or seek to inform business decisions (7; e.g., “people who search for quick answers and information, advertising companies and generally the marketing section [...]”).

Concerns

Despite the largely positive feedback (see also Section 3.5.1), participants’ answers contained two themes involving concerns surrounding stance label explanations for search
The first aspect some participants found problematic was bad explanation quality; specifically, participants stated that explanations missed context (1), contained overwhelming amounts of information (2), sometimes highlighted wrong or misleading words (8; e.g., “I can't see that we can be sure they are accurate based on AI decisions”), or were just not useful in general (7; e.g., “[...] they are difficult to understand”). Although we gathered such feedback from all participants, i.e., including those who saw randomly generated explanations, these comments indicate that explanation quality may be a key concern for web search users. The second problematic aspect participants saw involved the explanations’ influence on users: they believed that explanations could induce biased behavior in users by providing too much information and thereby discouraging critical thinking (22; e.g., [...] “it should be up to the individual to make their own mind up rather than be pushed into believing what the author writes”). Participants were particularly concerned about users’ confirmation bias, i.e., that stance label explanations would lead more users to just consume content they already agree with (13; e.g., “[...] If someone is trying to prove their point (whether it is in an everyday discussion, or in science), they could be biased in finding arguments for their point of view because they could easily filter for search results that suit their opinion”). Concerned participants were distributed across conditions; that is, we did not observe any qualitative differences regarding participants’ concerns between explanation content or visualization conditions.

Improvement Suggestions

Partly in line with their concerns surrounding stance label explanations for search results, participants described two main improvement suggestion themes. One of these was rather straightforward: explanations should have better quality, i.e., predictions should be highly accurate and explanations should be more consistent in highlighting key terms (20; e.g., “accuracy must be top notch” or “improve the keywords chosen by the AI”), explanations should highlight words in a smart fashion (4; e.g., “omit repeating words” or “Maybe linking words together [...]”), stop words and other neutral terms should be ignored (9; e.g., “Cut out generic words like, the and etc.”), and explanations should be simpler and clearer in general (7; e.g., “just a quick guide, don’t get too bogged down in details”). Some participants, on the other hand, wished for more extensive explanations, i.e., supplementing search result stance label explanations with a clear labeling system or description for what makes a stance on the topic at hand (2), confidence scores for stance label predictions (2), more context (4; e.g., “samples could have been a little longer”), or just more information in general (11; e.g., “Examples of how it works, decisions that were made based on the algorithm”). We again observed no differences regarding improvement suggestions between conditions. As previous research has pointed out [166], a key issue for the future development of stance label explanations for search results thus seems to be trading off simplicity and clarity with providing information that is extensive enough for users to fully comprehend the stance label predictions.

3.6. Discussion

This chapter has presented a preregistered user study investigating the quality of stance label explanations for web search results. We first applied 10 different stance detection models to search result data and found that several transformer-based language models
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(e.g., RoBERTa and BERT) significantly outperformed classical machine learning models (e.g., linear SVM and logistic regression) in terms of predictive quality (Section 3.3.2). Subsequently, we asked 291 participants in a user study to forward-simulate 20 different stance detection model predictions given different kinds of explanations, i.e., to identify – based on the explanation but without knowing the true or predicted labels – what the model had predicted in these 20 cases (Section 3.4). Our results showed differences between explanation types regarding participants’ proportions of correctly simulated predictions (RQ1.1; Section 3.5): several XAI methods (i.e., coefficients from inherently interpretable models, LIME for transformer-based language models, and integrated gradients for BERT) led to significantly higher simulation proportions than other methods or randomly generated explanations. However, we found no evidence for any differences among these best-performing explanations or between explanation visualization techniques (RQ1.2). The remainder of this section pairs these findings with results from our exploratory and qualitative analyses to paint a comprehensive picture of how web search engines could implement stance label explanations to assist their users in navigating debated topics in search results.

3.6.1. Implications and Recommendations

Can stance labels for search results be sufficiently explained using current methods?

Most participants in our user study felt that the explanations helped them understand stance detection model predictions and that such explanations could make a useful feature in web search (Section 3.5.1). Our hypothesis tests confirm that explanations from at least some XAI methods can lead users to better understand model predictions than randomly generated explanations (Section 3.5.2). Moreover, participants’ simulation proportions were positively related to their simulation confidence ratings and feelings that the explanation helps them understand model predictions (Section 3.5.3). This suggests that simulation proportion may be a good proxy for explanation quality in the user’s eye. Our qualitative analyses underline the potential usefulness of stance label explanations for search results as participants could imagine a range of potential application areas and user groups who may particularly benefit from such explanations (Section 3.5.4). Given the stronger predictive performance of transformer-based language models and no apparent explainability differences between stance detection model types in this context, models such as RoBERTa and BERT, coupled with XAI methods such as LIME, may be prime candidates for this endeavor. However, participants also pointed to weaknesses and concerns surrounding search result stance label explanations that need to be dealt with for these explanations to be truly useful. Especially extending the amount of viewpoint-related information (e.g., going beyond the ternary against/neutral/in favor taxonomy) may be worth exploring in this context.

What would explainable stance labels for search results ideally look like?

None of our analyses (including a null hypothesis significance test; see Section 3.5.2) point to any difference in simulation proportion, explanation quality, or preference between the two explanation visualization techniques we had implemented (i.e., salience-based and bar plot explanations). Although our between-subjects user study design meant that we could not show both explanation visualizations to participants for direct comparisons
and related research suggested otherwise [318], our findings incline us to assume that there is indeed no difference between these two methods in the web search context. Salience-based explanation visualizations over the search results may, however, still be the better option in this case as they do not require any additional space on the SERP.

Our qualitative analyses send at least two clear messages regarding the future development and implementation of search results (Section 3.5.4). First, explanations have to be of high quality, i.e., highlight key terms and relate them to each other while ignoring irrelevant terms such as stop words. The number of words that were highlighted in an explanation did not seem to matter to participants as two of the worst-performing explanation types featured the least and most highlighted words on average, respectively (see Section 3.5.1); indicating that users care primarily about the quality of word highlights. This not only means that predictive model performance has to be high but also that the explanation content (i.e., the word attributions) has to clearly describe the model’s reasoning in a human-like way [166, 383]. Second, there is a concern that stance label explanations negatively influence user behavior and thereby contribute toward the fragmentation of society. Such concerns could be alleviated by supplementing explanations with more nuanced viewpoint labels [25] or information about stance detection and XAI methods, (cognitive) biases in web search [21], and the topic at hand [215, 379]. Nevertheless, these solutions have to be rigorously evaluated before implementation to ensure that they do not do more harm than good [395, 396].

3.6.2. Limitations

We acknowledge that our work is limited in several important ways. First, in line with most previous work on stance detection (see Section 2.2.2), we have considered a simple, ternary taxonomy for stance classification (i.e., against, neutral, in favor). Recent work has represented stances in more comprehensive ways (e.g., on continuous [195] or ordinal scales; see Chapters 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10). Second, our participant sample (see Sections 3.4.4 and 3.5.1) may not be representative of internet users in general. Users may respond differently to search results depending on beliefs and common practices in their countries or cultures – in particular concerning debated topics such as school uniforms. Third, we exposed users to individual search results and explanations rather than a more realistic scenario (e.g., with top 10 search result pages). This may have led users to judge search results differently than they normally would. Fourth, for consistency, the topics in our data were all based on claims formulated in a positive direction (e.g., in favor on vegetarianism meant supporting the idea that one should be vegetarian; see Table 3.1 and Section 3.2). Users may get confused if they conceptualize topics in other ways (e.g., “vegetarianism is unhealthy”) and find that stance labels do not match their preconceived notions (e.g., in favor suggesting that vegetarianism is healthy). Fifth, we only looked at two different explanation visualization techniques (i.e., salience-based and bar plot explanations), while other existing or novel explanation styles, such as more complex textual explanations, may also be suitable. Sixth, although our search results came from different search engines and featured 11 topics, we did not have much data at hand, and search results had been annotated in part by experts and in part by crowd workers, which may reduce the overall data quality and coherence (see Section 3.2).

Aside from the above points, it is worth noting that modern generative artificial
intelligence (GenAI) systems such as ChatGPT [290] were not yet available when we conducted the study presented in this chapter. These systems (and the large language models that underlie them) have recently caused a massive shift in natural language processing and generation [45]. In the context of web search on debated topics, GenAI systems may be superior to the models we tested in terms of both detecting and explaining stances of search results. We believe that using GenAI to help users navigate debated topics in web search is an interesting and promising direction for future work.

3.7. Conclusion

Efforts toward more reliable, bias-free, and trustworthy interactions with debated topics for web search users would greatly benefit from automatic and explainable cross-topic stance detection methods. Such methods could support users in navigating debated topics online by organizing search results into viewpoint categories in a human-understandable fashion. In this chapter, we have presented a preregistered user study investigating the feasibility and ideal implementation of search result stance label explanations based on a ternary stance label taxonomy. Our findings suggest that automatic stance detection for search results is possible and show that at least some explainability methods can help users, e.g., in deciding when stance detection methods are wrong and identifying stance-specific patterns. Qualitative analyses revealed potential web search scenarios (e.g., search as opinion formation) and user groups (e.g., neurodivergent people and researchers) where such explanations could be particularly helpful. However, they also uncovered important user concerns and improvement suggestions, e.g., many users wanted more extensive explanations of the viewpoints they engaged with. Including more nuance and information regarding the viewpoints expressed in search results may facilitate stance detection and explanation efforts in the web search context. In the following Chapters 4 and 5, we explore more comprehensive viewpoint labels compared to the ternary taxonomy we considered here.
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Previous human information interaction research has commonly represented viewpoints expressed in search results using ternary stance labels (e.g., against/neutral/in favor; see Section 2.2.1). As we have shown in Chapter 3, such simple labels are feasible to obtain and explainable but offer limited information according to users. Adding perspectives (i.e., underlying reasons or arguments) could be a way to enrich existing viewpoint representations. For example, a commonly debated claim is “abortion should be legal”. To express a viewpoint concerning this claim primarily means to take a stance (i.e., supporting or opposing the legalization of abortion). However, the same stance can be supported by different perspectives [356], e.g., someone supporting the legalization of abortion could take the perspective that “...reproductive choice empowers women by giving them control over their own bodies” or instead that “…personhood begins after a fetus is able to survive outside the womb or after birth, not at conception.”

In contrast to stances, which can be automatically identified in text using stance detection techniques (see Section 2.2.2 and Chapter 3), perspectives are much harder to distill. Specifically, such perspective discovery is challenging due to the unstructured nature of perspectives and the debated topics they concern, e.g., topics such as abortion and school uniforms have vastly different argumentative spaces that may change over time depending on ongoing socio-political developments. High-quality, topic-specific perspective labels are thus hard and expensive to obtain and maintain at scale (e.g., using crowdsourcing), which makes supervised learning (as used in many stance detection techniques) infeasible for perspective discovery.

A family of unsupervised methods that could potentially perform perspective discovery is topic models. Topic models aim to find hidden patterns in unstructured corpora of textual documents. Part of the output of a topic model is a pre-defined number of probability distributions (i.e., topics) over all words in the corpus it has been applied to. In practice, topics can then be described by selecting a number of words (e.g., 10) based on the highest probability density in each topic distribution. When applying a topic model to a corpus of opinionated documents that all relate to the same controversial issue, these topics could be seen as perspectives (i.e., rather than content subjects). An example of an output perspective related to abortion could be \{woman, choice, body, fetus, control, pregnant, birth, baby, fetus, sex\}. Especially promising in this respect are so-called joint topic models, which add additional components (e.g., some form of sentiment analysis) to the classical topic modeling approach.

Several joint topic models have been used for tasks such as sentiment analysis and stance detection (see Section 2.2.2), and their ability to compute topics informed by constructs such as sentiment also makes them promising candidates for automatic perspective discovery. However, to the best of our knowledge, whether joint topic models can indeed perform this task, i.e., output topic keywords that human users can identify as perspectives concerning a debated topic, has not been evaluated yet. It is moreover unclear whether the confirmation bias, where pre-existing opinions skew how humans interpret information [245], could impede users’ understanding of topic model output as perspectives. Knowing whether (and which) topic models can perform perspective discovery and what other factors may get in the way of users successfully recognizing topics as perspectives would contribute toward more comprehensive automatic viewpoint detection methods. We study whether joint topic models can distill such human-identifiable
Table 4.1: Abortion perspectives in the final data set. Whereas the perspectives $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$ support the legalization of abortion, $p_4$, $p_5$, and $p_6$ oppose it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persp.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p_1$</td>
<td>Reproductive choice empowers women by giving them control over their own bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_2$</td>
<td>Personhood begins after a fetus becomes ‘viable’ (able to survive outside the womb) or after birth, not at conception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_3$</td>
<td>A baby should not come into the world unwanted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_4$</td>
<td>Abortion is murder, because unborn babies are human beings with a right to life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_5$</td>
<td>Abortion is the killing of a human being, which defies the word of God.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_6$</td>
<td>If women become pregnant, they should accept the responsibility that comes with producing a child.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

perspectives and whether the confirmation bias can impede user interpretation of topic model output in this context. Two research questions guide our work:

**RQ$_{1.3}$** Can joint topic models support users in discovering perspectives in a corpus of opinionated documents?

**RQ$_{1.4}$** Do users interpret the output of joint topic models in line with their personal pre-existing stance?

To address these research questions, we created a data set from debate forum entries on the topic abortion legalization and assigned perspective labels to the forum posts via an expert annotation procedure. We applied several different topic models to this data set. In a user study, we then evaluated whether these topic models are effective in helping people to identify perspectives that exist in the data. We find that at least one joint topic model (i.e., the Topic-Aspect Model; TAM [262]) can help users distill perspectives from text. Our results furthermore contain no evidence for a tendency of users to interpret topic model output in line with their personal pre-existing attitude.

All material related to this research (e.g., annotated data set, code, and results) is openly available at https://osf.io/uns63.

### 4.1. Data

For this study, we created a perspective-annotated data set consisting of debate forum entries on the topic abortion. The data set is openly available on our repository.

#### 4.1.1. Creating an Annotated Data Set

We retrieved a total of 2934 opinionated documents on the topic abortion from an online debate platform.$^1$ On this platform, users can participate in openly held debates by posting their opinions in either the supporting or opposing category.

$^1$https://debate.org, retrieved May 2020
Each document in our data set was assessed by a human annotator to (1) ensure that all documents are written in English, (2) remove ambiguous documents (such as spam and unclear stance position), and (3) assign a perspective label to each document. These perspective labels were taken from the website ProCon. ProCon provides a list of 31 perspectives that exist in the abortion debate (i.e., categorized into Pro and Con). In the annotation process, it became clear that two perspectives listed at ProCon were difficult to distinguish. We therefore merged these two perspectives into one.

We controlled the annotation quality by having a randomly selected 10% documents annotated by another, independent annotator. The results of this quality control suggested that the main annotator was reliable (Krippendorff’s $\alpha = 0.81$).

### 4.1.2. Curating a Balanced Data Set

For our user study, we aimed to curate a data set balanced in terms of stances and perspectives. To create this final data set, we picked documents from the raw annotated data to include (1) an equal amount of supporting as well as opposing documents, and (2) an equal amount of documents across six selected perspectives. We selected these six perspectives (i.e., three supporting and three opposing the legalization of abortion; see Table 4.3) because they were the most commonly occurring perspectives in the data.

We created the final data set by randomly picking 100 documents from each of the six perspectives listed above. Here we only considered documents that had uniquely been annotated with the perspective at hand; thus excluding documents that expressed several different perspectives at once. This resulted in a corpus of 600 documents that was balanced in terms of stances and perspectives. To prepare the final data set for topic modeling, we applied several pre-processing steps. First, we removed any contractions, punctuation, and digits. Second, we lowercased the text and removed stop words. Third, we applied a spelling checker and performed lemmatization. Fourth, we replaced words preceded by “not”, “no”, “never”, or “none” with their antonyms, removed non-sentiment words that do not appear in the subjectivity lexicon SentiWordNet [22], and added bigrams and trigrams.

### 4.2. Method

We applied six different models (i.e., four joint topic models and two baseline models; see Table 4.2) to the data set containing 600 perspective-annotated documents (see Section 4.1) and showed parts of the output to participants in a user study. Using sets of keywords, participants had to identify the six correct perspectives that are present in the data. Specifically, participants saw the top ten keywords for each of the six topics that the model at hand had computed.

---

2 https://abortion.procon.org, retrieved May 2020

3 We formulated this merged perspective as *Abortion is murder, because unborn babies are human beings with a right to life.* (see Table 4.3).

4 For the annotation reliability metric Krippendorff’s $\alpha$, a score of 0.8 or higher is desired [390].

5 It is common practice to represent the output of topic models by the top ten keywords. Accordingly, for our study, we decided that ten words should be enough for participants to understand what the topic is about, but at the same time not too much so that participants are not overwhelmed.
4.2. Method

Table 4.2: Models used in the user study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>A baseline model created by randomly distributing generally important words from the corpus over six groups.</td>
<td>Sklearn [264]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>A baseline topic model that computes bag-of-words topics to describe themes in text.</td>
<td>Blei, Ng, and Jordan [38]; Gensim [291]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>Joint topic model that performs LDA and adds additional distributions and processes to group tokens into background, topic-specific, and perspective-specific tokens.</td>
<td>Paul and Girju [262]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JST</td>
<td>Joint topic model that performs LDA and groups tokens according to a subjectivity lexicon.</td>
<td>Lin and He [205]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VODUM</td>
<td>Joint topic model that performs LDA and groups tokens according to POS-tags.</td>
<td>Thonet et al. [344]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAM</td>
<td>Joint topic model that performs LDA and groups tokens according to a subjectivity lexicon and POS-tags.</td>
<td>Vilares and He [356]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1. Models

We evaluated four different joint topic models in terms of their ability to help users discover perspectives in corpora of opinionated documents. These joint topic models were the **Topic-Aspect Model** (TAM) [262], the **Joint-Sentiment Topic model** (JST) [205], the **Viewpoint-Opinion Discovery Unified Model** (VODUM) [344], and the **Latent Argument Model** (LAM) [356] (see Section 2.2.2). Each performs Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [38] and adds an additional component where tokens are grouped in a particular way (see Table 4.2).

To compare the joint topic models to a baseline, we evaluated two additional models (see Table 4.2). First, we added a regular topic model (i.e., LDA) to test the impact of the components that the joint topic models add on top of LDA. Second, we created a model whose output merely resembled that of a topic model by randomly distributing the top 60 words in the corpus (according to term frequency-inverse document frequency; TF-IDF) over 6 sets. The purpose of this TF-IDF model was to create a “control condition” in which the presented output consists of incoherent groups of words that can still vaguely be associated with the topic abortion.

Aside from the TF-IDF model, all models were computed using the original approach and code proposed by their respective authors. In terms of their core topic modeling functionality, each model used similar hyperparameter values to those with which topic models are typically configured [131, 285]. The hyperparameter values were: 1000 iterations, $\beta = 0.01$, number of topics $k = 6$ (i.e., to reflect six different perspectives), and $\alpha = 50/k$. 
4.2.2. Operationalization

To compare the models introduced above and investigate the research questions \( \text{RQ}_{1.3} \) and \( \text{RQ}_{1.4} \), we conducted an online between-subjects user study. We measured the following variables:

**Independent Variable**
- *Model*. Each participant saw the output of one of six different models they had randomly been assigned to (see Table 4.2 for a model overview).

**Dependent Variables**
- *Number of correct perspectives found* \( (n_{Cor}) \). This variable measured how many of the six perspectives that truly exist in the corpus were found by participants based on the model output they saw. It could take on seven different values (i.e., integers ranging from 0 to 6).

- *Number of opposing perspectives selected* \( (n_{Opp}) \). This variable measured the selected number of perspectives that oppose abortion. Similar to \( n_{Cor} \), it could take on seven different values (i.e., integers ranging from 0 to 6).

**Individual Differences**
We measured several variables that reflected individual differences among participants. These variables were later used to get a better idea of the sample and (in part) to answer \( \text{RQ}_{1.4} \).
- *Gender*. Selectable from multiple choices.
- *Age*. Selectable by using a slider.
- *Pre-existing stance*. Participants responded to the item "*In my opinion, abortion should be legal*" by selecting the appropriate option from a five-point Likert scale ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree."

- *Pre-existing knowledge*. Participants responded to the item "*I have good knowledge about the abortion debate*" by selecting the appropriate option from a five-point Likert scale ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree."

**Exploratory Measurements**
We used three additional items to measure the overall user experience with the task and to understand the possible potential a topic model has for a user. Participants could respond to each item by selecting the appropriate option from a five-point Likert scale ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree." The results from these items were used for exploratory analyses.

---

6 Here, we excluded topics that were used as attention checks. We do not compute the number of supporting perspectives selected due to symmetry.
7 Additionally, participants had the option to select an "I don't know" option. This option was also available for pre-existing knowledge.
• **Perceived usefulness.** To measure the general perceived usefulness of a model that can perform perspective discovery, participants responded to the item “A model that can automatically show all viewpoints is useful to quickly understand a debate.”

• **Perceived awareness increase.** We measured whether participants experienced an increased awareness of the different perspectives related to abortion by asking them to respond to the item “I’m now better aware of the possible viewpoints than before.”

• **Confidence in task performance.** To measure participants’ confidence in whether the model helped them make the right choices, participants responded to the item “I’m confident that I’ve correctly assigned the viewpoints to the word groups.”
4.2.3. Procedure
Our study consisted of an online task that we set up using the platform Qualtrics (https://qualtrics.com). Participants then went through three subsequent steps:

Step 1. Participants stated their age, gender, as well as pre-existing stance and knowledge related to abortion.

Step 2. Participants did the main task. We randomly assigned each participant to one of the six models we aimed to test. After reading an introduction, participants were shown a list of 16 different perspectives. This list of 16 perspectives contained the six perspectives that were part of the corpus and ten other abortion perspectives taken from ProCon (see Section 4.1). Below the list of perspectives was the output of the model participants had been assigned. This output consisted of six “topics” represented by ten keywords (see Section 4.2.1). Additionally, we mixed two honeypot topics into the output. Each of these honeypot topics was a set of keywords that matched one of the 16 perspectives word for word. Participants were instructed to match each set of keywords with one of the 16 abortion perspectives by selecting it from a drop-down menu (see Figure 4.1).

Step 3. We assessed participants’ experience with the task. Specifically, we measured perceived model usefulness, perceived awareness increase, and confidence in task performance. Additionally, participants were given the option to provide feedback using an open-text field.

4.2.4. Hypotheses
Given our two research questions RQ_{1.3} and RQ_{1.4} as well as the operationalization and study procedure described above, we defined two hypotheses:

- **H_{1.3}** Users find more correct perspectives when being exposed to the output of a joint topic model compared to the output of a regular topic model or baseline.
- **H_{1.4}** Users are more likely to identify sets of keywords as perspectives that are in line with their personal stance compared to perspectives that they do not agree with.

4.2.5. Statistical Analyses
Here, we describe the statistical analyses that we used to investigate H_{1.3} and H_{1.4}. All analyses were performed using either the open-source statistical software JASP [165] or R [159]. The JASP file and R code are openly available on our repository.

Investigating H_{1.3}
We performed a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Model as the independent and nCor as the dependent variable. This was to test the null hypothesis that there is no difference between models in terms of how many correct perspectives users could identify based on their output (i.e., the alternative hypothesis here was H_{1.3}). Additionally, we checked the assumptions of normality and heterogeneity of variances using the Shapiro-Wilk and Levene's tests, respectively. In case the data did not meet the assumptions for the classical ANOVA, we would conduct a Kruskal-Wallis test as a non-parametric alternative.
Table 4.3: Participant’s pre-existing abortion stance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat disagree</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>158</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case we found a significant main effect of *Model* on *nCor*, we would perform posthoc tests to study which models specifically differ from each other. Because this series of posthoc tests would involve testing multiple (i.e., $\binom{6}{2} = 15$) hypotheses, we would apply a Bonferroni correction to the traditional significance threshold of 0.05 and therefore only regard *p*-values below $\frac{0.05}{15} = 0.003$ as significant.

**Investigating $H_{I,4}$**

We computed the Spearman rank correlation – a non-parametric test for the correlation between two variables [335] – between *Pre-existing stance* and *nOpp*. The null hypothesis in this test was that there is no correlation between these variables (i.e., the alternative hypothesis here was $H_{I,4}$). Similar to other correlation coefficients, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient ranges from $-1$ to 1.

### 4.2.6. Participants

To determine the required sample size for our study, we conducted a power analysis using the open-source software *G*\(^\text{*\text{power}}\) [104]. Here, we specified an effect size $f = 0.3$, a significance threshold $\alpha = 0.05$, a statistical power of 0.8, and a group size of 6 (i.e., due to testing six different models). This resulted in a required sample size of at least 150 participants. Based on a short pilot study, we estimated that we would exclude about 10% of the participants due to failed honeypot checks. We thus recruited 170 native English speakers from the online participant pool *Prolific*.\(^8\) Here, we also applied an abortion-stance pre-screening offered by *Prolific* to make the sample more balanced in terms of participant’s personal attitude towards abortion (i.e., recruiting 135 “pro-life” and 135 “pro-choice” participants). After excluding some participants due to failing both honeypot checks, 158 participants remained in the study.\(^9\)

Participants had a mean age of 33.34 (ages ranged from 18 to 64). 49.4% were male and 50.6% female. Surprisingly, despite applying the abortion-specific pre-screening offered by *Prolific* to approximate a 50/50 ratio in terms of participants who support/oppose abortion, participants in our sample turned out to largely support the legalization of

---

8. [https://prolific.co](https://prolific.co)

9. To pass a honeypot check, participants had to allocate the right perspective to the honeypot topic that matched this perspective word for word (see Section 4.2.3.).
abortion (see Table 4.3). Most participants believed that they were familiar with the topic, with 57.8% responding with either “strongly agree” or “somewhat agree.”

### 4.3. Results

This section presents the results of the hypothesis tests outlined in Section 4.2.5 and several exploratory findings.

#### 4.3.1. Hypothesis Tests

**Participants find more correct perspectives when using TAM.** We find that models differed in terms of how many of the six correct perspectives participants were able to identify. The ANOVA showed a significant main effect of *Model* on *nCor* ($H_{1.3}$; $F = 4.399, df = 5, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.126$). Table 4.4 and Figure 4.2 show the descriptive differences between the models with the highest mean *nCor* for TAM (4.39). However, although the assumption of heterogeneity of variances held according to Levene’s test ($F = 0.768, df = 5, p = 0.574$), the Shapiro-Wilk test suggested that the data were non-normal ($W = 0.905, p < 0.001$). We thus conducted a Kruskal-Wallis test as a non-parametric alternative to the classical ANOVA, which confirmed the results of the ANOVA ($X^2 = 20.611, df = 5, p < 0.001$). We therefore reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the models in terms of correctly identified perspectives.

Due to the non-normality in our data, we conducted a series of non-parametric posthoc analyses (i.e., Mann-Whitney U tests) to study the individual differences between the models. The results show that only TAM led to significantly more correctly identified perspectives compared to the TF-IDF baseline model. Aside from that, the only significant
4.3. Results

Table 4.4: Descriptive statistics of the user study. Here, $n$ refers to the number of participants, mean $n_{Cor}$ to the mean number of correctly identified perspectives per model (ranging from 0 to 6), and SE to the standard error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>Mean $n_{Cor}$</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JST</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VODUM</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAM</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>158</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

difference we found was the one between TAM and LAM.

**No evidence for user tendency to interpret model output in line with personal stance.** We did not find a significant correlation between pre-existing stance and $n_{Opp}$ ($H_{1.4}$; $\rho = 0.122$, $p = 0.163$). Based on these results, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that these two variables do not correlate. Our results thus do not suggest that users are more likely to interpret the output of topic models in line with their personal stance.

4.3.2. Exploratory Analyses

Figure 4.3 illustrates the normalized distribution of the chosen perspectives per topic model. It displays all perspectives that could be chosen for the task (excluding the two honeypot checks). Some perspectives in the data (e.g., $p_5$) were more often identified than other perspectives (e.g., $p_2$). Furthermore, we also see differences between the models that may help explain the results from the hypothesis tests. For instance, Figure 4.3 also shows that, compared to the other models, TAM was a lot more successful in describing perspectives $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_6$. TAM also did not lead people to false perspectives as much as other models did, e.g., regarding $p_{10}$ and $p_{12}$.

Table 4.5 shows descriptive statistics of the exploratory measurements as described in Section 4.2.2. Overall, participants reported a high perceived usefulness of a model that can perform perspective discovery (mean = 3.82, sd = 1.06), indicating that they generally understood and approved this method. Participants felt across models that their awareness of the different perspectives had increased (mean = 3.47, sd = 1.13 respectively), although this could be due to seeing the list of 16 possible perspectives as opposed to a result of model performance. Confidence in task performance was not as high, with participants reporting moderate task performance confidence across models (mean = 2.83, sd = 1.14). This indicates that none of the models performed so well as to clearly communicate the different perspectives to users.
Figure 4.3: Normalized distribution of how often each available perspective was chosen (excluding the two honeypot checks). Whereas $p_1$-$p_6$ were actually present in the corpus (see Table 4.3), the remaining perspectives were not. The horizontal line at $\frac{1}{16} = 0.0625$ shows the expected proportion for random selection.

Table 4.5: Descriptive statistics (mean ± standard deviation) on the exploratory measurements. Responses are from five-point Likert scales with 1 = "strongly disagree" and 5 = "strongly agree."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Perceived Usefulness</th>
<th>Perspective Awareness</th>
<th>Confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TFIDF</td>
<td>3.63 (± 1.27)</td>
<td>3.38 (± 1.27)</td>
<td>2.46 (± 1.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>3.60 (± 1.00)</td>
<td>3.32 (± 1.09)</td>
<td>2.68 (± 1.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAM</td>
<td>3.64 (± 1.16)</td>
<td>3.50 (± 1.11)</td>
<td>3.18 (± 1.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VODUM</td>
<td>4.20 (± 0.76)</td>
<td>3.80 (± 1.00)</td>
<td>2.72 (± 0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JST</td>
<td>4.04 (± 1.00)</td>
<td>3.68 (± 0.94)</td>
<td>3.25 (± 1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAM</td>
<td>3.79 (± 1.01)</td>
<td>3.17 (± 1.31)</td>
<td>2.62 (± 1.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>3.82 (± 1.27)</td>
<td>3.47 (± 1.13)</td>
<td>2.83 (± 1.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4. Discussion

We evaluated several joint topic models for the task of perspective discovery. Our results suggest that the Topic-Aspect Model (TAM) [262] can distill perspectives (i.e., in the form of topic keywords) better than a TF-IDF baseline model. Specifically, users in our study were able to correctly identify more perspectives in our data set when given TAM-generated keywords compared to baseline keywords. We find no evidence for a tendency of users towards interpreting model output in line with their personal stance.

Why did TAM perform better than other models? It seems that participants tried to find keywords in topics that explicitly appear in the perspective expression. For example, a topic containing the words God and kill is easily matched with perspective \( p_5 \) in our study (i.e., Abortion is the killing of a human being, which defies the word of God). Whereas all models were able to distill this particular perspective quite well (see Figure 4.3), TAM also excelled at this task for other perspectives. Table 4.6 shows the TAM model output, where the fourth topic (\( t_4 \)) could be interpreted as a representation of \( p_5 \).

Outputting perspective-relevant keywords per topic seems to be a useful ingredient for a topic model that performs perspective discovery. Unlike the other joint topic models, TAM is designed to distinguish common words appearing in any document and words being more topic-/perspective-specific. Models that use sentiment lexica to group words, such as the Joint-Sentiment Topic model (JST) [205] and the Latent Argument Model (LAM) [356], contained more sentiment words in their topic and were therefore less effective in discovering perspectives.

Limitations

Our study is subject to several limitations. First, we created a data set containing debate forum entries with perspective annotations. This enabled us to curate a corpus of 600 documents that were balanced in terms of stance and perspectives. Such a scenario is unlikely to occur in real-world applications, where “mainstream” perspectives appear much more often than others. Second, despite our best efforts to control for it, our sample was not balanced in terms of pre-existing stance on the legalization of abortion: most participants turned out to support it. Third, we only evaluated one highly politicized, commonly debated topic (i.e., abortion). It could be questioned whether the models we tested behave similarly on other, less divisive claims (e.g., zoos should exist or social

Table 4.6: The six topics computed by TAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Topic Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t_1 )</td>
<td>woman, choice, body, fetus, control, pregnant, birth, baby, foetus, sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_2 )</td>
<td>fetus, human, brain, person, fetus_not, cell, murder, alive, killing, egg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_3 )</td>
<td>sex, woman, pregnant, parent, forced, child, want, child_not, option, unwanted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_4 )</td>
<td>god, life, wrong, child, womb, baby, murder, killing, kill, creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_5 )</td>
<td>want, woman, sex, not, responsibility, child, get, not_want, pregnant, choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_6 )</td>
<td>life, god, begin, baby, life_begin, choice, choose, use, protection, responsibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
media is good for our society). Fourth, although our results only show a difference between TAM and two other models, descriptive statistics suggest that there could be more subtle differences (see Figure 4.2). If these differences truly exist, they could be discovered with a larger sample than the 158 participants we included in our study.

4.5. Conclusion

Simple viewpoint representations such as ternary stance labels are feasible to obtain and explainable but offer limited information (see Chapter 3). In this chapter, we introduced perspectives (i.e., underlying reasons for stances on debated topics) as an alternative or supplementary viewpoint representation. We then investigated whether joint topic models can help users distill perspectives from a corpus of opinionated documents and found that the Topic-Aspect Model (TAM) [262] can indeed produce such human-identifiable perspectives (i.e., in the form of topic keywords). Furthermore, we found no evidence of users interpreting model output in line with their personal stance.

Our findings suggest that stances on debated topics include different perspectives, that separating content into such perspectives makes intuitive sense to users, and that joint topic models have the potential to perform perspective discovery in a human-understandable fashion. If used in this way, assigning perspective labels (using joint topic models) could prove helpful in many different areas, including policy-making or helping people overcome biases when participating in (online) debates. A key limitation of the work we presented in this chapter is that perspectives are highly dependent on the topic (i.e., abortion legalization) and the data we considered (i.e., debate forum posts). It may be difficult to simultaneously differentiate viewpoints as well as topics in more diverse data sets. Chapter 5, the next and final chapter of Part I, explores how stances and perspectives can be combined into a comprehensive yet simple and topic-independent viewpoint representation.
Comprehensive Viewpoint Representations for a Deeper Understanding of User Interactions With Debated Topics
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In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, we have examined the possibilities and limitations of ternary stance labels (i.e., against/neutral/in favor), which are the most common way to represent viewpoints in current human information interaction research. We have shown that existing stance detection methods can generate such labels in an automatic and explainable fashion but that they often lack nuanced information regarding the viewpoints they represent. In Chapter 4, we have shown that topic models could enhance stance detection by discovering perspectives (i.e., the reasons that underlie stances); however, such perspectives are highly topic-dependent as arguments can differ vastly across topics. Recent research in the communication sciences has argued that viewpoints are complex constructs with multiple dimensions and can vary in a plurality of ways [23, 24, 25, 39]. For instance, classifying documents using a ternary stance taxonomy removes any notion of a degree to which a viewpoint may oppose or support a topic, e.g., somewhat or strongly supporting the feminist movement. Moreover, two tweets may support feminism for different reasons (i.e., perspectives) that relate to broader ways of viewing the world (e.g., focusing on ethical or economic aspects of empowering women) [25, 39]. Viewpoint representations should capture this latent richness in a human-understandable, topic-independent fashion to allow for more nuanced viewpoint bias analyses, user studies, and practical applications.

Obtaining a deep understanding of user interactions with debated topics may require information such as whether a user interacted with search results that are overall “strongly opposing” or just “somewhat opposing” feminism. Similarly, interventions for diverse news reading could more effectively expose users to alternative perspectives when knowing which reasons for opposing or supporting a topic different search results convey. Enabling such advanced analyses could unlock greater potential for research and practical applications in human information interaction. To this end, we argue that more comprehensive viewpoint representations are needed.

Recent human information interaction research has already begun to represent viewpoints in alternative formats (e.g., as continuous stance scales [195]) and measure nuanced differences between documents [240, 345]. For instance, Mulder et al. [240] drew from the communication sciences to operationalize framing, a concept that represents viewpoints across four different dimensions (i.e., problem definition, causal attribution, moral evaluation, and treatment recommendation). They used different automatic methods to compute a distance function considering these four dimensions, gauging the viewpoint similarity between news articles. This earlier work shows – albeit via a distance function instead of a label – that the richer viewpoint notions handled in the communication sciences can be practically applied in human information interaction. However, to the best of our knowledge, no current method translates comprehensive viewpoint representations into practical viewpoint labels applicable to user interactions with debated topics. What is needed is a standard, go-to framework that yields computationally tractable and feasibly obtainable labels (e.g., using crowdsourcing) but is significantly more comprehensive than currently used methods. The present chapter aims to fill this research gap by answering four research questions:

**RQ1.5** What label represents viewpoints in a comprehensive yet relatively simple and topic-independent fashion?
RQ I.6 Can crowd workers reliably assign our proposed viewpoint label to textual documents?

RQ I.7 Do cognitive biases affect crowd workers when assigning our proposed viewpoint label?

RQ I.8 Is our proposed viewpoint representation more meaningful compared to binary stance labels?

To address RQ I.5, inspired by work from the communication sciences, we developed a topic-independent, two-dimensional viewpoint representation that incorporates a viewpoints’ stance (i.e., the degree to which it supports or opposes a claim) and logic of evaluation (i.e., a generalized taxonomy for perspectives or underlying reasons; see Section 5.1). We then tasked crowd workers to assign our novel viewpoint label to tweets on several debated topics. Analyses of this crowdsourcing task suggest that crowd workers can perform this task reliably (RQ I.6), and there was no evidence that cognitive biases would have affected the results (RQ I.7; see Section 5.2). We further demonstrate in a viewpoint diversity analysis of the tweets that our proposed viewpoint label enables more nuanced insights (i.e., by reflecting stance degrees and logics of evaluation) compared to binary or ternary stance labels (RQ I.8; see Section 5.3). Finally, we report on a user study where participants saw sets of tweets, diversified either based on our proposed viewpoint representation or a binary stance label. Exploratory results of this user study suggest that users judge sets of tweets as more viewpoint-diverse when the sets are diversified based on our proposed label compared to the baseline – as long as these sets do not contain too many extreme viewpoints (RQ I.8; see Section 5.4).

Supplementary material such as data sets, task screenshots, and analysis code related to this chapter is available at https://osf.io/pjws9/.

Example (on the Feminist Movement): I still cannot get over how much women are degraded in media, sports, and the business world simply because of who we are.

Viewpoint Representation

Stance
Ordinal [-3, 3]
Example: supporting (2)

Logic
Multi-categorical
Example: moral, civic

Figure 5.1: Proposed viewpoint representation at the example of a tweet from the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data set [233]. A viewpoint is evaluated on two dimensions: stance (i.e., on a seven-point ordinal scale ranging from “strongly opposing” to “strongly supporting” a topic) and logic of evaluation (i.e., in a multi-categorical format to include all logics present; see Table 2.2).
5.1. Novel Viewpoint Representation

We propose a novel viewpoint representation for human information interaction that improves upon binary and ternary stance labels by reflecting a viewpoint’s stance on a more nuanced level and a viewpoint’s logic of evaluation as a second dimension (see Figure 5.1). Thereby, our proposed viewpoint representation is more comprehensive than existing methods. We detail the two dimensions of our proposed representation below.

Stance
The first dimension in our proposed viewpoint representation is a viewpoint’s stance; i.e., its moral evaluation of the topic at hand. For example, consider the tweet displayed in Figure 5.1. This tweet is clearly in favor of the feminist movement and was therefore classified accordingly in the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data set [233] (see Section 5.2.1). In our proposed framework, however, stances are represented on a seven-point ordinal scale ranging from “strongly opposing” (-3) to “strongly supporting” (3; see Chapters 8 and 10). This representation reflects a viewpoint’s general orientation similar to the standard binary approach but also the degree to which a viewpoint opposes or supports a topic. For instance, we may label the tweet in Figure 5.1 as “supporting” (2), meaning that it takes a clear stance in favor of feminism but does not do so to an extreme extent.

Logic of Evaluation
The second dimension of our proposed viewpoint representation is a viewpoint’s logic of evaluation (or simply logic), a construct that we borrow from the communication sciences [24, 25, 39] (see Section 2.2.1). A viewpoint’s logic of evaluation reflects the general perspective behind the stance: it describes why a stance is taken. For example, the statements “women should be treated fairly” and “empowering women would benefit the economy” both arguably support feminism but do so for different reasons. Whereas the first one refers to fairness (i.e., using a moral logic), the second one refers to value creation (i.e., using an economic logic). Baden and Springer [24] mention seven different logics that a viewpoint can include: inspired, popular, moral, civic, economic, functional, and ecological (see Table 2.2). Each of these seven logics represents a particular maxim according to which a problem may be evaluated. For instance, an ecological logic is employed when the viewpoint refers to something that is supposedly (not) sustainable or natural; e.g., opposing feminism by expressing that “equal treatment of men and women is unnatural”. Classifying viewpoints into logics of evaluation thus allows for entirely topic-independent descriptions of the latent perspectives that viewpoints embody. Note that any document may refer to one or several of the seven logics. For example, the example tweet in Figure 5.1 refers to a moral logic (i.e., arguing that women are treated unfairly) and a civic logic (i.e., suggesting that this is not acceptable). This type of information is lacking when using a standard binary viewpoint label.

5.2. Obtaining Viewpoint Labels

In this section, we report on a crowdsourcing study in which we collected viewpoint labels according to our proposed framework (see Section 5.1) for 169 tweets from the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data set [234, 331]. We describe the data, task setup, and process
of collecting the annotations. Furthermore, we analyze whether workers were able to assign viewpoint labels reliably and whether they were influenced by cognitive biases when annotating.

5.2.1. Data
One of the most utilized data sets for stance classification is the *SemEval 2016 Stance Detection* data set, which consists of 4870 tweets on six different debated topics: *atheism*, *climate change*, *Donald Trump*, *feminist movement*, *Hillary Clinton*, and *legalization of abortion* [234, 331]. It was originally created for the *SemEval 2016 Stance Detection Challenge* [233], which invited contributors to create automatic methods for classifying tweets into four stance categories: *in favor*, *neutral*, *against*, and *none* (i.e., no stance). All tweets in the *SemEval 2016 Stance Detection* data set are annotated for their stance (i.e., using the same four categories) and relevance concerning the target topic.

We aimed to collect annotations according to the viewpoint representation we propose in Section 5.1 for a subset of the tweets contained in the *SemEval 2016 Stance Detection* data set. Specifically, we selected all 169 tweets that at least 90% of the original annotators judged as relevant to the topics *atheism* (16), *Donald Trump* (54), or *feminist movement* (99). We chose these three topics to limit expenses (i.e., allowing for more annotations per tweet) while maintaining topical diversity (i.e., they cover diverse topics such as religion, politics, and social and political movements) and relevance in online discussions and information sharing platforms.

5.2.2. Prior Considerations
Aside from collecting our proposed viewpoint label for the 169 tweets in our final data set, we also aimed to investigate whether cognitive biases can affect crowd workers when assigning these labels. We additionally applied the cognitive-biases-in-crowdsourcing checklist we propose in Chapter 6 and concluded that two different cognitive biases might affect crowd workers in our task. First, we were concerned about a *halo effect*, in which irrelevant pieces of information affect crowd workers' annotations. We were particularly concerned that crowd workers with pre-existing solid knowledge on the topic might rate viewpoints as more extreme (i.e., more readily placing tweets into the “opposing camp” or “supporting camp”). Second, we suspected that the *confirmation bias* could affect crowd workers if they had a tendency to label tweets in line with their personal stance (i.e., looking for attitude-confirming evidence). We thus decided to incorporate measurements of personal knowledge and stance concerning the given topic in our task design.

5.2.3. Task Setup
We designed a human intelligence task (HIT) to obtain viewpoint annotations in our proposed format. First, crowd workers were presented with one of the three topics (i.e., *atheism*, *Donald Trump*, or the *feminist movement*) and asked for their personal knowledge and stance on it (see Section 5.2.2). We measured these constructs on seven-point Likert scales ranging from “non-existent” to “expert” (knowledge) and from “strongly opposing” to “strongly supporting” (stance). Crowd workers then saw one of the 169 tweets in our data set relevant to the same topic.

The main task for crowd workers was to evaluate the viewpoint expressed in the tweet
in the three subsequent steps: they (1) described the expressed viewpoint in their own words, (2) judged its stance regarding the topic on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly opposing” to “strongly supporting”, and (3) selected which logic(s) applied (see Section 5.1). In step (3), the seven logics were displayed as completions of a sentence; e.g., “Fundamentally, the viewpoint contained in the tweet is that Feminist Movement is (not) in line with… what is social, fair, or moral.” (i.e., indicating a moral logic, c.f., Table 2.2). Crowd workers could obtain more information (including examples) about any given logic by hovering over the respective option. In this last step, participants first selected the viewpoint’s main logic by choosing one of the seven categories and then had the option to select any other logic that may also apply. We also added a mandatory attention check (i.e., an item where we explicitly told crowd workers which option to select) and an option to give feedback in open-text form. We published the task on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk).

5.2.4. Human Annotators
Crowd Annotators
A total of 66 crowd annotators annotated our HITs (i.e., consisting of one tweet). They had a Master status on MTurk, a HIT approval rate of at least 95%, and at least 500 accepted HITs. Furthermore, we only allowed crowd workers from a selection of 30 countries that either have English as their main language (e.g., the United States) or that have high English proficiency according to the EF English Proficiency Index2 (e.g., The Netherlands and Denmark). These constraints ensured a high-quality pool of annotators with good English understanding (i.e., our tweets are in English). Furthermore, we excluded nine annotations for which the crowd worker failed the mandatory attention check. The final sample consisted of 1197 annotations from 66 different crowd annotators. Crowd workers were allowed to submit as many HITs as they wished and were rewarded with $0.50 for each completed HIT. Each tweet received between six and eight annotations (mean = 7.08, sd = 0.30). On average, crowd workers reported a good knowledge across the three topics atheism (mean = 1.70, sd = 1.24), Donald Trump (mean = 1.91, sd = 1.05), and the feminist movement (mean = 1.54, sd = 1.19).3 Regarding personal stance, they slightly supported atheism (mean = 0.62, sd = 1.98), opposed Donald Trump (mean = −1.49, sd = 1.96), and were approximately neutral towards feminism (mean = −0.14, sd = 2.07).

Expert Annotators
To evaluate the quality of the crowd annotations, we created a ground truth data set consisting of 34 tweets (i.e., 20% of the tweets used in our study). We aimed to avoid bias by randomly selecting the tweets for each of the three topics of interest and proportional to the total number of tweets for a given topic (i.e., 4 on atheism, 11 on Donald Trump, and 19 on the feminist movement). First, two expert annotators (i.e., authors of the paper that this chapter is based on; with a background in computer science and familiar with the logics depicted in Table 2.2) independently annotated the 34 tweets. The two experts annotated the 34 tweets using the same task that was provided to the crowd annotators, i.e., on
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1https://www.mturk.com
2https://www.ef.com/wwen/epi/
3We here represent the seven Likert points as integers on an ordinal scale [−3, 3].
MTurk. We computed the inter-rater reliability of the two experts concerning tweets’ stances and logics using Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ [191]. The reasons for choosing this metric were three-fold: it is (1) applicable on both ordinal and nominal values (i.e., our data is ordinal - stance and nominal - logics), (2) deals with missing data (not all annotators annotate all examples), and (3) generalizes to any number of annotators. Regarding stance, the two experts had a high IRR score of 0.84, while in terms of logics their agreement varied from almost no agreement (e.g., popular, functional, inspired, civic, and financial logics have $\alpha$ values below 0.07) to high agreement (e.g., 0.58 for moral) and perfect agreement (e.g., 1.0 for ecological). The two experts then discussed the annotations with a third expert who has a background in communication science (also a co-author of the paper that this chapter is based on). In the discussion session, all 34 tweets in the ground truth were individually discussed until an agreement was reached regarding the applicable stances and logics.

5.2.5. Crowd Annotation Aggregation and Quality

As described in Section 5.2.3, we asked crowd annotators to judge the stance and the logic(s) of each tweet. In this section, we report on the aggregation of the crowd annotations to identify the collective stance and logics for each tweet, as well as on the quality of the annotations gathered in our crowdsourcing study.

Tweet Viewpoint Stance

To aggregate stance annotations, we represented the seven options from the Likert scale as integers $[-3, 3]$ and assigned each tweet the median annotation value (i.e., rounded to integer). Crowd annotators largely agreed on the extent to which a tweet opposes or supports a particular stance. Their IRR score on the tweet stance (c.f. Krippendorff’s $\alpha$) is 0.69 on the entire data set and 0.72 on the expert-annotated data set of 34 tweets. We also compared the aggregated crowd and expert stance on the tweets. In this case, the IRR score c.f. Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ is 0.84, further emphasizing the crowd’s reliability in annotating stances of tweets using our more complex representation, i.e., on an ordinal scale ranging from –3 to 3. The crowd’s micro F1-score in terms of stance was 0.53 when using the ordinal scale ranging from –3 to 3 and 0.97 when using a ternary scale (against, neutral, in favor). The aggregated stance labels from crowd workers matched the stance indication contained in the original SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data set in 97% of cases. Five tweets that had all originally been classified as in favor of feminism or atheism were annotated as neutral (0) in our data (e.g., “Just been putting the finishing touches to a feminist-themed cryptic crossword... Standard. #crosswords”).

Tweet Viewpoint Logic

Annotating logics to each tweet was the more difficult task for crowd workers, as the interpretation of logics could be somewhat subjective and ambiguous. Moreover, a given tweet may contain multiple different logics with different degrees of relevance or intensity, so attaching a single logic to each tweet is not optimal. These observations led us to analyze the crowd annotations regarding the logic(s) of the tweets with the disagreement-aware metrics called CrowdTruth [93, 94], which compute quality scores for input units.
Comprehensive Viewpoint Representations (i.e., tweets), crowd annotators, and target annotations (i.e., the seven logics). When applying the metrics, we considered the main logic as well as all additional logics that a crowd annotator selected.

The CrowdTruth metrics assume that the three main components of the crowdsourcing task (i.e., tweet, crowd annotators, and logics) are mutually dependent. For instance, a difficult tweet can make crowd annotators disagree, but this does not necessarily mean that their answers’ quality is poor (i.e., annotators can fill in each others’ gaps by adding logics that others have missed). Thus, c.f. the CrowdTruth metrics, the quality of a tweet is weighted by the quality of the crowd annotators that annotated the tweet and of the target annotations, i.e., the logics, and vice versa. The answers of a crowd annotator who constantly disagrees with the other crowd annotators will have a lower weight in the final aggregation of answers. These quality scores are computed in a loop, using a dynamic programming approach, until convergence. Each quality score ranges from 0 and 1, where higher values indicate higher quality or clarity.

Upon applying the CrowdTruth metrics, we thus had (1) crowd annotators quality scores, (2) tweet quality scores, and (3) tweet-logic scores. A tweet-logic score is computed for each tweet and each logic, expressing the likelihood of the logic to be expressed by the tweet. We evaluated the crowd’s performance in terms of the micro-F1 score, using the 34 tweets for which we collected ground truth data from expert annotators (see Section 5.2.4). For this, we use the tweet-logic score as a threshold to differentiate between positive and negative samples (i.e., logics expressed and not expressed in a tweet). We experimented with threshold values between 0 and 1, in increments of 0.01, and computed the crowd’s micro-F1 score for each such threshold. We generally observe that the lower the threshold (i.e., considering more logics to be expressed in a tweet), the higher the crowd micro-F1 score. For example, the micro-F1 score is equal to 0.67 at a threshold of 0.01 and equal to 0.02 at a threshold of 1. Based on this analysis, we considered a threshold of 0.25 as optimal (micro-F1 = 0.61) to have a more balanced performance concerning recall and precision and still eliminate logics that are considered applicable by only a few crowd annotators or crowd annotators with low-quality scores. The final viewpoint label per tweet thus comprised of two dimensions: the median stance annotation and a vector of all logics that passed the aforementioned threshold (see Figure 5.1 for an example).

Compared to stance, logic annotations generated substantially more disagreement, resulting in much lower Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ values (0.23 or lower on both the main and the expert-annotated data set). The crowd agreed most on the moral and functional logics. When compared to the expert logics on the 34 tweets in our ground truth, we observe similar agreements as for the experts. Specifically, we found perfect agreement for the ecological logic, moderate to high agreement for the moral (Krippendorff’s $\alpha = 0.58$) and popular ($\alpha = 0.36$) logics, and low agreement for the other logics.
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4 https://github.com/CrowdTruth/CrowdTruth-core
5 We compute micro-F1 scores because we deal with a multi-label classification problem, where logics are not equally represented across the data set. We also consider all logics equally important, and we are interested to see how the crowd performs across logics.
5.2.6. Gauging the Annotation Difficulty

To better understand the difficulty of our task, we had eight different crowd workers annotate between one and 103 tweets twice. We ensured here that there was always a considerable amount of time and other HITs between the first and second annotation of a tweet. We found that workers were largely consistent in their two annotations of the same tweet. Overall, annotators did not diverge more than one point on the stance scale in 89% of cases and assigned precisely the same set of logics in 38% of cases. The average Jaccard distance of logics annotation pairs was 0.44, indicating that workers may often have missed or added a logic in their second annotation compared to their first, but usually annotated with some degree of overlap. For example, if a worker first only assigned [inspired] to a tweet but annotated [inspired, popular] at the second time, the Jaccard distance between the two annotations was 0.5. This also shows that the low inter-rater reliability scores reported in the previous paragraph may give a somewhat misleading image regarding the task difficulty. In sum, workers were fairly consistent when annotating a tweet for the second time but may have missed certain logics that other crowd workers detected.

Checking for Cognitive Biases

As explained in Section 5.2.2, we tested whether specific cognitive biases (i.e., the halo effect and the confirmation bias) influence crowd workers when assigning our proposed viewpoint label. The halo effect we were concerned about would have taken place if workers’ knowledge of the topic at hand had influenced the variance of their stance annotations (i.e., placing tweets in either extremely opposing or extremely supporting “camps”). However, we found no evidence of this effect from a Spearman correlation analysis between workers’ self-reported knowledge on their assigned topic and the standard deviation of their stance annotations (\( \rho = 0.14, p = 0.5 \)). A confirmation bias in our task could have meant that crowd workers look for information that confirms their pre-existing beliefs and thus annotate stances in line with their personal stance. However, we also found no evidence for a confirmation bias from a Spearman correlation analysis between workers’ self-reported stance on their assigned topic and their mean stance annotation (\( \rho = 0.04, p = 0.8 \)).

5.3. Analyzing Viewpoint Diversity

This section presents a viewpoint diversity analysis of the data described in Section 5.2.1 using the two-dimensional viewpoint labels we collected (see Section 5.2). The aim of this analysis is to obtain insights into the discussions surrounding the three debated topics (i.e., atheism, Donald Trump, feminist movement) and to showcase the depth of understanding that our proposed viewpoint representation provides. For each topic, we analyzed (1) the stance distribution, (2) the logics distribution, and (3) how the different logics relate to each other within the online discussions.
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6 There was no overlap concerning logics annotations in 24% of cases.
7 To ensure independence of observations for this analysis, we here only considered one stance (on one topic) per crowd worker.
5.3.1. Method
We analyzed the viewpoint diversity in our tweets data set in a qualitative fashion. Aside from their raw format, we examined the data using two different visualizations. The first visualization (Figure 5.2) shows – per topic – the relative frequency of the seven different logics across all tweets. We computed the relative frequency by dividing the number of tweets in which a logic appears by the total number of tweets within that topic. This provides a visual overview of the relative importance of the different logics.

Our second visualization (Figure 5.3) shows network plots of tweets and their logic similarity. Each node in the networks represents a tweet and is colored according to the tweet’s stance. To create the networks, we first computed Jaccard similarity matrices of all tweets within each topic based on the logics they refer to. This meant that two tweets would receive a high similarity index if they used similar or the same logics in their argumentation but a low similarity index if they used distinct logics. We then used the similarity matrices as weight matrices for the networks such that stronger edges indicate stronger logic similarities between tweets. For better visibility of meaningful similarities, we omitted all edges with Jaccard indexes of 0.4 or lower. The networks visualize how tweets cluster together in terms of the logics they refer to. This helped us investigate structural similarities in the argumentation used on either side of the debated topics.

5.3.2. Results
This section presents the results of our viewpoint diversity analysis for each topic.

Atheism. Of the 16 relevant tweets in our data set, only two were labeled as either “somewhat opposing” or “strongly opposing” atheism. The remaining 14 tweets received
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Figure 5.3: Network plots of all tweets divided into the three topics atheism (left-hand panel), Donald Trump (central panel), and the feminist movement (right-hand panel). Each node is a single tweet, whereby its color indicates the stance. Edges indicate the Jaccard similarity between tweets based on the assigned logics (i.e., the stronger the edge, the greater the similarity).

Figure 5.3: Network plots of all tweets divided into the three topics atheism (left-hand panel), Donald Trump (central panel), and the feminist movement (right-hand panel). Each node is a single tweet, whereby its color indicates the stance. Edges indicate the Jaccard similarity between tweets based on the assigned logics (i.e., the stronger the edge, the greater the similarity).

“neutral” (1), “supporting” (9), or “strongly supporting” (4) labels. The left-hand panel of Figure 5.2 shows the relative importance of the different logics that were used when discussing atheism. Whereas the inspired logic was found in every tweet, all other logics appeared in 0% to 31% of tweets. The network plot in the left-hand panel of Figure 5.3 shows three main clusters of at least three tweets that evaluate atheism. These tweets would refer solely to an inspired logic (e.g., “[...] which god? Yours? not mine. oh wait i don’t have one. #LoveWins”) or combine an inspired logic with either a functional logic (e.g., “If God = Miraculous And Miracles = Impossible Then God = Impossible #logic #reason #science #RT”) or a moral logic (e.g., “Serious question for my atheist libertarians: How can rights exist without God? #ChristianLibertarian”).

Donald Trump. Our data set contains 54 tweets from 2016 that evaluated Donald Trump. Compared to the other topics, the discussion around Donald Trump is much more polarized, as 89% of tweets are either strongly supporting or strongly opposing Donald Trump. The bar plot in the central panel of Figure 5.2 shows that the inspired and popular logics were used most often. Conversely, only a few tweets in our data set express viewpoints that refer to an economic or ecological logic. The network plot in the central panel of Figure 5.3 shows that most tweets are highly similar to each other (i.e.,
they cluster closely together). The largest cluster consists almost entirely of tweets that strongly support Donald Trump and represents a combination of the inspired and popular logics (e.g., “[…] We have got to take our country back. It’s time! Win it Mr. Trump”). Tweets in a similar cluster that is almost entirely in favor of Donald Trump combine the inspired and popular logics with a functional logic (e.g., “[…] Hell I’m from the UK and I believe realDonaldTrump would make an amazing WORLD Leader”). Arguments on the opposing side, in contrast, were usually made by taking a moral aspect into account (e.g., “Donald Trump needs to stop embarrassing himself. Racist assholes…”).

**Feminist Movement.** The majority of tweets in our data set (99) evaluate the feminist movement. Here, the stance distribution is comparatively balanced with 46% supporting, 4% neutral, and 50% opposing tweets, only half of which are at the extreme ends of the stance spectrum. The bar plot in the right-hand panel of Figure 5.2 shows that feminism was discussed using similar logics compared to the other topics, but that the moral logic is noticeably more important here. This is also reflected in the network plot displayed in the right-hand panel of Figure 5.3. The largest cluster contains tweets that combine inspired and moral logics to argue in both directions (e.g., “I think it’s okay for a woman to take a mans name if she wants to. #genderequality”). Many tweets that support feminism argue exclusively using a moral logic (“I shouldn’t have to be holding a man’s hand to be left alone on the street. #catcalling #streetharrassment #equality”) and sometimes combine that with other logics such as the popular one (e.g., “[..] Most feminists don’t know what they are fighting for?! Most ego maniac’s who want they’re 15 minutes of fame. #c4news”).

### 5.4. User Evaluation of Viewpoint Label

We have shown that our proposed viewpoint label is obtainable via crowdsourcing with acceptable reliability (as measured by Krippendorff’s $\alpha$; see Section 5.2) and that it enables in-depth viewpoint analyses (see Section 5.3). However, it is still unclear whether this approach can also help to create noticeably superior outcomes from the user’s perspective. To test whether using our proposed viewpoint representation can more meaningfully organize online discussions (i.e., addressing RQ1.8), we conducted a user study. We presented users with sets of tweets that were diversified based on either our proposed viewpoint label or a binary stance label and asked them which set was more viewpoint-diverse. The user study had been preregistered before any data collection.  

**5.4.1. Method**

**Data**

For this user study, we considered tweets that were part of the data set described in Section 5.2.1 and that related to the topic feminist movement. We only focused on the feminist movement here because the other two topics had comparably few relevant tweets and skewed stance distributions, which hindered diversification efforts. We further excluded
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8 The preregistration is available at https://osf.io/cn8qa.
five feminism-related tweets that had received a neutral stance label (4) or that were the only ones in their stance category (i.e., one somewhat opposing tweet).

Sets of Tweets
We assembled a total of 10 different sets of tweets from the data set described above. Each set contained six tweets on the feminist movement and was created using one of two different sampling algorithms. The first algorithm diversified tweets using our proposed viewpoint label: after sampling one random tweet as the first element in the set, this algorithm added the five remaining tweets by always picking the tweet with the maximum average Jaccard distance to the tweets that were already in the set. It did this in such a way that the stance distribution was as balanced as possible, i.e., including at least one of the available stance categories. The second algorithm diversified tweets based on the original binary label contained in the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data set and therefore randomly sampled three against and three in favor tweets to create a set. We created five such sets per algorithm.

Procedure
The user study consisted of two steps. First, participants read an informed consent and stated their gender and age group from multiple choices. Second, we presented participants with a scenario: they were co-organizing a debating event aiming to bring people of diverse viewpoints together. It was explained that two methods are being tested to diversify the table seat allocations based on attendees’ recent tweets on the feminist movement. Participants then saw two random sets of tweets (i.e., one per sampling algorithm; in random order) graphically arranged in a circle to imitate a table seat allocation (see our repository for screenshots). A border surrounding each tweet was colored red (against) or blue (in favor) depending on the tweet’s stance label in the original SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data set. We asked participants to judge which table had a greater viewpoint diversity and shortly explain their choice in an open text field.

Analysis
Our hypothesis for this study was that users would judge tweet sets created with the sampling algorithm based on our proposed viewpoint label as more diverse. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a binomial test with a test value of 0.5 (i.e., testing the null hypothesis that users choose tables at random).

Participants
We conducted a power analysis before data collection to gauge the required number of participants for this user study. Using the software G*Power [104], we specified that we expect a medium effect size (i.e., Cohen’s $g = 0.15$), handle a significance threshold of $\alpha = 0.05$, and aim for a statistical power of $\beta = 0.8$ in a two-tailed binomial test. This resulted in a required sample size of 90 participants, which we thus recruited from Prolific. All participants were native English speakers above 18 years of age. We paid $0.70 per participation (an average of $10.33 per hour) while allowing each participant to only judge one pair of tweet sets.

https://prolific.co
5.4.2. Results
Among the 90 participants we had recruited, 58 (64%) were female, 31 (34%) were male, and one (1%) was non-binary. Participants’ age distribution was somewhat skewed towards younger ages, with only 7 participants being older than 44 years of age. Most participants (56%) judged the sets of tweets that had been diversified based on our proposed viewpoint label as more diverse than the sets sampled based on a binary label. However, the binomial test was not significant \( p = 0.34 \). We thus did not find any evidence for a difference between the two types of tweet sets.

Exploratory analysis
To help explain why we did not find a significant difference between the two types of tweet sets, we collected additional data and conducted a second exploratory analysis. One potential reason we suspected could have led to the insignificant results was an overestimation of the effect size in our initial required sample size computation (see Section 5.4.1). To address this potential issue of insufficient power, we adjusted the sample size calculation to detect a smaller effect (i.e., Cohen’s \( g = 0.1 \)) rather than a medium effect. We thus recruited an additional 110 participants (i.e., raising the sample size to 200), who went through the same procedure as the first 90.

Another suspected reason for the insignificant result concerned spurious variation in the tweets. Upon closer examination of the results, we noticed that most participants judged four out of the five tweet sets diversified based on our proposed viewpoint representation as more diverse. However, for one particular tweet set pair, our diversification was judged as more diverse only five out of eighteen times. Participants stated that this set contained many extreme opinions and that therefore it did not seem like a good discussion would result from this set. Indeed, our method had assembled a set containing four extreme viewpoints (i.e., strongly opposing and strongly supporting) and only two mild viewpoints. This was different in all other sets, which had no more than 50% extreme viewpoints. We therefore excluded data from participants who had annotated this set from this exploratory analysis.

Ninety-seven (61%) out of the remaining 159 participants judged the sets diversified using our proposed viewpoint label as more diverse, a proportion significantly higher than random \( p = 0.007 \).\(^{10}\) Note that these analyses are exploratory as we conducted them outwith the preregistration and after examining the main results.

5.5. Discussion
We have proposed a novel viewpoint representation for human information interaction that overcomes the limitations of currently used binary stance labels in two crucial ways. First, instead of classifying viewpoints into generic stance categories, it represents a viewpoint’s stance on a more nuanced, seven-point ordinal scale ranging from “strongly opposing” to “strongly supporting”. Second, it includes a viewpoint’s logic(s) of evaluation (i.e., a notion that we borrow from the communication sciences), representing underlying reasons or perspectives using seven general categories. Our proposed view-

\(^{10}\) Without removing the problematic set of tweets, the binomial test was not significant even in the larger sample of 200 participants \( p = 0.1 \).
point representation thus incorporates important aspects of viewpoints identified by the communication sciences in two dimensions while remaining topic-independent (RQ_1.5; see Section 5.1). We have shown that workers can assign this novel viewpoint label with satisfactory reliability (RQ_1.6) and found no evidence for an influence of cognitive biases (i.e., the halo effect and the confirmation bias) in this context (RQ_1.7; see Section 5.2). Furthermore, in a viewpoint diversity analysis of tweets and a user study, we have demonstrated that our proposed viewpoint representation, while subtle, is more comprehensive and meaningful compared to binary stance labels (RQ_1.8; see Sections 5.3 and 5.4). Our exploratory analyses further suggest that the diversification algorithm must be tuned correctly concerning stance; i.e., including too many extreme opinions from either side of the spectrum may lead users to find the diversification less meaningful.

5.5.1. Guidelines for Obtaining Viewpoint Labels

Our crowdsourcing study has shown that workers are sufficiently reliable when annotating our proposed viewpoint label. However, especially with respect to assigning logics of evaluation or when dealing with ambiguous tweets, this task can be difficult. Worker feedback on our task included comments such as “The tweet doesn’t really mention the logic behind the support,” “This one doesn’t seem to make any sort of argument,” and “Really have to read between the lines with this one honestly” Based on our experience, we therefore propose a set of guidelines that requesters should follow when aiming to obtain annotations of our proposed viewpoint label:

1. Given the difficulty of the task and in line with earlier work on this topic [157] (see also Section 2.2.3 and Part II of this dissertation), we recommend setting the worker requirements rather high; e.g., Master workers from MTurk.

2. While crowd workers seem to have no trouble annotating stance even on a seven-point ordinal scale, the logic(s) of evaluation can be hard to interpret. Requesters should ensure that all logics are well-explained and include several examples as well as relevant words to look for (see Table 2.2).

3. In line with recent work on similar subjective crowdsourcing tasks [176], we recommend collecting more than the standard three annotations per document (i.e., at least six). Disagreement might still be high in this case, but we found that crowd workers fill in each other’s gaps by identifying logics that others may have missed. When aggregating six or more annotations in a weighted fashion, the final labels are comparable with expert evaluations (see Section 5.2).

4. When collecting difficult viewpoint representations such as logics of evaluation, requesters should consider training campaigns for crowd workers to build a pool of knowledgeable and reliable annotators over time (i.e., as proposed by earlier work such as Wais et al. [364]).

5. Asking the crowd workers to justify their answer or describe the viewpoint in their own words has been shown to increase the quality of their annotations [196]. In a workflow setting [59], a crowd worker could use such rationales to approve or reject a certain logic of evaluation provided by a different crowd worker.
5.5.2. Implications
The two-dimensional viewpoint representation we propose has implications for human information interaction research and practical applications that concern user interactions with debated topics. For instance, it may lead to a better understanding of attitude change in web search by providing insight into nuanced shifts of stance. The dynamics of discussions on social media may similarly be studied in more depth when considering which logics of evaluation drive conversations (e.g., to automatically determine where exactly people of different stances disagree). From a practical point of view, ranking bias metrics and re-ranking algorithms may take both dimensions of our proposed viewpoint representation into account, e.g., for a richer notion of viewpoint diversity in a list of recommended news items. In the same way, user interface interventions that aim to mitigate user biases in content consumption could benefit from comprehensive viewpoint representations by taking nuanced stances and logics into account when highlighting, hiding, or explaining documents.

5.5.3. Limitations
Crowd annotators in our study were reliable in annotating tweets’ stances but often disagreed regarding logics of evaluation. However, workers were still able to perform as well as expert annotators, whose annotations were also often in disagreement. The discussion session conducted by the experts, however, proved beneficial to reach consensus, and we consider the lack of discussion among crowd annotators as a limitation. Another limitation of our approach is that crowdsourcing studies can become expensive when large amounts of data need to be annotated and even more so when the task is difficult. Finally, we acknowledge that our study considered a limited set of debated topics, and that our results do not necessarily generalize to other controversial issues (i.e., especially those that are much more or less relevant in particular countries or cultural contexts).

5.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel, two-dimensional viewpoint representation for human information interaction, inspired by our findings from Chapters 3 and 4 as well as research from the communication sciences. The proposed two-dimensional viewpoint representation consists of a viewpoint’s stance on a nuanced level which reflects the degree to which a viewpoint opposes or supports a topic, and a viewpoint’s logic of evaluation, which reflects the perspective behind the stance. We efficiently collected such viewpoint’s stances and logics in a crowdsourcing study with acceptable reliability. In a viewpoint diversity analysis and user study, we further showed that our proposed viewpoint representation could be more meaningful in representing diverse opinions on a topic compared to binary stance labels (i.e., against/in favor). Although we used tweets as a simple use case in this work, our proposed viewpoint representation could also be applied to other document types, such as news articles, podcasts, or web search results. We hope that our work enables researchers and practitioners to represent viewpoints in a more detailed fashion, eventually leading to a better understanding and more effective interventions related to user interactions with debated topics on the web.

Later parts of this dissertation will make use of our novel, two-dimensional viewpoint
representation to measure viewpoint bias in web search results (Chapter 9). The viewpoint bias evaluations we conduct in Part III (i.e., Chapters 8 and 9) are another demonstration of how the viewpoint representation we proposed here allows for more comprehensive insights. Before that, however, Part II will cover how to reliably obtain viewpoint labels for search results and similar document types from crowd workers.
II

Crowdsourcing Viewpoint Annotations
Creating training data sets for automatic text classification methods (see Section 2.2.2 and Chapter 3) or obtaining viewpoint labels for which no automatic methods are currently available (e.g., the two-dimensional viewpoint representation we propose in Chapter 5) requires the input of crowd workers [112, 233] (see Section 2.2.3). Such crowdsourcing annotation efforts typically involve collecting at least three judgments per search result from different crowd workers (e.g., asking workers what viewpoint a given search result expresses regarding school uniforms) and subsequently aggregating those into single labels. However, crowd workers’ cognitive biases can strongly reduce data quality from subjective tasks such as annotating viewpoints [96, 156]. One example of this is the confirmation bias: workers may be more likely to annotate their personal viewpoint rather than other viewpoints because they pay more attention to document parts that (seem to) confirm their personal opinion [156, 245]. It is vital to identify such cognitive worker biases when collecting viewpoint annotations for search results to prevent data biases and ensure high-quality research and practical applications. That is why Part II of this dissertation addresses the following research question:

**RQII** What cognitive biases reduce crowd workers’ abilities to correctly annotate web search results with viewpoint labels?

We begin addressing RQII in Chapter 6 by proposing a checklist to combat cognitive biases in crowdsourcing. Our checklist, adapted from earlier work concerning business decision-making, comprises 12 items referring to particularly common or problematic (groups of) cognitive biases that may reduce the quality of crowdsourced data labels. We present a retrospective analysis of past crowdsourcing papers, showing that cognitive biases are rarely considered but may affect data quality for most tasks. Requesters can use our proposed checklist to inform their task design (e.g., to mitigate cognitive biases) and document potential influences of cognitive biases on the data they collect. Chapter 7 then presents a full application of the checklist to a related, but slightly different, use case: crowdsourced fact-checking of politician statements. We apply our checklist to an existing data set of crowdsourced truthfulness annotations and crowd worker characteristics (e.g., political affiliation, level of education, and annotation confidence) to identify potential influences of cognitive biases in this context. Subsequently, we test our hypotheses by conducting a similar crowdsourcing study while measuring the cognitive biases we had identified. Our findings demonstrate the presence of several cognitive biases (e.g., the affect heuristic and overconfidence) that may reduce the quality of subjective crowd worker annotations such as truthfulness judgments or viewpoint labels.
A Checklist to Combat Cognitive Biases in Crowdsourcing
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Conducting high-quality viewpoint bias evaluations for search results or comprehensively examining user interactions with viewpoints in search results requires human-labeled search result data (see Section 2.2.3 and Part I). However, the quality of this (typically crowdsourced) data can be compromised by different types of systemic biases [102, 117]. Prominent biases when crowdsourcing data labels include unequal representations of demographic attributes among annotators [29] or linguistic biases that lead to stereotypical annotations [255]. Another crucial yet relatively less-considered source of poor data quality is cognitive biases of crowd workers. Cognitive biases are general human tendencies towards irrationality when making decisions under uncertainty [349], and crowdsourcing is unlikely to be an exception from these tendencies (i.e., as crowd workers typically deal with at least some degree of uncertainty concerning the correctness of the labels they assign). Recent research has indeed shown that cognitive biases such as the confirmation bias or anchoring effect can negatively affect the quality of crowdsourced annotations [96, 156].

Despite the empirical knowledge of the negative influence of crowd workers’ cognitive biases on their annotation quality, requesters typically design crowdsourcing tasks without explicitly considering this influence. Existing data documentation approaches (e.g., Gebru et al. [116]) aim to make (human-labeled) data sets more reliable by clearly describing the process and purpose of data collection but have so far not included cognitive bias assessments. Moreover, although several methods have been proposed to mitigate cognitive biases in crowdsourcing [96, 156], it is currently unclear when different mitigation strategies may be applicable; i.e., there is no protocol by which requesters can identify the specific cognitive biases that may be problematic given a particular task at hand. The large variety and complexity of cognitive biases that have been identified to date make this a difficult space to navigate [150]. Requesters need a practical tool that can help them assess which specific cognitive biases may affect crowd workers in a given task at hand so that targeted assessment and mitigation strategies for these biases can be implemented.

In this chapter, we propose a 12-item checklist, adapted from the domain of business psychology [169], for combating commonly occurring cognitive biases in crowdsourcing. Each item in this checklist targets a different cognitive bias that may affect crowd workers when labeling data. We explain each bias using a running example of a relevance judgment task and demonstrate the practical application of the checklist through a case study on viewpoint annotations for search results. Finally, by carrying out a large-scale retrospective analysis of relevant studies published at the AAAI Conference on Human Computation and Crowdsourcing (HCOMP) over the last three years, we found that cognitive biases apply to a vast majority of crowdsourcing studies but are rarely assessed, accounted for, or reported.

Supplementary material such as data sets, task screenshots, and analysis code related to this chapter is available at https://osf.io/rbucj.

6.1. Introducing a Checklist

Assessing or controlling for cognitive biases in crowdsourcing is currently not straightforward. Identifying which (and how) specific cognitive biases may harm data quality is
important but requires a thorough consideration of the task in combination with potentially problematic cognitive biases. However, a plethora of different cognitive biases have been identified to date [150], and for many cognitive biases, it is still unclear whether or how they may affect crowd workers. This makes navigating the space of cognitive biases extremely complex for requesters. One way to reduce such complexity is to compile a checklist [115].

Kahneman, Lovallo, and Sibony [169] developed a 12-item checklist for combating cognitive biases in business decisions. Given a recommended or planned decision, this checklist aims to assist decision-makers in ensuring that their conclusions are as unbiased as possible. Such business decisions may involve, for instance, overhauling a company’s pricing structure or acquiring a competitor. Each question in the checklist targets a different cognitive bias (e.g., the confirmation bias or loss aversion) that may lead to bad decisions in such situations. The 12 items are meant to cover the majority of potential judgment errors that could occur while ensuring that the checklist is concise and easy to use. Although in this case applied to a business context, cognitive biases are general patterns of behavior that humans exhibit when making decisions under uncertainty [349]. The basic decision heuristics mentioned in the checklist developed by Kahneman, Lovallo, and Sibony [169] therefore apply to crowd workers just as well as to business decision-makers.

We adapted the checklist developed by Kahneman, Lovallo, and Sibony [169] to the context of crowdsourcing human-labeled data by reformulating each of the 12 items to suit the crowdsourcing context. Thus, whereas this adapted checklist practically concerns the same cognitive biases that are mentioned in the original version, it mentions how each of these biases could manifest when conducting a crowdsourcing task. The 12-item checklist we propose is a practical tool that requesters can use to identify potential cognitive biases in the crowdsourcing tasks they design. Each bias in the checklist is accompanied by a guiding question that gives a specific pointer to its applicability. For further illustration, we consider the running example of a simple task in which crowd workers are asked to provide binary relevance judgments on products related to the query “paella pan.” We describe the checklist’s intended use and future development in the subsections below.


1. **Self-interest Bias.** Does my task offer any room for motivated errors? That is, could crowd workers have some financial, social, or other self-interest-related incentive to judge particular items differently than others? Crowd workers may (subconsciously) fall prey to self-interest bias due to inadvertent incentives and pricing schemes. For example, if workers receive a financial bonus for each “paella pan”-relevant product they find. Other examples include social desirability (i.e., when crowd workers are more likely to make incorrect decisions because other people may examine them [14]) and satisficing (i.e., exerting only the minimum required amount of effort into conducting a task to save time or resources [172]).

2. **Affect Heuristic.** Could crowd workers be swayed by the degree to which they ‘like’ the items they annotate? For example, crowd workers may be more likely to judge
products of a particular brand they like as relevant, independent from the products’ true relevance to “paella pan”. Phenomena such as priming effects (i.e., responding differently depending on a previously presented stimulus) and the familiarity bias (i.e., greater favorability towards familiar things or concepts) can play a role here [239].

3. **Groupthink or Bandwagon Effect.** *Does my task design give crowd workers some notion of other people’s evaluation of the items they annotate?* For example, crowd workers may judge products as more likely to be relevant to “paella pan” when they see that a majority of other crowd workers have judged this product as being relevant or if it has received high ratings from consumers [96].

4. **Salience Bias.** *Could crowd workers’ judgments be affected by the salience of particular information?* For example, crowd workers may be more likely to judge products as relevant to “paella pan” if they stand out in an unrelated way (e.g., caps lock titles or high-quality images).

5. **Confirmation Bias.** *Could crowd workers be overly influenced by preconceived notions of the items they annotate?* For example, crowd workers who have a false preexisting idea of what a paella pan is may exhibit confirmation bias if they conduct the task by looking specifically for information that confirms this belief.

6. **Availability Bias.** *Does my task involve judgments related to concepts or people that are likely to elicit stereotypical associations?* For example, crowd workers may be more likely to judge Spanish products as relevant to “paella pan” because they can easily recall numerous examples of the paella dish in Spanish contexts.

7. **Anchoring Effect.** *Is there a possibility that crowd workers overly focus on a specific reference point (i.e., an anchor) when making judgments?* For example, if the first of several products that crowd workers are exposed to are clearly not paella pans (e.g., products unrelated to kitchenware), the first item that somewhat resembles a paella pan (e.g., a regular saucepan) may be more likely to be judged as relevant compared to when the same item was shown in a sequence of actual paella pans. Note that the anchoring effect can also occur within a single human intelligence task (HIT); e.g., when workers are overly influenced by the first information they see (i.e., primacy effect), such as the product title, or the last information they see before making their judgment (i.e., recency effect).

8. **Halo Effect.** *Does my task involve judgments that could be influenced by irrelevant pieces of information?* For example, crowd workers may be more likely to judge products as relevant to “paella pan” if these products seem suitable for similar dishes (e.g., risotto). This encompasses related biases such as the decoy effect, where the choice between two options is affected by the introduction of a (potentially irrelevant) third choice, or the ambiguity effect, where (potentially irrelevant) missing information affects crowd workers’ decision-making [96].

9. **Sunk Cost Fallacy.** *Is the time required to complete my task and what it requires from crowd workers clear at the onset?* The more time and effort crowd workers
invest in a task, the more they may want to complete it, despite potentially already having lost interest in the task. This is undesirable as uninterested crowd workers may abandon a task after investing efforts or complete the task with sub-optimal performance [317]. For example, assuming that crowd workers have to annotate the relevance of 50 different products before completing the task but are not aware of the task length beforehand, their performance may deteriorate in the later stages.

10. **Overconfidence or Optimism Bias.** Is there a possibility that crowd workers overestimate their ability to perform my task? For example, it arguably takes a particular level of cooking knowledge to distinguish a paella pan from a regular frying pan or wok. Crowd workers who have never learned about these distinctions may not perceive the task of assigning “paella pan”-relevance judgments to products as hard but may actually not be skilled enough to give high-quality annotations here. This is related to the Dunning-Kruger effect, which posits that people with low ability concerning a task tend to be overconfident about their projected performance in it [111, 192].

11. **Disaster Neglect.** Have crowd workers who commit to my task, been properly informed about the consequences of their participation? The task selection process is often fairly arbitrary, which means that workers may not realize potential negative effects of committing to a task that they don't have expertise on [395]. For example, crowd workers may commit to doing “paella pan”-relevance judgments for products on a whim without considering the potential reputation loss and bad annotation quality that could follow if they do not perform well.

12. **Loss Aversion.** Does my task design give crowd workers a reason to suspect that they may not get paid (fairly) after executing my task? Due to loss aversion, crowd workers may not select such tasks or abandon them early, leading to a skewed distribution of participants or task starvation [103]. For example, if a crowd worker suspects that annotating products in a task will only earn them money if they perform at a particular level, they may abandon the task early to avoid wasting their time and effort [137].

### 6.1.2. How to Use the Proposed Checklist

Here, we give a few pointers regarding the checklist’s usage.

**When should I apply this checklist?** The optimal point to use the checklist is before data collection. This allows requesters to not only alert themselves to potential limitations of the data to be collected but also allows for appropriate changes to the task design. If the data have already been collected, requesters may, however, still use the checklist to determine whether cognitive biases may have affected the data in some way (i.e., led to poor data quality or whether the data potentially encodes said biases). The checklist we propose can thus also augment data documentation approaches such as data sheets [116].

**I applied the checklist to my task design and found at least one potential cognitive bias — now what?** The identification of at least one potential cognitive bias in a task
design at hand may call for three different actions. First, requesters may want to use this information to assess the influence of the identified cognitive biases. The aim behind this would be to check whether these biases truly affect crowd workers during the task. Second, requesters may adapt their task design to mitigate the identified cognitive biases. Such adaptations could—at least in some cases—be an easy way to increase data quality without compromising the task design in meaningful ways or vastly elongating the task. Third, especially if data have already been collected from the task at hand, requesters may use the checklist to better document their data sets by providing detailed limitations. Pointing out specific cognitive biases that may have affected crowd workers can contribute towards a more accurate data description and thereby make data more reusable. We discuss each of these three actions in more detail below.

**How can I assess the influence of cognitive biases in my task?** Suppose we conclude that our task on relevance judgments for products with respect to the term “paella pan” potentially elicits the affect heuristic: we suspect that crowd workers may be more likely to judge products as relevant if they like those products. Previous research suggests that monitoring crowd workers’ biases is best done during data collection [118]. We may thus enhance the task design by collecting additional metadata to assess whether crowd workers make erroneous judgments due to the affect heuristic. Specifically, we could add an item that measures the degree of crowd workers’ personal favorability towards each product they annotate. This would then allow us to approximate the influence of the affect heuristic in multiple different ways. For example, we may use a quantitative measure that compares how crowd workers rate items of high and low favorability or conduct a statistical hypothesis test that assesses whether there is a relationship between product favorability and relevance judgments.

How to exactly measure or test for cognitive biases in this context has to be decided individually per suspected bias and the particular crowdsourcing task at hand. To the best of our knowledge, no standard assessments for particular cognitive biases exist in this space. It is nevertheless important to decide on a specific criterion that establishes whether (and perhaps to what degree) bias is present so that appropriate action can be taken. Below are a few pointers to potential ways of developing such a criterion:

- **Statistical hypothesis tests** are a straightforward way to analyze the presence of systematic patterns in data (e.g., differences between groups or correlations). A caveat of this approach is that failing to reject a null hypothesis may not necessarily mean that no bias is present. That is why we recommend considering not only classical null hypothesis significance testing (i.e., where null hypotheses may be rejected after examining the p-value) but also Bayesian hypothesis testing, which allows for quantification of evidence in favor of either null or alternative hypotheses [363].

- **Self-created or adapted metrics** can be used to quantitatively measure patterns or occurrences in data. Here, it is useful to set one or multiple specific thresholds that reflect bias severity before data collection. This can help to decide when the degree of bias is too extreme.

- Statistical techniques such as structural equation modeling (SEM) [350] or network analysis [98] may be used to analyze relationships between several factors
simultaneously.

It should be pointed out that any such test or metric will only approximate the true, latent influence of the cognitive bias one may wish to assess for. Therefore, we recommend constructing a procedure that consists of several tests and measurements, which build the criterion together. Another useful approach may be to add sanity checks (e.g., by manually evaluating samples of individual cases that show high and low bias according to the criterion). Note also that many statistical procedures (i.e., especially in hypothesis testing) underlie assumptions [253]. For instance, to satisfy the assumption of independence of observations, data may have to be aggregated per crowd worker before conducting a hypothesis test. Requesters should further be aware of common pitfalls in hypothesis testing, such as misinterpretation of the \( p \)-value or statistical power [129].

**How can I mitigate the influence of cognitive biases in my task?** Earlier work has already explored the mitigation of cognitive biases in crowdsourcing tasks. For instance, Eickhoff [96] showed—through the lens of a standard relevance judgment task—how requesters may deal with biases related to groupthink, anchoring, and the halo effect. Hube, Fetahu, and Gadiraju [156] investigated how requesters could preempt confirmation bias when crowdsourcing subjective judgments related to opinions on debated topics. Next to adapting the task design, requesters may consider improving the data (i.e., the item selection) or changing the worker requirements. Especially difficult tasks may sometimes require non-ambiguous items or particularly qualified workers. Eventually, however, mitigating cognitive biases in crowdsourcing will often require a unique solution that fits the particular task design and suspected cognitive bias at hand. We recommend combining any mitigation efforts with assessments for the suspected cognitive biases to ensure that they have been mitigated successfully.

**How can I document the influence of cognitive biases in my task?** Especially if data have already been collected when applying the checklist, requesters may wish to at least document the potential influence of cognitive biases to make their data more reusable. We recommend augmenting the checklist with general data documentation approaches such as data sheets [116]. Requesters can add the checklist we propose under a separate section in the data documentation and discuss each bias’s potential influence.

**Further development and context of this checklist.** A few more things should be pointed out to put the usage of this checklist into perspective. First, the checklist—as we propose it in this chapter—is unlikely to be exhaustive. We expect that novel research will demonstrate how cognitive biases that we do not yet mention can affect crowd workers. That is why, in contrast to the original checklist developed by Kahneman, Lovallo, and Sibony [169], we host the latest version of the checklist we propose on an online repository that is open to anyone’s contributions.\(^1\) Second, in contrast to our running example, it is unlikely that all of the mentioned biases occur in every crowdsourcing task. We merely posit that any of the 12 mentioned biases could (but do not necessarily do) take place in crowdsourcing. Third, we recommend using more general data documentation

\(^1\)https://osf.io/rbucj
approaches such as data sheets [116] in tandem with this checklist. Answering questions about the population of crowd workers or the purpose of the (to-be-)collected data set can help distill potential issues. If the collected data is part of a larger study, we recommend preregistering the research project [247].

6.2. Case Study: Viewpoint Annotations for Search Results on Debated Topics

This section demonstrates the practical application of the checklist we propose at the hand of a case study. Our aim in this case study was to collect viewpoint annotations from crowd workers for search results on debated topics. Such data is useful, for example, when aiming to measure viewpoint bias in ranked search result lists (see Part III) or study the effects of viewpoint-biased search result rankings on user attitudes (see Part IV). We had retrieved search results on nine different debated topics from Bing:

1. *Are social networking sites good for our society?*
2. *Should zoos exist?*
3. *Is cell phone radiation safe?*
4. *Should bottled water be banned?*
5. *Is obesity a disease?*
6. *Is Drinking Milk Healthy for Humans?*
7. *Is Homework Beneficial?*
8. *Should People Become Vegetarian?*
9. *Should Students Have to Wear School Uniforms?*

We designed a task wherein crowd workers would be randomly assigned to one of the nine debated topics and see a set of search results related to it. The search results were presented similarly compared to regular search engines (i.e., with a title, snippet, and clickable URL; see Figure 6.1). Crowd workers would be asked to label each search result for its viewpoint towards the debated topic. Table 6.1 shows the viewpoint representation we considered: a one-dimensional taxonomy of the overall stance that a document expresses, ranging from “strongly opposing” to “strongly supporting.” Crowd workers would be tasked to annotate the stance of each search result on seven-point Likert scales (i.e., “What stance does this website take on the debated question [topic]?”). We also included attention checks between the search results, in which we specifically instructed participants on what option to select on the Likert scale. Full data sheets for the data we collected from this task are available on our repository.

---

2 We had first collected these data to study user behavior in web search on debated topics; see Chapter 10 and Rieger et al. [298].
3 https://bing.com
4 We included two additional options, neutral and irrelevant (see Figure 6.1), for search results that did not express any stance or that were found to be irrelevant to the topic, respectively.
6.2. Case Study: Viewpoint Annotations for Search Results on Debated Topics

Figure 6.1: Example item to collect viewpoint (i.e., stance label) annotations for search results in our case study.

Table 6.1: The stance label taxonomy we considered as viewpoint representation in our case study. Crowd workers could assign a stance label to each search result by selecting one of the seven options ranging from "strongly opposing" ($l = -3$) to "strongly supporting" ($l = 3$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$l$</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Example (topic: “Zoos should exist”)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>strongly opposing</td>
<td>“Horrible places! All zoos should be closed ASAP.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>opposing</td>
<td>“We should strive towards closing all zoos.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>somewhat opposing</td>
<td>“Despite the benefits of zoos, overall I’m against them.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>balanced</td>
<td>“These are the main arguments for and against Zoos.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>somewhat supporting</td>
<td>“Although zoos are not great, they benefit society.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td>supporting</td>
<td>“I’m in favor of zoos, let’s keep them.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+3</td>
<td>strongly supporting</td>
<td>“There is nothing wrong with zoos – open more!”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From walking through the checklist before data collection, we could derive that crowd workers’ judgments may be affected by three cognitive biases in our task:5

1. **Confirmation bias.** We suspected that crowd workers’ preexisting attitudes on their assigned topics may affect their annotations. Specifically, we were concerned that crowd workers might interpret their own attitudes into the content they see (especially for ambiguous search results).

2. **Anchoring bias.** Another concern was that crowd workers’ first judgment would act as a reference point for the search results to come and thus affect subsequent annotations. Practically, this would have meant that crowd workers’ judgments tend towards whatever annotation they gave to the first item they saw.

3. **Halo effect.** We also suspected that crowd workers’ preexisting knowledge of their assigned topics may affect their annotations. A halo effect could have occurred if crowd workers have strong preconceived notions about particular subtopics or search result sources, causing them to prematurely rate search results as more extreme (i.e., placing search results into the “opposing camp” or “supporting camp”).

We decided to conduct a pilot study to collect annotations for search results on two of the nine debated topics (i.e., *Should zoos exist?* and *Are social networking sites good for

---

5Arguably, other biases that are mentioned in the checklist (e.g., the affect heuristic or the availability bias) could have affected crowd workers’ judgments as well. For conciseness, however, we keep it to the three biases we mention here.
our society?) while assessing the cognitive biases mentioned above. We enhanced our task design with two additional items that collect the necessary contextual metadata. First, to be able to assess the confirmation bias, we measured crowd workers’ personal stance (i.e., on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly opposing” to “strongly supporting”) on their assigned topic. Second, to enable an assessment of the halo effect, we measured crowd workers’ perceived knowledge (i.e., on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “non-existent” to “excellent”) of their assigned topic. Assessing the anchoring effect did not require collecting additional metadata.

We published our task on Amazon Mechanical Turk\(^6\) to collect stance label annotations for all 643 search results related to the two topics mentioned above. We recruited workers who were located in the United States and had a task approval rate of at least 95%. Crowd workers were paid $2 for completing the task and could earn a $0.50 bonus if they clicked on at least half of the links provided in the search results and if they passed both attention checks. We excluded annotations from crowd workers who did not pass at least one of the attention checks.

The data set collected in this pilot study (\(D_1\)) contains 1994 annotations from 109 different crowd workers for 643 different search results. Each search result in \(D_1\) pertains to either of the two debated topics Should Zoos Exist? or Are Social Networking Sites Good for Our Society? and was annotated by two to eleven different crowd workers. Specifically, whereas 92% of search results received three stance annotations, 2% received only two, and 6% received four or more annotations. The low inter-rater reliability between crowd workers who annotated \(D_1\) (Krippendorff’s \(\alpha = 0.21\)) indicates that \(D_1\) contains considerable amounts of noise.\(^7\) Applying the cognitive-biases-in-crowdsourcing checklist and testing for cognitive biases is one way to investigate possible contributing factors to this low data quality.

We conducted several statistical hypothesis tests on \(D_1\) to analyze whether (1) the confirmation bias, (2) the anchoring effect, or (3) the halo effect might have had an influence on crowd workers’ annotations.

**Confirmation bias.** To check whether there was confirmation bias, we conducted classical and Bayesian correlation analyses between crowd workers’ pre-existing stance on their assigned topic and their mean stance annotation. We found a significant Spearman correlation \((\rho = 0.27, p = 0.002)\) and strong evidence in favor of a correlation as part of a Bayesian correlation analysis \((BF_{10} = 12.49)\).\(^8\)

**Anchoring effect.** We analyzed the influence of a potential anchoring effect by conducting classical and Bayesian hypothesis tests, this time between crowd workers’ first annotation and the mean of their remaining annotations. Here, we found a significant Spearman correlation \((\rho = 0.31, p < 0.001)\) and extreme evidence in favor of a correlation as part of the Bayesian correlation analysis \((BF_{10} = 195.33)\).\(^8\)

---

\(^6\)https://mturk.com

\(^7\) Krippendorff’s alpha accounts for missing annotations, so items can vary in terms of how many people annotated them.

\(^8\) We used the \(R\) package \texttt{BayesFactor} [237] to perform Bayesian analyses. We interpret the strength of evidence from Bayes Factors in line with the guidelines proposed by Lee and Wagenmakers [201], who adapted them from Jeffreys [167].
Halo effect. To analyze whether there might have been a halo effect, we compared the range of annotations between crowd workers with lower versus higher knowledge on the topic. We defined “lower knowledge” as low or medium self-reported knowledge on their assigned topic (i.e., the bottom two and central three options on the Likert scale), and “higher knowledge” with those who indicated the top two options on the Likert scale. We did not find any evidence in favor of such a difference as the classical $t$-test was not significant ($t = 0.42, p = 0.68$). A Bayesian $t$-test revealed moderate evidence in favor of the null hypothesis that there was no difference between these groups ($BF_{01} = 4.61$).

The analyses we conducted on $D_1$ rang the alarm bell for a potential influence of confirmation bias as well as the anchoring effect. We aimed to use this knowledge to inform the collection of labels for search results on all nine debated topics. Further exploratory analyses (e.g., looking at the agreement on different types of search results) led us to suspect that the main source of bias in our crowdsourcing task may have been ambiguous items. Whereas search results that took a clear stance (e.g., “Why Zoos Are An Important Part Of Responsible Wildlife”) were often rated quite unanimously, workers diverged when confronted with less strongly opinionated search results (e.g., “Are Zoos Good Or Bad For Animals/Wildlife?”). We thus decided to manually select only those search results that we judged as non-ambiguous or opinionated for our final data collection. Moreover, we suspected that we may have had underestimated the difficulty of the task, so we increased the worker requirements to a HIT approval rate of greater than 98% as well as Master status at MTurk. This considerably shrunk our pool of potential crowd workers, so we eased restrictions on workers’ location by including other countries where English is spoken as the first or second language by most people (e.g., Australia and Germany). With these changes, we again published our task on Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Selecting only opinionated search results for the nine debated topics resulted in a data set of 480 different search results (approximately balanced over the nine topics). A total of 56 crowd workers provided 1499 stance annotations for this second, final data set of search results ($D_2$). Each search result pertained to just one of the nine different debated topics and was annotated by three to seven different crowd workers. Inter-rater reliability for this data set is satisfactory (Krippendorff’s $\alpha = 0.79$). In contrast to $D_1$, we did not find evidence for the confirmation bias ($\rho = -0.07, p = 0.68$) or the anchoring effect ($\rho = 0.04, p = 0.76$) in $D_2$. Bayesian analyses revealed that the null hypotheses (i.e., that there were no confirmation bias and no anchoring effect) explained the data better than the respective alternative hypotheses ($BF_{01} = 2.31$ and 3.31, respectively).

6.3. Retrospective Analysis

Although the examples and case study we have presented so far relate to specific use cases of crowdsourcing subjective judgments (e.g., relevance judgments), there is reason to expect that cognitive biases occur across different types of crowdsourcing tasks. Cognitive biases are general phenomena that occur when humans make decisions under uncertainty [349], and the checklist we propose covers several different ways in which biases could affect crowd workers (e.g., related to their personal gains, losses, or abilities

---

9Amazon MTurk awards particularly well-performing crowd workers with a Master status. This acknowledges the high quality these workers deliver and allows them to earn higher rewards.
as well as simple heuristics they may apply while conducting the task). Therefore, in this section, we apply our proposed checklist to a set of 27 recent research papers in the crowdsourcing domain. We assess which biases may have been present in the reported studies and whether their (potential) influence was reported upon. By means of this analysis, we aim to show that cognitive biases are often impactful while their influence is not considered in crowdsourcing task designs and publicly available data sets that contain human judgments.

### 6.3.1. Paper Selection Criteria

We selected research papers for this analysis based on four criteria that all needed to be met for a paper to be included:

1. We selected papers from the 2018, 2019, and 2020 *AAAI Conference on Human Computation and Crowdsourcing* (HCOMP) proceedings, as HCOMP is among the most important venues for research in this area.

2. Papers had to include an online crowdsourcing study in which data was collected (i.e., not using external data).

3. The crowdsourcing task(s) described in the paper had to concern some form of labeling or evaluating data objects in a constrained, closed format (i.e., the crowd workers were given a well-defined answer space). For example, we would include a task that asked crowd workers to judge products as “relevant” or “non-relevant” to the term “paella pan” but we would exclude a task that asked crowd workers to describe products in open text fields.

4. We only included papers in which crowd workers were paid for completing the described task(s).

The selection criteria above were developed by three authors of the paper that this chapter is based on, who acted as independent experts in this study. Using a test sample of 16 papers, the experts ensured that they reached agreement on which papers should be included or excluded based on the four criteria. The final selection procedure resulted in a set of 27 papers (i.e., 4 from 2018, 13 from 2019, and 10 from 2020) that we included in this analysis. We do not report inter-rater reliability, as disagreement between the researchers was resolved through detailed discussions and critical reflection [224].

### 6.3.2. Method

Each of the three experts who also co-decided on the inclusion criteria subsequently analyzed each of the 27 selected papers in a two-step process. After reading the paper, including the described task design, task instructions, and crowd selection criteria, they first went through each item in the checklist and marked which cognitive bias could have affected the results. Here, the expert would consider the textual description of the task as well as additional available materials (e.g., screenshots). Each bias could be marked with either “yes” (i.e., if there was good reason to assume that the bias may have occurred) or “no” (i.e., if it was impossible or unlikely that the bias had occurred). Therefore, note that a “yes” here did not necessarily mean that crowd workers were indeed affected by the
bias, but merely that such an influence could not be ruled out based on the provided task description and additional materials.

As a second step, the expert stated whether the paper at hand discussed the potential influence of cognitive biases on the results. The options here were “yes” (i.e., if the paper identified and at least discussed all possible cognitive biases that may have taken place), “partly” (i.e., if the paper at least discussed a subset of the potential cognitive biases), or “no” (i.e., if the paper did not consider any cognitive biases as a potential influence on the results). Thus, if a paper discussed the potential influence of cognitive biases on the collected data at all, it would receive a “yes” or “partly” label, depending on whether it mentioned all or just a subset of the potential biases identified by the expert. We included this additional label to gauge the degree to which requesters are considerate of such influences on data quality. While it may be difficult to rule out or fully mitigate the influence of cognitive biases on crowdsourcing tasks, discussing potential influences is important information for anyone who may want to use or build on the data set or the published research.

We used majority voting to aggregate the judgments corresponding to the three independent experts. For example, if two of the three experts judged “no” for a particular bias in a particular paper, we would adopt this label for this data point. This resulted in a set of 13 labels per paper (i.e., one for each of the 12 cognitive biases from the checklist as well as the overall judgment on whether the paper considered cognitive biases). Note that this analysis did not concern the methods or evaluations presented in those papers but merely the task design they described.

6.3.3. Results

Table 6.2 shows the results of our retrospective analysis of crowdsourcing papers at the AAAI HCOMP conference from the last three years. We identified each cognitive bias from the checklist in at least some of the papers we analyzed. Whereas the salience bias (93%), anchoring effect (81%), and halo effect (78%) were marked rather often, biases such as the self-interest bias (30%), loss aversion (22%), or groupthink (15%) were identified comparatively seldom. We also found that some biases often co-occurred in our analysis. Specifically, the confirmation bias and availability bias as well as overconfidence and disaster neglect were most often identified for the same papers.

Eight out of the 27 analyzed papers at least partly considered cognitive biases in their task design or discussion. For instance, Otterbacher et al. [256] show how cognitive biases and stereotypes can affect image labeling and Peng et al. [266] discuss at length how cognitive biases may affect the hiring process. Mohanty et al. [235] and Kemmer et al. [178] acknowledge that a variety of biases, such as the confirmation bias, can lead to low-quality data labels and propose methods to mitigate these effects.

Note that we intentionally do not disclose which potential cognitive biases had been identified per paper. We wish to point out that this retrospective analysis is not meant to discredit the work of others. Instead, we performed this analysis to show (a) that cognitive biases can occur in a variety of crowdsourcing tasks, (b) that the influence of cognitive biases in crowdsourcing is rarely considered, and (c) that the checklist we propose in this

---

10 No conflicts arose for the last (3-option) label as there was a majority judgment for all 27 selected papers.
Table 6.2: Results of the retrospective analysis of cognitive biases in crowdsourcing papers from HCOMP proceedings in 2018, 2019, 2020. Here, *biases considered* refers to papers that discussed the identified cognitive biases at least partly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-interest Bias</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>5 (38%)</td>
<td>3 (30%)</td>
<td>8 (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affect Heuristic</td>
<td>2 (50%)</td>
<td>8 (62%)</td>
<td>5 (50%)</td>
<td>15 (56%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groupthink</td>
<td>1 (25%)</td>
<td>2 (15%)</td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>4 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salience Bias</td>
<td>4 (100%)</td>
<td>11 (85%)</td>
<td>10 (100%)</td>
<td>25 (93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation Bias</td>
<td>3 (75%)</td>
<td>8 (62%)</td>
<td>5 (50%)</td>
<td>16 (59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability Bias</td>
<td>4 (100%)</td>
<td>10 (77%)</td>
<td>5 (50%)</td>
<td>19 (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchoring Effect</td>
<td>4 (100%)</td>
<td>9 (69%)</td>
<td>9 (90%)</td>
<td>22 (81%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halo Effect</td>
<td>4 (100%)</td>
<td>11 (85%)</td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>21 (78%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunk Cost Fallacy</td>
<td>3 (75%)</td>
<td>6 (46%)</td>
<td>2 (20%)</td>
<td>11 (41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overconfidence</td>
<td>3 (75%)</td>
<td>9 (69%)</td>
<td>3 (30%)</td>
<td>15 (56%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Neglect</td>
<td>1 (25%)</td>
<td>6 (46%)</td>
<td>2 (20%)</td>
<td>9 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss Aversion</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>5 (38%)</td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>6 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biases Considered?</strong></td>
<td>1 (25%)</td>
<td>5 (38%)</td>
<td>2 (20%)</td>
<td>8 (30%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The chapter is widely applicable and could assist researchers in identifying these potential biases.

### 6.4. Discussion

In this chapter, we have proposed a 12-item checklist to combat the negative influence of crowd workers’ cognitive biases on the quality of crowdsourced data labels. Each item in this checklist refers to a different, commonly occurring cognitive bias that may affect crowd workers’ judgments and thereby reduce data quality. Requesters may use our proposed checklist before or after data collection to identify, mitigate, and describe cognitive biases that may influence crowd workers in the tasks they design. To clarify the intended use of the checklist, we have demonstrated its practical application at the hand of a case study on viewpoint annotations for search results. We further showed in a retrospective analysis of recently published crowdsourcing studies that our proposed checklist is widely applicable and that most crowdsourcing studies currently do not consider the influence of cognitive biases on the data labels they obtain.

#### 6.4.1. Limitations

Requesters (i.e., those who design and publish crowdsourcing annotation tasks) may apply the checklist we propose to their crowdsourcing tasks but should be aware of at least three important limitations. First, the checklist is unlikely to be exhaustive: several cognitive biases relevant to crowdsourcing may still be missing from it. That is why we
set up an online repository that will always host the latest version of the checklist and provide an opportunity for contributors to suggest edits. The repository is available at https://osf.io/rbucj. Second, although our proposed checklist can help requesters identify potential cognitive biases that may affect the crowd workers they employ, it does not (yet) give direct recommendations regarding the measurement and mitigation of these biases. We give some pointers in this chapter on how the influence of cognitive biases could be assessed or mitigated in certain situations, and previous work has already proposed some further mitigation strategies [96, 156]. However, more research is needed to develop robust procedures that can deal with all the different cognitive biases in our checklist. Third, requesters should be aware that cognitive biases can, in some cases, be beneficial. The bandwagon effect, for instance, is often harnessed to promote collaboration between crowd workers, which can indeed increase data quality [186].

6.4.2. Implications

The checklist we propose in this chapter has implications for task design as well as data documentation in the crowdsourcing context. As we have discussed, requesters may use this checklist to assess and mitigate cognitive biases. This predominantly concerns adaptations to the task design itself (e.g., adding the collection of contextual metadata) but can also involve item selection or adapting the worker requirements. Furthermore, requesters can use our proposed checklist to document (the limitations of) the data they collect. The checklist is applicable to a wide range of crowdsourcing task types, including (but not limited to) validation tasks such as data matching, interpretation and analysis tasks such as relevance judgments, and surveys (e.g., opinion gathering).

Although following the procedures we suggest in this chapter may increase costs (e.g., due to elongating tasks) and deployment time (e.g., due to prolonged time needed to fine-tune the tasks), we believe that high data quality and reliability should be any requester’s primary aim – especially when the data has a potentially high impact on individuals and society. This is particularly important to facilitate the appropriate reuse of data collections.

Initial steps have been taken towards defining a taxonomy of relevant attributes to report on crowdsourcing studies, such as the employed crowd, the task shown to the workers, the applied quality control mechanisms, and the experimental design [288, 289]. We believe that cognitive biases are an additional factor to consider in reports on crowdsourcing studies. Our retrospective analysis suggests that requesters should also clarify such aspects to the crowd if they aim to mitigate cognitive biases effectively. In particular, the sunk cost fallacy could be mitigated by providing the estimated duration of the task in the description of the task. Rejection criteria are also essential for crowd workers in deciding whether they continue to work on a given task (i.e., loss aversion and disaster neglect). Thus, our retrospective analysis suggests that some aspects that are recommended for reporting on crowdsourcing studies should be included in the actual task design and instructions. This would lead to increased requester-crowd transparency while mitigating several cognitive biases.

---

11We here refer to the taxonomy of microtasks on the web proposed by Gadiraju, Kawase, and Dietze [112].
6.5. Conclusion

Viewpoint bias evaluations and studies examining user interactions with debated topics in web search require high-quality viewpoint labels for search results. Such viewpoint labels often have to be collected in crowdsourcing annotation procedures, where cognitive biases of crowd workers can limit the resulting data quality. However, cognitive biases in the crowdsourcing context are typically hard to identify, assess, and mitigate. This chapter has taken a step toward tackling cognitive biases in crowdsourcing by proposing a simple, 12-item checklist for deciding whether (and how) some of the most commonly occurring cognitive biases may have an undesired influence in crowdsourcing tasks. Requesters and researchers can use this tool to improve their task designs and acknowledge cognitive biases as potential sources of sub-optimal data quality where necessary. This is particularly important when aiming to collect high-quality viewpoint labels for search results, which may be difficult to assign depending on factors such as document length and viewpoint salience. In the next chapter, at the hand of a similar use case (i.e., truthfulness judgments for politician statements), we dig deeper into specific worker traits and cognitive biases that can reduce annotation quality.
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Tim Draws collaborated with David La Barbera, Michael Soprano, and Kevin Roitero in planning and carrying out the conceptualization, investigation, statistical analyses, project administration, visualization, and write-up of the work described in the paper referenced above. David La Barbera and Michael Soprano carried out the crowdsourcing study. The remaining co-authors supervised the project and made edits to the writing.
Our proposed 12-item checklist to combat cognitive biases in crowdsourcing enables requesters to independently assess the tasks they design and thereby collect higher-quality viewpoint labels for search results and similar documents (see Chapter 6). However, it is currently still unclear what specific worker traits or cognitive biases generally play a role in this context. There is a need to identify these factors and create guidelines for requesters who wish to crowdsourceliable annotations for debated content (e.g., opinionated news articles or social media posts). To support these efforts, this chapter explores what specific worker traits and cognitive biases may reduce annotation quality in such scenarios. Our use case for this chapter is crowdsourcing truthfulness judgments: identifying to what degree a document contains misinformation. This task is slightly different from annotating viewpoint labels but similarly involves debated content as well as some extent of crowd worker subjectivity (e.g., due to worker opinions).

Although experts are considered the most reliable truthfulness annotators, recent research has shown that crowd workers can also reliably perform such fact-checking tasks [197, 300, 301, 302, 303] and assess information quality across multiple truthfulness dimensions or quality aspects [216, 334, 347]. Crowdsourced fact-checking is now widely used in academic research [267, 273, 321, 322, 367] and has already found applications in industry [12, 279]. However, because crowdsourcing often relies on contributions from large groups of laypeople with different backgrounds, expertise, and skills, (subconscious) biases among those workers may reduce the quality of their annotations [96, 156]. For example, in fact-checking tasks, factors such as workers’ political affiliation or general trust in politics may affect their ability to recognize misinformation.

Identifying systematic biases in crowdsourced fact-checking is an important issue. Because expert-provided assessments are expensive and slow to gather, crowdsourced truthfulness judgments are often used as training sets for supervised machine learning methods. The presence of bias in training data may lead to bias in the classification performed by these systems. Moreover, such biases might affect the accuracy (or even question the feasibility) of human-in-the-loop hybrid systems that try to identify misinformation at scale by combining experts, crowd, and automatic machine learning systems [73]. Unveiling these systematic biases would support a more reliable collection of crowdsourced training data and enable bias mitigation methods for existing data sets.

In this chapter, we investigate systematic biases that may decrease the quality of crowdsourced truthfulness judgments for politician statements. Three research questions guide our work:

**RQII.1** What individual characteristics of crowd workers and statements may lead to systematic biases in crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments?

**RQII.2** What cognitive biases can affect crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments?

**RQII.3** Are different truthfulness dimensions affected by different biases?

To address these research questions, we first conducted an exploratory study on an earlier collected data set containing crowdsourced truthfulness judgments for political statements (Section 7.2). These data also contain information on the political leaning of statements as well as individual worker characteristics (e.g., workers’ level of education and political leaning). We used the findings from these exploratory analyses to formulate
7.1. Crowdsourced Fact-Checking in Earlier Work

To allow fact-checking tasks to scale and keep up with the large amounts of information posted online, previous research has studied methods to address the misinformation issue using crowd-powered systems. Many of those studies employed crowdsourcing to collect truthfulness judgments [273, 321, 357]. For example, La Barbera et al. [197], extending earlier work [300], studied the effect of both judgment scale and assessor bias when fact-checking political statements. Their work demonstrated that coarse-grained scales are preferred by workers and that workers’ political background is the main bias influencing workers’ ability to effectively assess misinformation statements.

Roitero et al. [301] used crowdsourcing to collect thousands of truthfulness labels on multiple data sets for political fact-checking, employing different scales. They found that adjacent categories in the assessment scale can be grouped together to increase both worker effectiveness and agreement and that different scales lead to similar agreement levels. More recently, Soprano et al. [334] re-assessed Roitero et al.’s [301] statements. Breaking down truthfulness on a multidimensional scale, they found that using multiple dimensions measures different aspects of the misinformation statement evaluated by the crowd workers. Roitero et al. [303] focused on fact-checking statements related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Besides reporting results on crowd effectiveness and agreement, they performed a longitudinal study and presented an in-depth study on how the crowd’s effectiveness changes when it is asked to perform fact-checking over different time spans. They also provide a failure analysis to investigate the statements that are mislabeled by crowd workers. Epstein, Pennycook, and Rand [101] deployed a survey to 1000 Americans to study their perceived trust in popular news websites, finding that mainstream sources are usually more trusted than fact-checking websites or hyper-partisan sources. Bhuiyan et al. [34] adopted a similar approach by surveying students enrolled in journalism or media programs about information dealing with climate change. Ghenai and Mejova [122] used crowdsourcing and machine learning to track misinformation on Twitter. Pennycook and Rand [268] crowdsourced news source quality labels. Giachanou and Rosso [124] developed a tutorial on online misinformation and fact-checking, with a focus on social media data.
7.2. Exploratory Study

To identify specific hypotheses concerning our research questions, we conducted an exploratory study using a publicly available data set. This section details this exploratory study and describes the hypotheses we formulated as a result.

7.2.1. Data

We conducted our exploratory study on a data set collected and published by Soprano et al. [334]. The data set is composed of crowdsourced truthfulness judgments for 180 statements from two political fact-checking websites: Politifact [367] and ABC. Politifact is a collection of more than 10000 statements from mainly US politicians, labeled by experts on a six-level truthfulness scale containing the categories pants-on-fire, false, barely-true, half-true, mostly-true, and true. ABC is a collection of more than 500 statements on Australian politics that are first labeled by experts on a fine-grained semantic scale with more than 30 levels and then mapped into a three-level scale with the labels negative, in-between, and positive. The 180 statements in the data set had been selected by sampling, per truthfulness level, 10 statements for each of the main two political parties present in the Politifact and ABC data sets (i.e., Republican and Democrat for Politifact; Liberal and Labor for ABC). This resulted in $10 \times 2$ (political parties) $\times 6$ (truthfulness levels) = 120 Politifact statements, and $10 \times 2$ (political parties) $\times 3$ (truthfulness levels) = 60 ABC statements.

Soprano et al. [334] asked crowd workers to reassess the 180 statements in a set of Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). In addition to the overall truthfulness of the statement, they employed a multidimensional truthfulness scale composed of the following dimensions: correctness, neutrality, comprehensibility, precision, completeness, speaker’s trustworthiness, and informativeness. They recruited 200 US-based crowd workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Each HIT required workers to assess the truthfulness of 11 statements: six from Politifact (i.e., one for each truthfulness level), three from ABC (i.e., one for each truthfulness level), and two additional hand-crafted statements that the authors used for quality control (i.e., to identify malicious or low-quality workers). The statement sets were also balanced in terms of political parties (i.e., all political parties were equally represented). Workers assessed the truthfulness of statements using a set of five-point Likert scales ranging from “strong disagreement” (-2) to “strong agreement” (2). Each statement was evaluated by 10 distinct workers. Before judging the truthfulness of statements, each worker completed a mandatory questionnaire (i.e., to record their age group, level of education, income, general political view, favored political party, opinion on the US southern border, and opinion on US environmental regulations) and a Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT) [107] to assess their cognitive reasoning abilities. We used these bits of worker-specific information as independent variables for our exploratory study.

---

1. The data set is publicly available at [https://github.com/KevinRoitero/crowdsourcingTruthfulness](https://github.com/KevinRoitero/crowdsourcingTruthfulness).
3. For the rationales behind and detailed discussion of these extra dimensions, we refer to [334, Section 4.3].
4. [https://www.mturk.com/](https://www.mturk.com/)
7.2.2. Data preprocessing
We performed several preprocessing steps on the data described in Section 7.2.1 so that they fit our purposes. Specifically, we transformed several scales and computed worker-related bias metrics.

Scale Transformations
Each statement in the data set (see Section 7.2.1) contains a truthfulness judgment from either Politifact or ABC, as well as several truthfulness judgments from crowd workers. However, these different types of judgments all adhere to different (ordinal) scales: whereas Politifact judgments are made on a six-level scale, ABC judgments are made on a three-level scale and worker judgments are made on a five-level (Likert) scale. Comparing the different assessments required that we align all of those scales. Assuming that all the Politifact, ABC, and Likert scales are linear equally spaced scales,5 we converted the Politifact and Likert scales to the three-level scale used by ABC. This meant transforming each judgment to one of three labels: negative (−1), neutral (0), and positive (1):

- Politifact: we mapped pants-on-fire and false into negative (−1), barely-true and half-true into neutral (0), and mostly-true and true into positive (1).
- ABC: negative and positive maintain the same semantic meaning, while in-between was mapped into neutral (0).
- Likert scale: we mapped °2 and °1 into negative (−1), 0 into neutral (0), and +1 and +2 into positive (1).

Annotation Bias Metrics
We computed three different metrics to quantify and evaluate annotation bias. We considered both external errors (i.e., when comparing crowd annotations with the ground truth) and internal errors (i.e., when comparing crowd annotations with other crowd annotations for the same set of items).

- **External Error** (eE): the difference between a worker’s overall truthfulness judgment and the respective item’s ground truth label as assessed by the expert. This metric assesses the degree to which a crowd worker overestimates or underestimates the overall truthfulness of a particular statement. Its values range in [−2, 2]: for example, if the ground truth label (i.e., from Politifact or ABC) for an item is positive (1) but the crowd worker’s annotation is negative (−1), eE for this particular annotation is equal to −2.

- **External Absolute Error** (eAE): the absolute difference between a crowd worker’s overall truthfulness judgment and the respective item’s ground truth label. Its values range in [0, 2]. In contrast to eE, this metric quantifies the magnitude of bias. It is the absolute value of eE.6

---

5The same assumption has been made in previous studies and discussed in more detail by Roitero et al. [301, Section 3.3].
6We did not use the mean squared error here to avoid penalizing larger errors (e.g., an error of 2 should not be more than the double the error of 1).
• **Internal Error** (iE): the difference between a worker’s judgment and the average judgment of other crowd workers for the same statement. Its values range in $[-2, 2]$. We computed nine such metrics in total, i.e., one for overall truthfulness, one for workers’ confidence, and one for each of the seven truthfulness dimensions. These nine metrics quantify the degree to which a specific annotation was above or below other crowd workers’ judgments on a particular dimension.

**Worker Bias Metrics**

We computed aggregate bias metrics that evaluate each worker’s individual degree of bias based on the annotation bias metrics described in Section 7.2.2. Specifically, we compute each worker’s mean eE (eME), mean eAE (eMAE), and – for overall truthfulness, confidence, and each of the seven dimensions – mean iE (iME). These 11 worker-specific metrics are used as dependent variables for the exploratory study.

**7.2.3. Exploratory Analyses**

We performed a series of exploratory analyses on the public data set (see Section 7.2.1) to identify potential systematic biases in crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments. Specifically, we used different worker-related attributes (e.g., political views and average time per judgment) as independent variables and the aggregate worker bias metrics as dependent variables. We found the workers in the data set to be quite balanced in terms of demographics (e.g., age group and income) and political views (e.g., conservative versus liberal orientation). Note that the results we report in this subsection (e.g., p-values from hypothesis tests) are exploratory. We only conducted these analyses to identify concrete hypotheses that we would test on novel data (see Section 7.2.4).

**Exploring Worker’s eME**

We began our exploratory analysis by computing workers’ eME, corresponding to the average difference between a crowd worker’s judgment and the respective item’s ground truth label. We found that workers overall tended to overestimate truthfulness (mean eME = 0.32, sd = 0.42, $t = 10.93$, $p < 0.001$; result from a one-sample $t$-test; test value = 0). Looking at specific worker characteristics using linear regression and ANOVA models (incl. posthoc tests), we found that workers who identified as very conservative and/or Republican tended to overestimate truthfulness more than other worker groups (i.e., Tukey-adjusted $p = [0.006, 0.050]$ compared to other political views for very conservative workers; Tukey-adjusted $p = [0.012, 0.089]$ compared to other party affiliations for Republican workers). The results further showed that workers who agreed to the southern border question (see the full survey on our repository) overestimated truthfulness more than workers who disagreed (Tukey-adjusted $p = 0.004$); although this effect seemed to be explained by workers’ political affiliation, as 78% of those workers also identified as Republicans.

When looking for explanations for the aforementioned systematic biases, we found a slight trend that workers (especially those who identified as Republicans) particularly overestimated the truthfulness of those statements that confirmed their political views (see the left-hand panel of Figure 7.1). Ironically, due to the general trend toward overestimating truthfulness, this led the average worker to judge the truthfulness of statements...
affiliated with other parties more accurately than their own. This phenomenon could be explained by different cognitive biases (see Chapter 6), i.e., the affect heuristic (crowd workers may overestimate truthfulness when they like the statement speaker) or the confirmation bias (crowd workers may overestimate truthfulness when they support the underlying political message).

Exploring Worker’s eMAE

We also considered eMAE, which corresponds to the mean absolute difference between a crowd worker’s judgment and the respective item’s ground truth label. The mean eMAE in the data is 0.42 (sd = 0.31), reiterating that the average worker was somewhat biased in their annotations (i.e., eAE ranged from 0 to 1.11). Moreover, in line with the findings above, we found that workers who identified as very conservative (Tukey-adjusted p = [0.012, 0.200]), Republican (Tukey-adjusted p = [0.031, 0.129]), or agreed on the southern border question (Tukey-adjusted p < 0.001) were more biased than others (i.e., had a higher eMAE; see the right-hand panel of Figure 7.1).

We also found that the more biased worker groups mentioned above generally took less time for their judgments compared to other workers. Although we did not find an effect of cognitive reasoning on eMAE when considering all independent variables at the same time, workers with lower cognitive reasoning also tended to do the task quicker. It could thus be that cognitive reasoning abilities explain some of the variance between worker groups but that the effect was too small to be detected in this exploratory study. Another explanation could be workers’ belief in science: we found that 78% of the “disagree” answers regarding additional environmental regulations came from (very) conservative workers. Given the clear scientific stance regarding the environment, some workers may
simply not trust scientific results and therefore distrust statements in which scientific results are brought up as evidence. Although there are too few of these “disagree” answers overall to detect a direct effect here, belief in science may be an underlying variable that influences the accuracy of crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments.

Interestingly, the analyses also revealed a positive relationship between workers’ average confidence in their judgments and eMAE ($\beta = 0.14, p < 0.001$), which might be an indication of overconfidence, a cognitive bias whereby workers with too much confidence in their abilities make more inaccurate judgments than others (see Chapter 6).

**Exploring Worker’s iME**

Finally, we investigated iME, which corresponds to the mean difference between crowd workers’ judgments and other crowd workers’ judgments on the same statements. We found that workers with some postgraduate or professional schooling (no postgraduate degree) had higher confidence in their abilities to judge truthfulness compared to most workers with lower or higher education status (Tukey-adjusted $p = |< 0.001, 0.018|$). Our analyses also revealed that the more a worker identified as being conservative, the higher their self-reported confidence compared to other workers who annotated the same items. In general, confidence was higher in worker groups with greater bias, which further pointed to a potential overconfidence bias in some workers. This could also indicate that the confidence dimension acts as a proxy for explaining the political skewness of the results.

By far the strongest predictor of eME among the iME measures was the correctness dimension ($\beta = 0.51, p < 0.001$). This suggests that workers might see the correctness dimension as commensurable to overall truthfulness (as previously identified by Soprano et al. [334]) and indicates that workers who judge correctness higher than others likely also overestimate overall truthfulness.

Furthermore, we found that workers who identified as Democrats or Republicans judged truthfulness higher on most dimensions than workers who identified as independent or something else, which usually led to more accurate judgments for the latter group due to the general tendency toward overestimation of truthfulness. Even though these differences were small, this might be an indication that workers with higher trust in politics (as here represented by Republicans and Democrats) exhibit more overall bias because they overestimate truthfulness to a greater degree than workers with lower trust in politics (as here represented by other workers). This suspicion is underlined by the finding that workers who answered with “no opinion” to the southern border question tended to judge the speaker’s trustworthiness lower than other workers (see the right-hand panel of Figure 7.1).

Our analyses also revealed that iME for speaker’s trustworthiness was the strongest predictor among the iME measures for eMAE ($\beta = 0.16, p = 0.040$). This again could point to a potential affect heuristic (see Section 7.2.3).

**7.2.4. Hypotheses for the Novel Data Collection**

From our exploratory study (see Section 7.2), we derived seven different hypotheses that we planned to test on novel data. We differentiated our hypotheses based on whether they refer to general worker traits (e.g., their trust in politics) or task-related cognitive
biases (e.g., the affect heuristic).

**General Worker Traits**
These hypotheses refer to expectations about which worker groups may be more prone to biased judgments compared to others (RQII.1).

**HII.1a** Workers with stronger trust in politics are less accurate in judging the overall truthfulness of statements compared to other workers.

*Rationale:* Workers who considered themselves Democrats or Republicans (i.e., the most “traditional” political parties) were less accurate in their truthfulness judgments than other workers in our exploratory study. Overly high trust in politics (i.e., the conviction that politicians and governmental bodies are trustworthy and aim to do the right thing) may lead some workers to strongly identify with political parties and could be the underlying reason for this bias. Such workers may not be skeptical enough when considering politicians’ statements and therefore overestimate the likelihood of statements being true.

**HII.1b** Workers with stronger belief in science are more accurate in judging the overall truthfulness of statements compared to other workers.

*Rationale:* Workers who answered with “disagree” to the environmental regulations question (see the full questionnaire on our repository) tended to be more biased than others in our exploratory study. We hypothesize that the underlying responsible variable could be workers’ belief in science (i.e., the conviction that scientific results are trustworthy and important for societal development). Workers with low belief in science may automatically doubt the truthfulness of statements that refer to scientific findings, e.g., related to climate change. This may undermine workers’ ability to give accurate truthfulness judgments.

**HII.1c** Workers with better cognitive reasoning abilities are more accurate in judging the overall truthfulness of statements compared to other workers.

*Rationale:* In our exploratory study, we found that workers with lower cognitive reasoning abilities tended to perform the task quicker, which was generally associated with greater bias. Although we did not find a direct association of workers’ cognitive reasoning abilities with their bias, we hypothesize that such a relationship could exist but that it might be hard to detect; especially given that many study participants have been exposed to the CRT before [134].

**Cognitive Biases**
These hypotheses are predictions about cognitive biases that may affect crowd workers (RQII.2).

**HII.2a** Workers generally overestimate truthfulness.

*Rationale:* We found that workers overestimated truthfulness in our exploratory study, so we expect to find the same in novel data.
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**HII.2b** Workers’ tendency to over- or underestimate the overall truthfulness of a statement is related to the degree to which they like the statement claimant.

*Rationale:* Our exploratory study revealed several relationships that hint at a potential *affect heuristic*. As detailed in Chapter 6, this bias occurs when workers’ judgments are affected by the degree to which they like the document they annotate.

**HII.2c** Workers’ tendency to overestimate or underestimate the overall truthfulness of a statement is related to the degree to which they personally support the goal of the statement.

*Rationale:* Some relationships we found as part of our exploratory study hint at a potential *confirmation bias*, which occurs when workers’ judgments are affected by their pre-existing opinions (see Chapter 6).

**HII.2d** Workers with higher confidence in their ability to correctly judge the truthfulness of items exhibit more bias compared to other workers.

*Rationale:* We found that workers’ confidence in their judgments is directly related to their degree of bias in our exploratory study. We thus expect to find similar *overconfidence* in novel data that we collect.

### 7.3. Methods

To test the hypotheses detailed in Section 7.2.4, we conducted a further crowdsourcing study. Note that we preregistered our hypotheses, research design, and data analysis plan before data collection.²

#### 7.3.1. Procedure

For the data collection, we relied on the same experimental design as Soprano et al. [334]. Specifically, we used the same interface and the same HITs, to keep the new task as similar as possible. We also relied on the same code and framework used in Soprano et al. [334], discussed in Soprano et al. [333].

To investigate our hypotheses (see Section 7.2.4), we identified three additional variables (i.e., *trust in politics*, *belief in science*, and *affect for statement claimant*; see Section 7.2.4) that required modifications to the original task. We used a generalized version of the *Citizen Trust in Government Organizations* (CTGO) questionnaire [132] to measure workers’ trust in politics and the *Belief in Science Scale* (BISS) [67] to record workers’ belief in science.³ These two surveys were placed in the task right after the original initial questionnaire. Finally, we added a single, five-point Likert scale item to capture the degree to which the workers like the claimant of the statement. This item also included an additional answer option that allowed the worker to state that they do not know the claimant.

#### 7.3.2. Variables

Our task recorded the following *Independent Variables*:

---

²The preregistration is available at [https://osf.io/5jyu4](https://osf.io/5jyu4).

³All questionnaires can be found on our repository (see Section 1 for a link).
• Trust in politics (continuous; \([-2,2]\)): the degree to which workers trust in media and politics as measured by the CTGO questionnaire (i.e., averaging all responses). Higher scores mean greater trust in politics.

• Belief in science (continuous; \([-2,2]\)): the degree to which workers believe in science as measured by the BISS questionnaire (i.e., averaging all responses). Higher scores mean greater belief in science.

• Cognitive reasoning (ordinal; \([0,4]\)): worker’s cognitive reasoning abilities as measured by the CRT; we also measure the time spent on CRT as a proxy for cognitive effort. Higher scores mean greater cognitive reflection.

• Political party affiliation (categorical): whether workers consider themselves as Republican, Democrat, independent or something else (i.e., not represented by any of the three previous political parties). We here relied on workers’ responses to Q5 of the initial questionnaire (see our repository for the full questionnaire).

• Affect for the statement claimant (ordinal; \([-3,3]\)): each worker rated on a five-point Likert scale the degree to which they like each statement claimant; we also included the option “I don’t know the claimant.”

• Mean confidence (ordinal; \([-2,2]\)): workers’ average self-reported confidence regarding the accuracy across their truthfulness judgments (on a five-point Likert scale).

• Statement support (categorical): we approximate the degree to which workers support the cause of the statement (whether true or false) with their personal political orientation.

We considered the $eE$, $eME$, and $eMAE$ as Dependent Variables (see Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.2). Finally, we considered $iE$, $iME$, age group, gender, level of education, income, political views, opinion on US southern border and about US environmental regulation of the workers as descriptive and exploratory variables (i.e., we do not conduct any conclusive hypothesis tests using those variables). We collected data on these variables using a survey (see our repository).

### 7.3.3. Crowd Workers

We planned to collect data from at least 255 crowd workers. We computed this required sample size in a power analysis for a Between-Subjects ANOVA (see Section “Analysis Plan”) using the software $G^*$Power [104]. Here, based on our findings in the exploratory study, we specified a small effect size of $f = 0.10$, a significance threshold $\alpha = 0.05/7 = 0.007$ (due to testing multiple hypotheses), a statistical power of $(1 - \beta) = 0.8$, and that we have three between-subjects groups (i.e., Republican, Democrat, independent/else) and four within-subjects groups (i.e., Republican, Democrat, Liberal, Labor). We computed the required sample size for each of our hypotheses using their respective degrees of freedom.

We deployed 200 MTurk HITs to evaluate the set of 180 statements outlined in Section 7.2.1. We collected 2200 judgments in total. We recruited crowd workers who were
based in the United States. Each crowd worker was rewarded $2 for completing the task. This amount was based on the minimum time required to complete the task and the United States minimum wage of $7.25 per hour.

7.3.4. Statistical Analyses
To test our hypotheses, we conducted several statistical analyses. We performed a multiple linear regression to predict $\text{eMAE}$ from trust in politics ($H_{II.1a}$), belief in science ($H_{II.1b}$), and cognitive reflection ($H_{II.1c}$), and mean confidence ($H_{II.2d}$). We conducted a one-sample $t$-test to assess $H_{II.2a}$ (i.e., comparing $\text{eME}$ to a test value of 0) and a Spearman correlation analysis to test $H_{II.2b}$ (i.e., computing a correlation between affect for the statement claimant and $\text{eE}$). Finally, we tested $H_{II.2c}$ by conducting a factorial mixed ANOVA with $\text{eE}$ as the dependent variable, workers’ political party affiliation as a between-subjects factor, and statement’s political affiliation as a within-subjects factor (i.e., $H_{II.2c}$ describes an interaction effect between these two variables).

7.4. Results
This section describes the results of the crowdsourcing study outlined in Section 7.3.

7.4.1. Descriptive Statistics
Abandonment
We measured the abandonment rate of the crowdsourcing task using the definition provided by Han et al. [137] (i.e., how many workers voluntarily terminated the task before completion). Overall, 2742 workers participated. About 302 (11%) workers completed the task, while 2065 workers (75%) voluntarily abandoned it. Furthermore, 375 workers (14%) failed at least one quality check at the end of the task. Each worker had up to 10 tries to complete the task. We compared abandonment and failure distributions with those of Soprano et al. [334] (see Figure 7.2).

The left-hand panel of Figure 7.2 shows how many workers abandoned the task per number of statements annotated. The vast majority of workers (98%) abandoned the task when reaching the first statement. The number of workers who abandoned the task after the first statement is negligible. There is an 18% increase in abandonment rate when comparing our values with those of Soprano et al. [334], compared to which our task adds two additional questionnaires and an evaluation dimension. Thus, our task required somewhat more effort from workers. A higher number of workers may have become bored or frustrated sooner. Indeed, when considering the task described by Soprano et al. [334], it can be seen that a fraction of workers abandoned the task even after reaching the fourth statement. Despite this difference, the general trend was that workers abandoned the task when reaching the first statement.

The right-hand panel of Figure 7.2 shows how many workers failed at least one quality check after submitting their work within their current try. The majority of workers who failed the task performed it only once (216, 58%), with 103 (27%) workers doing it a second time. The remaining 15% of workers who failed the task performed it from three up to 10 times. The failure rate drops from 18% to 14% compared to the task by Soprano et al. [334], meaning that those who submitted their work were less likely to fail. However, the
failure distribution of our task is in line with the one of Soprano et al. [334].

Demographics
We derived the following demographic statistics considering the 302 workers who completed the crowdsourcing task. Nearly 36% of workers were between 26 and 35 years old, while the 34% were between 35 and 50 years old. The majority of workers (52%) had a college/bachelor’s degree. Concerning the total income before taxes, 25% of workers earned $50k to less than $75k, while 19% earned $75k to less than $100k. When considering workers’ political views, 27% identified as moderate, 27% as conservative, and 26% as liberal. The majority of workers (53%) considered themselves Democrats, while the 27% as Republicans and the 17% as independent. The majority of workers (53%) agreed with building a wall at US southern border, with 25% of them disagreeing. Finally, the vast majority of workers (84%) thought that the government should increase environmental regulations to prevent climate change, while only 9% disagreed. In general, our sample was well balanced apart from a few categories and similar to the one of Soprano et al. [334], except that most workers in that study disagreed with building a wall at the US southern border.

Agreement
We measured the internal agreement among workers using Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ [190] on the unit level. The use of this metric is motivated by earlier work [301, 334] and theoretical reasons [334]. We found a low level of agreement overall between the workers for each considered truthfulness dimension, which is in line with previous research [301, 334].

We also measured the external agreement between workers’ aggregated scores for the overall truthfulness and corresponding experts’ values. We recall that experts and
workers used different scales (see Section 7.2.1). Whereas the experts used six- (PolitiFact) or three-level scales (ABC), the workers in our study evaluated the statements using a five-level scale. We observed that workers were generally in agreement with the experts, as workers tended to judge more truthful documents higher across truthfulness dimensions. Note here that although overall truthfulness is directly correlated with the ground truth, all other truthfulness dimensions capture orthogonal and independent information not directly measured by the experts.

7.4.2. Hypothesis Tests

Our multiple linear regression analysis revealed no evidence for a relationship between $e\text{MAE}$ and trust in politics ($H_{II.1a}$; $\beta = -0.04, p = 0.020$) or cognitive reflection ($H_{II.1c}$; $\beta = 0.02, p = 0.152$). However, belief in science ($H_{II.1b}$; $\beta = 0.07, p = 0.003$) and mean confidence ($H_{II.2d}$; $\beta = 0.06, p = <0.001$) were both significant predictors of $e\text{MAE}$. Partly in contrast to what we expected, workers with stronger belief in science and those with greater mean confidence were more biased in their truthfulness judgments compared to others. We also found that workers generally overestimated truthfulness, as their mean $e\text{ME}$ (i.e., $0.33, \text{sd} = 0.46$) lay significantly above 0 in the one-sample $t$-test we performed ($H_{II.2a}$; $t = 12.18, p < 0.001$). Our Pearson correlation analysis revealed a significant positive relationship between affect for the statement claimant and $eE$ ($H_{II.2b}$; $r = 0.25, p < 0.001$). Thus, the more the workers liked the statement claimant, the more they overestimated truthfulness; and the more workers disliked the statement claimant, the more they underestimated truthfulness. Our final analysis was an ANOVA with the statement’s affiliated party and worker’s affiliated party as independent variables and $eE$ as dependent variable. This analysis revealed no evidence in favor of an interaction effect between the two independent variables ($H_{II.2c}$; $F = 1.59, p = 0.112$), which means that we can make no conclusion about whether workers had different degrees of over- or underestimating truthfulness depending on whether the statement party matched their personally favored party or political direction.

In sum, we found evidence in favor of some of our hypotheses (i.e., $H_{II.2a}$, $H_{II.2b}$, and $H_{II.2d}$), suggesting that workers with greater confidence were more biased in their truthfulness judgments, workers generally overestimated truthfulness, and workers’ truthfulness judgments were affected by the degree to which they liked the statement claimant. We also found evidence for a relationship between belief in science and bias in truthfulness judgments; however, in contrast to $H_{II.1b}$, our results show that workers with a stronger belief in science were more biased than others.

7.4.3. Exploratory Analyses

Next to the descriptive analyses and hypothesis tests detailed above, we also performed several exploratory analyses on the data we collected. In doing so, we aimed to explain some of the outcomes from the hypothesis tests and identify interesting trends that had not been covered by those planned analyses. Note that the results we report in this subsection are indeed of an exploratory nature, as we did not preregister these analyses.
Predicting $eMAE$

Our multiple linear regression identified workers’ belief in science and mean confidence as significant predictors of $eMAE$. Interestingly, we found that, when conducting individual Pearson correlation analyses, only mean confidence correlates considerably with $eMAE$ ($r = 0.20, p < 0.001$), whereas belief in science does not (see also Figure 7.3). This suggests that belief in science only becomes a relevant predictor of $eMAE$ when also taking trust in politics and/or cognitive reasoning into account, as we did in our multiple linear regression analysis. These two variables might thus still play an important role in predicting workers’ $eMAE$, although we did not find such evidence.

The Role of Workers’ and Statements’ Political Affiliations

The ANOVA we conducted shows no evidence for an interaction effect between workers’ and statements’ political affiliations in predicting $eE$ (HII.2c). This suggests that workers may not overestimate or underestimate truthfulness systematically based on whether they support the political party that the statement is affiliated with. The same model also contains no evidence for the main effect of workers’ political affiliation on $eE$ ($F = 1.43, p = 0.232$), thus suggesting that workers’ political affiliation may not matter at all here. However, there is a significant main effect for statements’ political affiliation ($F = 10.55, p < 0.001$). Comparing the different statement affiliations shows that workers overestimated the truthfulness of statements relevant to the Australian Labor party significantly more than those relevant to other parties (mean $eE = 0.51$, Tukey-adjusted $p = (\lesssim 0.001, 0.018$). Workers also judged the truthfulness of statements affiliated with the Australian Liberal party significantly lower than those affiliated with other parties (mean
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Republican and Democrat statements were rated roughly equally on average. This suggests that the political parties connected to the statements may matter for predicting bias in crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments, even—or perhaps especially—when those parties are not well-known among the crowd worker population (i.e., the crowd workers in our study were all US-based).

Looking at Individual Truthfulness Dimensions

RQII.3 concerns whether different truthfulness dimensions are affected by different biases. Next to an overall tendency towards overestimation of truthfulness, our hypothesis tests revealed that workers’ belief in science, mean confidence, and the degree to which they like the statement claimant may be related to bias in their truthfulness judgments. We thus looked at which specific truthfulness dimensions were particularly affected by these biases to get some more insight into the nature of these biases.

We found that the best iME predictors of eMAE were neutrality and comprehensibility. Workers thus exhibited more bias when they judged neutrality higher ($\beta = 0.10, p = 0.001$) or comprehensibility lower than others ($\beta = -0.08, p = 0.013$). Moreover, we found that workers’ belief in science affected no other truthfulness dimensions except overall truthfulness, while the mean confidence of a worker was a significant predictor for all iME measures. We also found other interesting relationships, i.e., between workers’ trust in politics and lower scores on neutrality ($\beta = -0.09, p = 0.028$), and between cognitive reasoning and higher scores on comprehensibility ($\beta = 0.08, p = 0.027$). Finally, affect for the statement claimant was positively related to all considered truthfulness dimensions.

7.5. Discussion

In this section, we report a summary of the key findings derived in this work, list their practical implications, and sketch possible directions for future research.

7.5.1. Key Findings

We have presented a study on the impact of worker biases in crowdsourced fact-checking. To perform our analyses, we conducted an exploratory study using a publicly available data set from which we derived several hypotheses. We then tested these hypotheses in a novel crowdsourcing study. Below, we summarize our findings.

RQII.1. Our first research question concerned what individual characteristics of crowd workers may lead to systematic biases in crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments. In this context, we found no evidence for any influence of workers’ trust in politics ($H_{II.1a}$) or cognitive reasoning abilities ($H_{II.1c}$). Our results do indicate a relationship between workers’ degree of belief in science ($H_{II.1b}$). However, in contrast to what we expected, we found that workers who reported a stronger belief in science were less accurate in their truthfulness judgments.

RQII.2. The second research question that guided this chapter concerned what cognitive biases can affect crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments. Our results indicate that several cognitive biases can affect crowd workers’ truthfulness judgments. Although we found no evidence for a confirmation bias [245] in this context (i.e., there was no interaction effect between workers’ and statement’s party affiliation on truthfulness judgments;
we found that workers generally overestimate truthfulness \((\text{H}_{\text{II.2a}})\). Our findings also suggest an influence of the affect heuristic \([327]\): the more workers like the claimant of a statement, the more they overestimate the statement's truthfulness (and vice versa; \(\text{H}_{\text{II.2b}}\)). Finally, we found evidence for overconfidence in crowd workers: the higher workers' self-reported confidence in their ability to judge the truthfulness of statements, the less accurate their judgments generally were (\(\text{H}_{\text{II.2d}}\)).

**RQ_{II.1}**. Our final research question concerned whether different truthfulness dimensions are affected by different biases. Our study returned exploratory evidence that more biased workers judged the neutrality of statements higher, and the comprehensibility of statements lower than others. Moreover, workers’ trust in politics was negatively correlated with their neutrality judgments.

### 7.5.2. Practical Implications

Following the results of our study, we note several practical implications for crowdsourcing truthfulness judgments as well as adjacent domains such as the collection of document viewpoint annotations \([233]\) (see also Chapters 5 and 6):

- Although crowd workers generally seem to be reliable when judging the truthfulness of statements, individual characteristics (e.g., their belief in science) or cognitive biases (e.g., the affect heuristic or overconfidence) can negatively affect the accuracy of their judgments. We therefore recommend assessing, documenting, and –where possible– mitigating these biases \([96, 156]\); either by adapting the task design or corrective post-processing of the collected data.

- Where applicable, we recommend that requesters measure relevant concepts such as workers’ belief in science \([67]\) to enable effective assessment of systematic biases. Requesters could also consider prioritizing workers with moderate political affiliation, belief in science, and confidence in their judgment abilities, as our study suggests that overly strong convictions in these contexts can lead to worse quality in truthfulness judgments.

- Related to the above point, we also recommend avoiding the employment of instruments that may not be strictly necessary, e.g., the cognitive reasoning test (CRT) for which we found no relationship to the quality of truthfulness judgments. Requesters should be aware that each such test may reduce the cognitive capacity of crowd workers to eventually perform the actual task. Thus, although we recommend assessment and mitigation of systematic biases, we note that requesters should also not overdo it in this respect.

- Where possible, we recommend that requesters hide unnecessary information (e.g., statement claimant identities or political affiliations) to mitigate the influence of cognitive biases such as the affect heuristic.

- Judgments coming from workers with high self-reported confidence in their ability to identify misinformation should be carefully adjusted, as we found that such workers tend to be more biased than others.
7.5.3. Limitations
We acknowledge that the work presented in this chapter is limited in several different ways. First, we asked crowd workers to self-report their political affiliations and views. Self-reports can be vulnerable to social desirability and other biases [53], so our results are conditional on the assumption that workers’ assessments were accurate here. Second, recent research has demonstrated that crowd workers on the MTurk platform do not always accurately represent study populations [50, 365]. This could mean that our results do not generalize to crowd workers on other platforms or people in general. Similarly, we here focused on a narrow set of political statements relevant to specific countries (i.e., the United States and Australia). Our results do not necessarily generalize to other countries or cultural backgrounds, where political systems and discussions may be different. Third, a high percentage of workers abandoned our task early on (see Section 7.4 and Figure 7.2). Although comparable to the study conducted by Soprano et al. [334], this may point to unclarity or other difficulties in our task design, which may have impeded workers’ participation in the study [113].

7.6. Conclusion
After introducing a checklist that allows requesters to independently assess crowdsourcing tasks for the potential influence of cognitive worker biases in Chapter 6, this chapter has identified several worker biases that can reduce annotation quality for truthfulness judgments. These biases (e.g., the affect heuristic and overconfidence) can skew workers’ perceptions of the documents they annotate and thus lead them to assign incorrect labels. Although we focused on truthfulness judgments rather than viewpoint label annotations here, crowd workers may behave similarly across annotation scenarios that involve subjective assessments of debated content. It is important for requesters to consider these potential influences in the crowdsourcing tasks they design, e.g., by implementing ways to measure or mitigate cognitive biases such as the affect heuristic or overconfidence.
III

Viewpoint Bias Metrics for Search Results
Assigning the comprehensive viewpoint label we have developed in Part I at scale while applying the tools and insights concerning crowd worker biases from Part II of this dissertation, researchers and practitioners can begin to measure viewpoint bias in search results. Such viewpoint bias assessments are essential in scoping and understanding the general problem of viewpoint bias in current search engines, linking specific degrees of viewpoint bias to user behavior, and exploring how such bias could potentially be reduced. Much work has been devoted to measuring diversity concerning query subtopics (i.e., evaluating how well a ranked search result list covers all potential user intents given a query) and fairness toward protected groups of search results (i.e., evaluating whether documents that express a particular viewpoint are represented equally across a ranking; see Section 2.2.4). These methods consider the rank and particular characteristics (e.g., the subtopic relevance or protected attribute) of each search result. However, there is currently no notion of ideal viewpoint diversity or protected viewpoints for search results, and measuring viewpoint bias specifically has received comparatively little attention [195]. Recent research has looked at defining and measuring viewpoint bias for the domain of news recommender systems [147, 148, 361], but more work is needed to translate these concepts into the web search paradigm and develop viewpoint bias metrics for search results. In this third part of the dissertation, we thus ask the following research question:

RQIII What methods can evaluate viewpoint bias in search results?

We begin addressing RQIII by exploring how existing ranking fairness metrics could be used to measure viewpoint bias in search results (Chapter 8). Specifically, we take several practical considerations and design choices to adapt existing ranking fairness metrics to the search result viewpoint bias use case and show in simulation studies how different metrics (including one novel metric that we propose) behave for different degrees of viewpoint (ranking) bias. From these simulations, we derive guidelines for measuring viewpoint bias in search results using ranking fairness metrics. We conclude that existing ranking fairness metrics can be used to measure viewpoint bias when search results are labeled using binary taxonomies (e.g., against/ in favor), and the novel ranking fairness metric we propose can also accommodate multicategorical viewpoint labels (e.g., a seven-point stance taxonomy; see Table 2.1). However, ranking fairness metrics cannot incorporate multidimensional viewpoint representations such as the one we propose in Chapter 5. That is why Chapter 9 proposes normalized discounted viewpoint bias (nDVB), a rank-aware viewpoint bias metric for search results that considers our more comprehensive viewpoint label. This metric, which measures bias as a deviation from viewpoint plurality, is founded upon a clear notion of viewpoint diversity and can be adapted to fit different topics or viewpoint structures. We then also use nDVB to evaluate viewpoint bias in real search results from popular search engines and show how to increase the viewpoint diversity in such search result lists.
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Viewpoint biases in search results on debated topics can strongly influence user attitudes, preferences, and behavior [10, 99, 274] (see Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5). Although previous research has found that web search results may indeed be biased for particular debated topics (e.g., in the health [370, 371] and politics [284] domains), measuring and monitoring these biases at scale and across topics is currently impeded by the lack of available viewpoint bias metrics. The tools, resources, and insights we have introduced in Parts I and II of this dissertation allow researchers and practitioners to create high-quality data sets of search results with corresponding viewpoint labels, but it is currently unclear how to evaluate viewpoint bias in such data sets. To fill this research gap, research has to explore existing metrics from related domains and – if necessary – propose novel metrics that can comprehensively assess search result viewpoint bias. This chapter takes a first step in developing standard metrics for evaluating search result viewpoint bias by using ranking fairness metrics for this purpose.

Fair ranking metrics evaluate ranked lists in terms of their fairness concerning a given characteristic [35, 315, 381]. For example, a ranked list of candidates on a job seeking platform could be evaluated with respect to gender fairness. A fair ranking is then considered to be one in which gender does not affect the ranking of candidates. Analogously in this chapter, a ranked list of search results is evaluated with respect to viewpoint – to the best of our knowledge, a novel application of ranking fairness. Such a viewpoint can, for example, convey different stances on a topic or different underlying reasons for a given stance. A search result ranking that is fair (or unbiased) with respect to viewpoints would give each viewpoint its fair share of coverage, contributing to viewpoint diversity in the search results.\footnote{Note that here we thus look at fairness in the outcome of a ranking algorithm; i.e., not at procedural fairness.} Several metrics have been developed that assess fairness in rankings [315, 381] (see Section 2.2.4). These metrics evaluate fairness in terms of statistical parity, which is satisfied in a ranking if a given variable of interest – here, the expressed viewpoint – does not influence how documents are ranked.

In this chapter, we generate a range of synthetic search result rankings with varying degrees of ranking bias and explore the behavior of existing and novel ranking fairness metrics on these rankings. Our core assumption here is that viewpoint bias is the degree of deviation from an ideal viewpoint-diverse or fair search result ranking (see Section 2.1.3). We consider two fundamental scenarios: binomial viewpoint fairness, in which the task is to measure viewpoint bias with respect to one specific protected viewpoint, and multinomial viewpoint fairness, where the aim is to protect all available viewpoint categories simultaneously. We make the following contributions:

1. We present a simulation study that illustrates how existing ranking fairness metrics can be used to assess viewpoint bias in search result rankings. We show how these metrics behave under varying conditions of viewpoint bias and provide a guide for their use (Section 8.2.2).

2. We propose a novel ranking fairness metric for assessing multinomial viewpoint fairness (Section 8.1.3) and also analyze its behavior (Section 8.2.2).

We find that all the considered ranking fairness metrics can distinguish well between different levels of viewpoint bias in search results. However, which specific metric is
8.1. Measuring Fairness in Rankings

Consider a user who wants to form an educated opinion on the topic *school uniforms* and turns to web search to gather information. Let us assume that each document the user encounters in the search result list will express a viewpoint concerning school uniforms or be neutral towards the topic.\(^2\) These viewpoints can be represented as ordinal stance categories, i.e., by placing them on a seven-point scale ranging from *strongly opposing* to *strongly supporting* school uniforms (see Table 2.1).\(^3\)

The notation we consider in this chapter is displayed in Table 8.1. We are given a set of documents \(D\), and a set of viewpoint labels \(S\). Both sets contain the same number of elements \(N\). Each document \(d \in D\) is uniquely associated with one label \(s_d \in S\). Here, \(s_d\) reflects the viewpoint (or stance) of document \(d\) towards a given disputed topic, rated on a seven-point scale ranging from *strongly opposing* to *strongly supporting*. The viewpoint labels in \(S\) are integers ranging from \(-3\) to \(3\), where negative values indicate an opposing stance, 0 indicates a neutral stance, and positive values indicate a supporting stance toward the debated topic (see Table 2.1 for an example). A ranked list of \(D\) is denoted as \(\tau\). We denote the number of items that belong to a subset \(p\) of \(S\) as \(S^p\), which becomes \(S^p_{1...i}\) when constrained to the top \(i\) ranked documents.

---

\(^2\)Here, *neutral* could mean that a document is not opinionated, provides a balanced overview of the different viewpoints, or is irrelevant to the topic.

\(^3\)Note that this is just one possible way to categorize existing viewpoints on a topic.
8.1.1. Defining Fairness and Viewpoint Bias

There are many definitions of fairness, so before describing fairness metrics, we first identify which type of fairness to handle. In this chapter, we focus on the notion of statistical parity (also commonly referred to as group fairness; see Section 2.2). This notion allows us to define several fairness aims for assessing viewpoint bias. We consider two such aims, which we call \textit{binomial viewpoint fairness} and \textit{multinomial viewpoint fairness}. Below we describe these aims and align them with the notion of statistical parity in rankings.

\textbf{Binomial Viewpoint Fairness}

One aim concerning web search on debated topics may be to treat one specific viewpoint, e.g., a minority viewpoint, fairly. For instance, if a search result ranking on the query \textit{school uniforms pros and cons} is dominated by arguments supporting school uniforms, the ranking assessor may want to evaluate whether the minority viewpoint (i.e., opposing school uniforms) gets its fair share of coverage. The assessor may consider a binary classification of documents into (1) expressing the minority viewpoint or (2) not expressing the minority viewpoint. Here, expressing the minority viewpoint is analogous to a protected group. Statistical parity in a ranking of such documents is satisfied when expressing the minority viewpoint does not affect a document's position in the ranking.

\textbf{Multinomial Viewpoint Fairness}

Another aim may be to cover all viewpoints fairly. For example, a search result ranking on the query \textit{school uniforms pros and cons} could be assessed without explicitly defining a specific viewpoint as the protected group but instead considering the distribution over several existing viewpoints. Here the assessor thus considers a multinomial classification of documents into some viewpoint taxonomy (e.g., into seven stance categories; see Table 2.1). In this case, we say that statistical parity is satisfied when expressing any viewpoint does not influence a document's position in the ranking. Multinomial viewpoint fairness is thus more fine-grained than binomial viewpoint fairness: whereas binomial viewpoint fairness focuses on fairness towards one protected viewpoint, multinomial viewpoint fairness requires being fair to all viewpoints simultaneously.

8.1.2. Desiderata and Practical Considerations for Metrics

\textbf{Evaluating statistical parity.} In this chapter, we use ranking fairness metrics to assess viewpoint bias in search result rankings. These are based on the notion of statistical parity, which is present in a ranking when the viewpoints that documents express do not affect their position in the ranking. However, we are only given the ranking and viewpoint per document and cannot assess the ranking algorithm directly. Statistical parity thus needs to be approximated. We choose to approximate statistical parity in the same way as previously developed ranking fairness metrics [381]. These metrics measure the extent to which the document distribution over groups (e.g., the protected and non-protected group) is the same in different top-\textit{i} portions of the ranking compared to the overall ranking (see Section 2.2.4). The more dissimilar the distribution at different top-\textit{i} portions is from the overall distribution, the less fair the ranking.
8.1. Measuring Fairness in Rankings

Discounting the ranking fairness computation. User attention depletes rapidly as the ranks go up, with many users not even exploring search results beyond the first page (i.e., the top 10 results) [168, 258]. This means that fairness is more important at higher ranks. A measure of viewpoint bias thus needs to consider the rank of documents and not just whether viewpoints are present. A practical way to incorporate this notion into a ranking fairness metric is to include a discount factor. Sapiezynski et al. [315] point out that such a discount depends on the user model related to the particular ranking one is assessing. Similar to the ranking fairness metrics introduced by Yang and Stoyanovich [381], we choose the commonly used \( \log_2 \) discount for each metric we introduce below. Yang and Stoyanovich [381] suggest discounting in steps of 10 (see Section 2.2.4). Such a binned discount nicely incorporates the notion that ranking fairness is more important in the top 10 documents than in the top 20 documents. However, especially on the first page of search results, individual ranks matter a lot [168, 258]. We therefore decide to discount by individual rank and consider the top 1, 2, \( \ldots \), \( N \) documents at each step of the aggregation.

Normalization. When evaluating and comparing metrics, it is useful if they all operate on the same scale. We thus only consider normalized ranking fairness metrics.

8.1.3. Ranking Fairness Metrics

In this section, we describe the metrics we use to assess viewpoint bias in search result rankings. These metrics are partly based on existing ranking fairness metrics and partly novel. We adapt each metric we use to fit the practical considerations outlined in Section 8.1.2. Taking these practical considerations into account, we define a template that each normalized ranking bias (nRB) metric that we use will follow:

\[
\text{nRB}(\tau) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{F(i)}{\log_2(i+1)}.
\] (8.1)

Here, \( F \) is a function that quantifies the ranking bias in the ranked list \( \tau \). All metrics that we describe in the following subsections will only differ in terms of how they define \( F \). The function \( F \) is iteratively computed for the top \( i \) documents and subsequently aggregated using a \( \log_2 \) discount. Finally, \( Z \) is a normalizing constant that takes on the value for \( F \) given the maximally unfair permutation of \( \tau \).\(^4\)

Metrics to Assess Binomial Viewpoint Fairness

Yang and Stoyanovich [381] propose three ranking fairness metrics to assess statistical parity in rankings (see Section 2.2.4). We interpret these metrics to fit binomial viewpoint fairness and adapt them to fit the considerations outlined in Section 8.1.2. Note that although we define a protected and a non-protected viewpoint before using any of these metrics, the metrics are in principle agnostic as to which of the two viewpoint categories (i.e., “protected” and “unprotected”) is advantaged in the ranking. That is, they do not only measure when the protected viewpoint is treated unfairly but also capture if a ranking is biased towards the protected viewpoint. The categorization into protected and non-protected viewpoints should thus be viewed as a binary classification of documents that – in a fair scenario – does not affect how documents are ranked.

\(^4\)A description of how we normalize each metric can be found at https://osf.io/nkj4g.
**Normalized Discounted Difference (rND).** This metric computes the difference between the proportion of items that belong to the protected group at different top-$i$ subsets of the ranking with the overall proportion:

$$rND(\tau) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{\log_2(i+1)} \left| \frac{S^p_{1\ldots i}}{i} - \frac{S^p}{N} \right|. \quad (8.2)$$

Here, $S^p$ is the number of documents in the protected group and $N$ is the total number of ranked documents.

**Normalized Discounted Ratio (rRD).** This metric measures the difference between the ratio of documents that express the protected viewpoint and those who do not, at different top-$i$ portions of the ranking with the overall ratio:

$$rRD(\tau) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{\log_2(i+1)} \left| \frac{S^p_{1\ldots i}}{S^u_{1\ldots i}} - \frac{S^p}{S^u} \right|. \quad (8.3)$$

Here, $S^u$ refers to the number of documents that do not express the protected viewpoint. We set the value of fractions to 0 if their denominator is 0 [381].

**Normalized Discounted Kullback-Leibler Divergence (rKL).** This metric makes use of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD), an asymmetric measure of the difference between probability distributions [194]. For two discrete probability distributions $P$ and $Q$ that are defined on the same probability space $\mathcal{X}$, KLD is given by

$$KLD(P||Q) = \sum_{x \in \mathcal{X}} P(x) \log \left( \frac{P(x)}{Q(x)} \right). \quad (8.4)$$

To measure binomial viewpoint fairness in a ranking, $P$ and $Q$ can be defined as

$$P = \left( \frac{S^p_{1\ldots i}}{i}, \frac{S^u_{1\ldots i}}{i} \right), \quad Q = \left( \frac{S^p}{N}, \frac{S^u}{N} \right).$$

This way, KLD measures the divergence between the proportion of protected items at rank $i$ and in the ranking overall.\(^5\) We can insert KLD in Equation 8.1:

$$rKL(\tau) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{KLD(P||Q)}{\log_2(i+1)}. \quad (8.5)$$

**Metric to Assess Multinomial Viewpoint Fairness**

To the best of our knowledge, no metrics have so far been proposed that explicitly assess ranking fairness for multiple categories at once. The previously introduced rKL metric can in principle be expanded to assess multinomial viewpoint fairness. KLD measures the distance between two discrete probability distributions $P$ and $Q$. In the multinomial case, we can define $P$ and $Q$ as multinomial distributions over the available viewpoint

\(^5\)Note that KLD is not defined for $P = (0, 1)$. In this case, we smooth to $P = (0.001, 0.999)$. 


categories. For instance, in our use case of viewpoints rated on a seven-point stance scale, $P$ and $Q$ may be given by:

$$
P = \left( \frac{S^{-3}}{i}, \frac{S^{-2}}{i}, \frac{S^{-1}}{i}, \frac{S^{0}}{i}, \frac{S^{1}}{i}, \frac{S^{2}}{i}, \frac{S^{3}}{i} \right), \\
Q = \left( \frac{S^{-3}}{N}, \frac{S^{-2}}{N}, \frac{S^{-1}}{N}, \frac{S^{0}}{N}, \frac{S^{1}}{N}, \frac{S^{2}}{N}, \frac{S^{3}}{N} \right),
$$

where $S^{-3}, -2, ..., 3$ refer to the number of items in each viewpoint category.

A problem with using KLD for multinomial distributions is that its normalization becomes extremely complex. To normalize KLD, the maximally divergent distribution of items needs to be computed at each step. Whereas this is rather straightforward in the binomial case, finding the maximally divergent distribution becomes extremely expensive when more categories are added.

To resolve the normalization issue that comes with KLD, we propose a new metric that uses the Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) as an alternative distance function. Similarly to KLD, JSD measures the distance between two discrete probability distributions $P$ and $Q$ that are defined on the same sample space $\mathcal{X}$ [108]. JSD can, in fact, be expressed using KLD:

$$
\text{JSD}(P||Q) = 0.5 \left( \text{KLD}(P||R) + \text{KLD}(Q||R) \right).
$$

Here, $R = 0.5 * (P + Q)$ is the mid-point between $P$ and $Q$. In contrast to KLD (which can go to infinity), JSD is bound by 1 as long as one uses a base 2 logarithm in its computation [206]. Knowing this maximally possible value for JSD, also an aggregated, discounted version of JSD is easily normalized. We thus propose Normalized Discounted Jensen-Shannon Divergence (nDJS) as given by

$$
nDJS(\tau) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\text{JSD}(P||Q) \log_2(i + 1)}{\log_2(i + 1)}, \quad (8.6)
$$

where $\text{JSD}(P||Q)$ is the JSD between $P$ and $Q$. Although we here propose nDJS specifically for assessing multinomial viewpoint fairness, note that it can be used to assess binomial viewpoint fairness as well.

8.2. Simulation Study

In this section, we show how the metrics introduced in Section 8.1.3 behave in different ranking scenarios. The code to implement the metrics and simulation is available on our repository.

8.2.1. Generating Synthetic Rankings

To simulate different ranking scenarios, we first generate three synthetic sets $S1$, $S2$, and $S3$ to represent different stance distributions (i.e., considering the seven-point stance taxonomy we use to represent viewpoints in this chapter; see Table 2.1). The items in each set simulate stance labels for 700 documents (i.e., to enable a simple balanced
distribution over the seven stance categories) and are distributed as shown in Table 8.2. Whereas S1 has a balanced stance distribution, S2 and S3 are skewed towards supporting stances.\(^6\) We use S1, S2, and S3 to simulate both binomial and multinomial viewpoint fairness.\(^7\)

Table 8.2: Viewpoint (i.e., stance) distributions of the sets S1, S2, and S3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>-3</th>
<th>-2</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>+1</th>
<th>+2</th>
<th>+3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sampling.** We create rankings of the stance labels in S1, S2, and S3 by conducting a weighted sampling procedure. To create a ranking, stance labels are gradually sampled from one of the three sets without replacement to fill the individual ranks. Each stance label in the set is assigned one of two different sample weights that determine the labels’ probability of being drawn. These two sample weights are controlled by the ranking bias parameter \(\alpha\) and given by: 

\[ w_1 = 1.0001 - 1 \times \alpha; \quad w_2 = 1.0001 + 1 \times \alpha. \]

**Alpha.** For our simulation of binomial and multinomial viewpoint fairness, ranking bias is controlled by the continuous parameter \(\alpha = [-1, 1]\). More specifically, \(\alpha\) controls the sample weights \(w_1\) and \(w_2\) that are used to create the rankings. Whereas a negative \(\alpha\) will result in higher ranks for stances that are assigned \(w_1\), a positive \(\alpha\) will advantage stances that are assigned \(w_2\). The further away \(\alpha\) is from 0, the more extreme the ranking bias. If \(\alpha\) is set to exactly 0, no ranking bias is present: here, it does not matter whether a stance label is assigned \(w_1\) or \(w_2\); the sample weights are the same. In each simulation, we try 21 degrees of ranking bias for \(\alpha = -1\) to \(\alpha = 1\) in steps of 0.1.

**Simulating Binomial Viewpoint Fairness**
To simulate binomial viewpoint fairness, we create ranked lists from S1, S2, and S3 with different degrees of ranking bias. Ranking bias – controlled by \(\alpha\) – in this scenario refers to the degree to which expressing a protected viewpoint influences a document’s position in the ranking. We define all opposing stances (i.e., -3, -2, and -1) together as the protected viewpoint and assign them the sample weight \(w_1\). All other stances (i.e., 0, 1, 2, and 3) are thus non-protected and assigned the other sample weight \(w_2\) when generating the rankings. Table 8.3 (left-hand table) shows an example of this sample weight allocation for \(\alpha = 0.5\). In this example, the non-protected viewpoint is more likely to be drawn compared to the protected viewpoint.

---

\(^{6}\)Due to symmetry, we do not include similar distributions for opposing stances.

\(^{7}\)Because we are only interested in rankings with respect to viewpoint/stance labels, we do not generate any actual documents here. Instead, we rank the labels themselves.
8.2. Simulation Study

Table 8.3: Examples of sample weight allocations for the simulation of binomial (left-hand table, \( \alpha = 0.5 \)) and multinomial viewpoint fairness (right-hand table; \( \alpha = -0.8 \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stance</th>
<th>weight</th>
<th>stance</th>
<th>weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>( w_1 )</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>( w_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>( w_1 )</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>( w_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>( w_1 )</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>( w_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our weighted sampling procedure (see above) will produce slightly different rankings even when the same \( \alpha \) is used. To get reliable results, we therefore create 1000 ranked lists for each \( \alpha \) and aggregate the results.

Simulating Multinomial Viewpoint Fairness

We simulate multinomial viewpoint fairness by again sampling rankings from \( S_1, S_2, \) and \( S_3 \) with different degrees of ranking bias. This time, the ranking bias \( \alpha \) is defined as the degree to which the expressed viewpoint generally affects a document’s position in the ranking.

Since there are many scenarios in which one (or more) of several viewpoint (or stance) categories could be preferred over others in a ranking, we focus on just one specific case: our simulation prefers one of the seven stances over the other six. For example, this could be the case if a search result list is biased toward an extremely opposing stance. We randomly assign the sample weight \( w_1 \) to one of the opposing stances (i.e., \(-3, -2, \) or \(-1\)) and the sample weight \( w_2 \) to all remaining stances for each ranking we create. This means that each ranked list we create prefers a different stance, reflecting the idea that we do not know which stance might be preferred before evaluating the ranking, and we have no specific, pre-defined protected viewpoint. Table 8.3 (right-hand table) shows an example of this sample weight allocation for \( \alpha = -0.8 \). In this example, the ranked list will prefer the somewhat opposing stance \((-1\)) over all other stance categories. We again compute 1000 ranked lists for each \( \alpha \) and aggregate the results.

8.2.2. Metric Behavior

Here, we explore the behavior of the ranking fairness metrics introduced in Section 8.1.3 using the synthetic rankings from Section 8.2.1.

Binomial Viewpoint Fairness

Binomial viewpoint fairness can be assessed using rND, rRD, or rKL. Each of these metrics measures the degree to which expressing a protected viewpoint affects the ranking of documents. The ranking in our running example is considered fair if documents opposing school uniforms (i.e., \(-3, -2, \) and \(-1\)) get a similar coverage throughout the ranking compared to other stances (i.e., \(0, +1, +2, \) and \(+3\)). A fair scenario should lead to a low score on each of the three metrics.

Figure 8.1 shows the mean outcome of rND, rRD, and rKL from 1000 ranked lists per data set (i.e., \( S_1, S_2, \) and \( S_3 \)) and \( \alpha \) (i.e., ranking bias) setting. Each set represents a different overall stance distribution (see Table 8.2).
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Figure 8.1: Behavior of the metrics rND (top plot), rRD (center plot), and rKL (bottom plot) on the sets $S_1$ ($S_p = 300$), $S_2$ ($S_p = 240$), and $S_3$ ($S_p = 180$) across different $\alpha$ (ranking bias) settings.
We note three characteristics that all three metrics share. First, each of the three metrics is lowest for low bias ($\alpha = 0$) and increases from there as the absolute value of $\alpha$ increases. This means that all three metrics function as expected: they produce higher values as ranking bias becomes more extreme. Second, each metric shows a steeper curve as the data sets contained fewer items that express the minority viewpoint (here, the protected opposing stances) increases, i.e., $S_1 > S_2 > S_3$. Different levels of ranking bias thus become easier to detect when the distribution of protected and non-protected items is more balanced. Third, each metric produces higher values for $\alpha = -1$ (protected viewpoint is advantaged) than for $\alpha = 1$ (protected viewpoint is disadvantaged). The reason behind this is that unfair treatment becomes increasingly harder to detect as the number of items in the disadvantaged group shrinks: if one group only encompasses around 25% of items (e.g., such as in $S_3$), it is less odd to see several items of the other group ranked first than if the distribution is more balanced. That is also why each metric produces higher values at $\alpha = 1$ as the number of protected items increases.

Next to these general characteristics shared by all metrics, below we discuss differences that distinguish the metrics in terms of their behavior.

**Normalized Discounted Difference.** For each of the three data sets, rND reaches its maximum value of 1 when $\alpha = -1$ and is at its lowest with mean values of approximately 0.08 when $\alpha = 0$. Depending on the number of items that express the protected viewpoint, rND reaches mean values between 0.55 and 0.85 when $\alpha = 1$ for the three data sets in our simulation. The curves for rND in Figure 8.1 are also comparatively steep. This indicates that rND is especially useful for distinguishing low levels of ranking bias.

**Normalized Discounted Ratio.** The lowest mean rRD values in our simulation (reached at $\alpha = 0$ for each of the three data sets) all approximate 0.04. Even more so than rND, rRD reaches mean values far below 1 when the protected viewpoint is disadvantaged in the ranking. The mean values for this form of extreme ranking unfairness range from approximately 0.19 to 0.24 in our simulation, depending on the number of protected viewpoint items. In comparison to the other two metrics, rRD is less steep than rND but steeper than rKL. It could thus be useful for detecting medium levels of ranking bias. However, if a ranking is unfair towards the minority viewpoint, rRD does not distinguish different levels of ranking bias well. We also find that our normalization procedure (i.e., dividing each metric outcome by the outcome for a maximally unfair ranking) does not normalize rRD correctly. Thus, the maximal mean values for rRD (which it reaches at $\alpha = -1$) lie above 1 and are therefore not displayed in Figure 8.1 (which has 1 as its upper limit).\(^8\)

**Normalized Kullback-Leibler Divergence.** Similar to the other metrics, rKL reaches its maximum value of 1 at $\alpha = -1$. In our simulation, the lowest mean values for rKL (reached at $\alpha = 0$) approximated 0.03. Large $\alpha$ settings (i.e., disadvantaging the minority viewpoint) produce mean rKL values between 0.40 and 0.78, depending on the number of items that express the minority viewpoint. Furthermore, rKL has a more parabolic shape compared

\(^8\)We explore the reason behind this (including an alternative way to normalize rRD) in a supplementary document on our normalization procedures; see [https://osf.io/nkj4g](https://osf.io/nkj4g).
Assessing Viewpoint Bias in Search Results Using Ranking Fairness Metrics

Multinomial Viewpoint Fairness

To assess multinomial viewpoint fairness, we use nDJS. This metric measures the degree to which the viewpoint that documents express is a factor for a ranking in general. For example, in a search result ranking related to the topic school uniforms, a range of stance categories may exist, some of which may be advantaged in the ranking over other stances. That is why we cannot use binomial ranking fairness metrics here: we do not have a specific viewpoint to protect but instead wish to equally protect all viewpoints (e.g., represented across seven stance categories). A maximally fair ranking scenario would give all viewpoints coverage across the ranking proportional to their share in the overall distribution. For (approximately) fair rankings, nDJS should return a low value.

We test nDJS on synthetic rankings that simulate varying degrees of bias on three different sets of items (S1, S2, and S3, see Section 8.2.1). Figure 8.2 shows the mean outcome of nDJS from 1000 ranked lists per set and \( \alpha \) (i.e., ranking bias) setting. Similar to the binomial ranking fairness metrics, nDJS does what it is expected to do: it produces its highest values at extreme \( \alpha \) (ranking bias) settings and its lowest values at \( \alpha = 0 \). This means that nDJS can pick up the nuanced multinomial viewpoint fairness in our synthetic rankings. We observe, however, that due to its normalization, the maximum values for nDJS are much lower than for the metrics that assess binomial viewpoint fairness. When \( \alpha = -1 \) (i.e., when one random stance category is disadvantaged compared to others), nDJS produces mean values between approximately 0.18 and 0.21. Due to the different normalization, it is therefore impossible to compare results from nDJS directly to results to rND and rRD. Whereas rKL can thus not distinguish low values of ranking bias well, it is useful for differentiating between high levels of ranking bias.

Figure 8.2: Behavior of nDJS on the sets S1, S2, and S3 across different \( \alpha \) (ranking bias) settings. The number of items with sample weight \( w_1 \) for rankings from the sets S1, S2, and S3 are 100, 80, and 60, respectively. Note that we have zoomed in here compared to Figure 8.1 to better show nuanced differences between the lines.
from the binomial ranking fairness metrics. For low values of ranking bias, the mean nDJS values approximate 0.03 on all three data sets. The mean nDJS value lies between approximately 0.07 and 0.09 when $\alpha = 1$ (i.e., when one stance is advantaged compared to others).

Similar to the binomial fairness metrics, the values nDJS produces are again influenced by the proportion of advantaged items in the ranking. The more balanced this ratio, the easier it is to detect a ranking bias (i.e., the higher nDJS). Note that in this simulation, the distribution of advantaged and disadvantaged items was far from balanced, as we only treated one stance label differently per ranking.

8.3. Discussion
In this section, we summarize our findings, provide a guide to using the metrics we examined, and discuss the limitations and implications of this research.

8.3.1. Binomial Viewpoint Fairness
Each of the three metrics we tested in our simulation can measure binomial viewpoint fairness (rND, rRD, rKL; see Section 8.2.2). However, depending on the distribution of protected and non-protected items, as well as the direction and level of ranking bias, a different metric might be suitable. Table 8.4 shows which metric we recommend using in which scenario. In sum, we suggest taking the following considerations when assessing binomial viewpoint fairness:

1. Generally, the metrics are better able to distinguish different levels of ranking bias when the overall distribution of protected and non-protected items in the ranking is more balanced. When ranking bias is disadvantaging a protected group that only contains a small number of items, rRD appears to be the most suitable metric because it is the least vulnerable in this case.

2. Which metric is most suitable also depends on how severe the bias in the ranking is estimated to be. Whereas rND outputs the most divergent values for mild cases of ranking bias, rKL distinguishes more severe cases of ranking bias better. Although rRD is slightly better in distinguishing medium levels of negative ranking bias, we do not recommend using it at all due to its normalization issues and weak performance when ranking bias is positive.

3. If the minority viewpoint is preferred in the ranking, ranking bias is well detected by all three metrics. However, when the minority group is disadvantaged, all metrics show a decrease in performance. In this case, we suggest using either rND or rKL, depending on how strong the ranking bias is.

8.3.2. Multinomial Viewpoint Fairness
We find that our novel metric nDJS can assess multinomial ranking fairness. Similarly to the binomial fairness metrics, nDJS can distinguish different levels of ranking bias best when the overall distribution of advantaged and disadvantaged viewpoints is balanced. A
Table 8.4: Recommended metrics for different scenarios of ranking bias and overall viewpoint distribution (i.e., protected and non-protected items) in a ranked list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranking Bias</th>
<th>Low balance</th>
<th>Medium balance</th>
<th>High balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low balance</td>
<td>rND</td>
<td>rND</td>
<td>rND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium balance</td>
<td>rND</td>
<td>rND</td>
<td>rKL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High balance</td>
<td>rND</td>
<td>rKL</td>
<td>rKL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3.3. Caveats and Limitations

We note that our simulation study is limited in at least three important ways. First, our results are indeed based on mere simulations. Although we believe that such simulations are essential for considering a wide array of possible scenarios, we may have missed realistic ranking bias settings in which the metrics we tested perform differently. For instance, our simulation of multinomial viewpoint fairness included only one specific case in which one viewpoint is treated differently compared to the other six (see Section 8.2). There are other scenarios where multinomial viewpoint fairness could become relevant. These scenarios differ in how many viewpoint categories there are, how many items are advantaged in the ranking, and to what degree. Simulating all of these potential scenarios was beyond the scope of this chapter.

Second, we consider a scenario in which documents have correctly been assigned multinomial viewpoint labels. This allows us to study their behavior in a controlled setting. In reality, existing viewpoint labeling methods are prone to biases and issues of accuracy. Current opinion mining techniques are still limited in their ability to assign such labels [366], and crowdsourcing viewpoint annotations from human annotators can be costly and also prone to biases and variance [368].

Third, we assume that any document in a search result ranking can be assigned some viewpoint label concerning a disputed topic. It is realistically possible for a document to express several or even all available viewpoints (e.g., a debate forum page). In these cases, assigning an overarching viewpoint label might oversimplify the nuances in viewpoints that exist within rankings and thereby lead to a skewed assessment of viewpoint bias in the search result ranking.

8.4. Conclusion

In this chapter, we adapted existing ranking fairness metrics to measure binomial viewpoint fairness and proposed a novel metric that evaluates multinomial viewpoint fairness. We found that, despite some limitations, these metrics reliably detect viewpoint bias...
in search results in our controlled scenarios. Our simulations further show the relative strengths of these metrics and how they can be interpreted. A crucial challenge that remains, however, is to accommodate more comprehensive viewpoint representations (see Part I), e.g., to consider not only stances but also logics of evaluation when evaluating search result viewpoint bias. Based on the findings from this chapter, the upcoming Chapter 9 will propose a novel viewpoint bias metric for search results that overcomes this limitation of current metrics. We compare this novel metric to some of the ranking fairness metrics applied in this chapter and use it to measure viewpoint bias in real search results from popular search engines.
Comprehensive Viewpoint Bias Evaluation and Viewpoint Diversification for Search Results
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Measuring and reducing bias in search results has been studied extensively in recent years, e.g., to satisfy pluralities of search intents [4, 64, 308] or ensure fairness toward particular document classes [35, 381, 391, 393] (see Section 2.2.4). We have made a first attempt at measuring viewpoint bias specifically (using ranking fairness metrics) in Chapter 8, and recent work has already explored fostering viewpoint diversity in ranked outputs [240, 345]. However, two essential aspects have not been sufficiently addressed yet by previous research: (1) current methods only allow for limited viewpoint representations, i.e., one-dimensional, often binary labels, and (2) there is no clear conceptualization of viewpoint diversity or what constitutes viewpoint bias in search results. Current methods often assume that any top $k$ portion of a ranked list should represent all available (viewpoint) categories proportionally to their overall distribution, i.e., analogous to the notion of statistical parity (see Chapter 8), without considering other notions of diversity [361]. This impedes efforts to meaningfully assess viewpoint bias in search results or measure improvements made by diversification algorithms. Hence, the current chapter focuses on the following research questions:

**RQ_{III.1}** What metric can thoroughly measure viewpoint bias in search results?

**RQ_{III.2}** What is the degree of viewpoint bias in actual search results?

**RQ_{III.3}** What method can foster viewpoint diversity in search results?

We address RQ_{III.1} by proposing a metric that evaluates viewpoint bias (i.e., deviation from viewpoint diversity) considering the two-dimensional viewpoint representation we propose in Chapter 5. We show that this metric assesses viewpoint bias in a more comprehensive fashion than current methods and apply it in a case study of search results from two popular search engines (RQ_{III.2}; Section 9.2). We find notable differences in search result viewpoint bias between queries, topics, and search engines and show that applying existing diversification methods can increase viewpoint diversity (RQ_{III.3}; Section 9.2.3).

Supplementary material (e.g., data sets and code) related to this chapter is available at https://osf.io/kz3je.

### 9.1. Evaluating Viewpoint Bias in Search Results

This section introduces a novel metric for measuring viewpoint bias in ranked lists such as search results. To comprehensively capture documents’ viewpoints, we adopt the two-dimensional viewpoint representation we propose in Chapter 5. Each document thus receives a single stance label on a seven-point ordinal scale from strongly opposing ($-3$) to strongly supporting ($3$) a topic and anywhere from no to seven logic of evaluation labels that reflect the underlying reason(s) behind the stance (i.e., inspired, popular, moral, civic, economic, functional, ecological). Although other viewpoint representations could be modeled, this two-dimensional representation supports more nuanced viewpoint bias analyses than current approaches, and it is still computationally tractable (i.e., only seven topic-independent categories per dimension).

We consider a set of documents retrieved in response to a query (e.g., school uniforms well-being) related to a particular debated topic (e.g., mandatory school uniforms). $R$ is a ranked list of $N$ retrieved documents (i.e., by the search engine), $R_{1...k}$ is
the top-\( k \) portion of \( R \), and \( R_k \) refers to the \( k \)th-ranked document. We refer to the sets of stance and logic labels of the documents in \( R \) as \( \mathcal{S} \) and \( \mathcal{L} \), respectively, and use \( \mathcal{S}_k \) or \( \mathcal{L}_k \) to refer to the labels of the particular document at rank \( k \). For instance, a document at rank \( k \) may receive the label \( [\mathcal{S}_k = 2; \mathcal{L}_k = (\text{popular, functional})] \) if the article supports (stance) school uniforms because they supposedly are popular among students (i.e., \textit{popular} logic) and lead to better grades (i.e., \textit{functional} logic). \( S \) and \( L \), respectively, are the (multinomial) stance and logic distributions of the documents in \( R \).

### Defining Viewpoint Diversity
Undesired effects such as the \textit{search engine manipulation effect}, whereby users change their opinion following viewpoint biases in search results (see Section 2.2.5), typically occur when search results are one-sided and unbalanced in terms of viewpoints [21, 99, 274]. To overcome this, we follow the normative values of \textit{deliberative democracy} [147], and counteract these problems through viewpoint plurality and balance. We put these notions into practice by following three intuitions:

1. \textit{Neutrality.} A set of documents should feature both sides of a debate equally and not take any particular side when aggregated. We consider a search result list as neutral if averaging its stance labels results in 0 (a neutral stance score).

2. \textit{Stance Diversity.} A set of documents should have a balanced stance distribution so that different stance strengths (e.g., 1, 2, and 3) are covered. For example, we consider a search result list as stance-diverse if it contains equal proportions of all seven different stance categories, but not if it contains only the stance categories \(-3 \) and \( 3 \) (albeit satisfying neutrality here).

3. \textit{Logic Diversity.} A set of documents should include a plurality of reasons for different stances (i.e., balanced logic distribution \textit{within} each stance category). For example, a search result list may not satisfy logic diversity if documents containing few reasons (here, logics) are over-represented.

Our metric \textit{normalized discounted viewpoint bias} (nDVB) measures the degree to which a ranked list diverges from a pre-defined scenario of ideal viewpoint diversity. It combines the three sub-metrics \textit{normalized discounted polarity bias} (nDPN), \textit{normalized discounted stance bias} (nDSB), and \textit{normalized discounted logic bias} (nDLB), which respectively assess the three characteristics of a viewpoint-diverse search result list (i.e., \textit{neutrality}, stance diversity, and logic diversity).

#### 9.1.1. Measuring Polarity, Stance, and Logic Bias
We propose three sub-metrics that contribute to nDVB by considering different document aspects. They all ignore irrelevant during their computation and – like other IR evaluation metrics [286] – apply a discount factor for rank-awareness.

**Normalized Discounted Polarity Bias (nDPB)**

Polarity bias considers the mean stance label balance. \textit{Neutrality}, the first trait in our viewpoint diversity notion, posits that the stance labels for documents in any top \( k \) portion should balance each other out (mean stance = 0). We assess how much a top \( k \)
search result list diverges from this ideal scenario (i.e., polarity bias; PB; see Eq. 9.1) by computing the average normalized stance label. Here, $S_{1...k}$ is the set of stance labels for all documents in the top $k$ portion of the ranking. PB normalizes all stance labels $S_i$ in the top $k$ to a score between $-1$ and $1$ (by dividing it by its absolute maximum, i.e., 3) and takes their average. To evaluate the neutrality of an entire search result list $\tau$ with $N$ documents, we compute PB iteratively for the top $1, 2, \ldots, N$ ranking portions, aggregate the results in a discounted fashion, and apply min-max normalization to produce nDPB (see Eq. 9.2). Here, $Z$ is a normalizer equal to the highest possible value for the aggregated and discounted absolute PB values and $I$ is an indicator variable equal to $-1$ if $\sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{PB(S, k)}{\log_2(k+1)} < 0$ and 1 otherwise. nDPB quantifies a search result list’s bias toward opposing or supporting a topic and ranges from $-1$ to 1 (more extreme values indicate greater bias, values closer to 0 indicate neutrality).

$$\text{PB}(S, k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} S_i}{|S_{1...k}|} \quad (9.1) \quad \text{nDPB}(\tau) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{|\text{PB}(S, k)|}{\log_2(k+1)} \quad (9.2)$$

**Normalized Discounted Stance Bias (nDSB)**

Stance bias evaluates how much the stance distribution diverges from the viewpoint-diverse scenario. Stance diversity, the second trait of our viewpoint diversity notion, suggests that all stance categories are equally covered in any top $k$ portion. We capture this ideal scenario of a balanced stance distribution in the uniform target distribution $T = (\frac{1}{7}, \frac{1}{7}, \frac{1}{7}, \frac{1}{7}, \frac{1}{7}, \frac{1}{7}, \frac{1}{7})$. The stance distribution of the top $k$-ranked documents is given by $S_{1...k} = (\frac{|S_{1...k}|}{k}, \ldots, \frac{|S_{1...k}|}{k})$, where each numerator refers to the number of top-$k$ search results in a stance category. We assess how much $S_{1...k}$ diverges from $T$ by computing their Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD), a symmetric distance metric for discrete probability distributions [108]. This approach is inspired by work suggesting divergence metrics to measure viewpoint bias [360, 361] (see also Chapter 8). We then normalize JSD between $S_{1...k}$ and $T$ by dividing it by the maximal divergence, i.e., $\text{JSD}(U\|T)$ where $U = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)$ and call the result stance bias (SB; see Eq. 9.3). SB ranges from 0 (desired scenario of stance diversity) to 1 (maximal stance bias). Notably, SB will deliberately always return high values for the very top portions (e.g., top one or two) of any search result list, as it is impossible to get a balanced distribution of the seven stance categories in just a few documents. We evaluate an entire search result list using nDSB (see Eq. 9.4), by computing SB iteratively for the top $1, 2, \ldots, N$ ranking portions, aggregating the results in a discounted fashion, and normalizing.

$$\text{SB}(S, k) = \frac{\text{JSD}(S_{1...k}\|T)}{\text{JSD}(U\|T)} \quad (9.3) \quad \text{nDSB}(\tau) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{\text{SB}(S, k)}{\log_2(k+1)} \quad (9.4)$$

**Normalized Discounted Logic Bias (nDLB)**

Logic bias measures how balanced documents in each stance category are in terms of logics. Logic diversity suggests that all logics are equally covered in each document group when splitting documents by stance category. Thus, when a search result list contains
documents, e.g., with stances −1, 0, and 1, the logic distributions of each of those three groups should be balanced. The logic distribution of all top \( k \) results belonging to a particular stance category \( s \) is given by \( L^s_{1...k} = \left( \frac{\left| L^{s,1}_{1...k} \right|}{L^s_{1...k}}, \ldots, \frac{\left| L^{s,7}_{1...k} \right|}{L^s_{1...k}} \right) \), where each numerator \( \left| L^{s,l}_{1...k} \right| \) refers to the number of times logic \( l \) (e.g., inspired) appears in the top \( k \) documents with stance category \( s \). Each denominator \( \left| L^s_{1...k} \right| \) is the total number of logics that appear in the top \( k \) documents with stance category \( s \). \( L^s_{1...k} \) reflects the relative frequency of each logic in the top \( k \) documents in a specific stance category. Similar to SB, we evaluate the degree to which \( L^s_{1...k} \) diverges from \( T \) by computing the normalized JSD for the logic distributions of each available stance category and then produce logic bias (LB) by averaging the results (Eq. 9.5). Here, \( \mathcal{S}^* \) is the set of unique stance categories among the top \( k \)-ranked documents. LB thus quantifies, on a scale from 0 to 1, the average degree to which the logic distributions diverge from the ideal, viewpoint-diverse scenario where all logics are equally present within each stance category. We produce nDLB by computing LB iteratively for the top 1, 2, \ldots, \( N \) documents and applying our discounted aggregation and normalization procedures (Eq. 9.6).

\[
\text{LB}(\mathcal{S}, L, k) = \frac{1}{|\mathcal{S}^*|} \sum_{s \in \mathcal{S}^*} \frac{\text{JSD}(L^s_{1...k} || T)}{\text{JSD}(U || T)} \quad (9.5)
\]

\[
n\text{DVB}(\tau) = \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{\text{LB}(\mathcal{S}, L, k)}{\log_2(k+1)} \quad (9.6)
\]

9.1.2. Normalized Discounted Viewpoint Bias
To evaluate overall viewpoint bias, we combine nDPB, nDSB, and nDLB into a single metric, called normalised discounted viewpoint bias (nDVB):

\[
n\text{DVB}(\tau) = I \frac{\alpha n\text{DPB}(\tau) + \beta n\text{DSB}(\tau) + \gamma n\text{DLB}(\tau)}{\alpha + \beta + \gamma}.
\]

Here, \( I \) is an indicator variable that equals \( -1 \) when \( n\text{DPB}(\tau) < 0 \) and 1 otherwise. The parameters \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), and \( \gamma \) are weights that control the relative importance of the three sub-metrics. Thus, nDVB measures the degree to which a ranked list of documents diverges from an ideal, viewpoint-diverse scenario. It ranges from \( -1 \) to 1, indicating the direction and severity with which such a ranked list (e.g., search results) is biased (values closer to 0 imply greater viewpoint diversity). Our proposed metric nDVB allows for a more comprehensive assessment of viewpoint bias in search results compared to metrics such as rND or RB (see Section 2.2.4 and Chapter 8). It does so by allowing for comprehensive viewpoint representations of search results, simultaneously considering neutrality, stance diversity, and logic diversity.

9.2. Case Study: Evaluating Viewpoint Bias and Fostering Viewpoint Diversity
This section presents a case study in which we show how to practically apply the viewpoint bias metric we propose (nDVB; see Section 9.1.2). We examine viewpoint biases in real search results from commonly used search engines, using relevant queries for currently debated topics (i.e., atheism, school uniforms, and intellectual property). Finally, we
demonstrate how viewpoint diversity in search results can be enhanced using existing diversification algorithms. More details on the materials and results (incl. figures) are available in our repository.

9.2.1. Materials

Topics. We aimed to include in our case study three topics that are not scientifically answerable (i.e., with legitimate arguments in both the opposing and supporting directions) and cover a broad range of search outcomes (i.e., consequences for the individual user, a business, or society). To find such topics, we considered the IBM-ArgQ-Rank-30kArgs data set [130], which contains arguments on controversial issues. The three topics we (manually) selected from this data set were atheism (where attitude change may primarily affect the user themselves, e.g., they become an atheist), intellectual property rights (where attitude change may affect a business, e.g., the user decides to capitalize on intellectual property they own), and school uniforms (where attitude change may affect society, e.g., the user votes to abolish school uniforms in their municipality).

Queries. We conducted a user study to find, per topic, five different queries that users might enter into a web search engine if they were wondering whether one should be an atheist (individual use case), intellectual property rights should exist (business use case), or students should have to wear school uniforms (societal use case). In a survey, we asked participants to imagine the three search scenarios and select, for each, three “neutral” and four “biased” queries from a pre-defined list. The neutral queries did not specify a particular debate side (e.g., school uniforms opinions), while the biased queries prompted opposing (e.g., school uniforms disadvantages) or supporting results (e.g., school uniforms pros).

We recruited 100 participants from Prolific (https://prolific.co) who completed our survey for a reward of $0.75 (i.e., $8.09 per hour). All participants were fluent English speakers older than 18. For our analysis, we excluded data from two participants who had failed at least one of two attention checks. The remaining 98 participants were gender-balanced (49% female, 50% male, 1% non-binary) and rather young (50% were between 18 and 24). We selected five queries per topic: the three most commonly selected neutral queries and the single most commonly selected opposing- and supporting-biased queries (see Table 9.1).

Search Results. We retrieved the top 50-ranked search results for each of the $3 \times 5 = 15$ queries listed in Table 9.1 from two of the most commonly used search engines through web crawling or an API. This resulted in a data set of $15 \times 2 \times 50 = 1500$ search results, 25 of which (mostly the last one or two results) were not successfully retrieved. The remaining 1475 (i.e., 973 unique) search results were recorded, including their query, URL, title, and snippet.

---

1 Due to error, we used the 2nd most common supporting query for the IPR topic.
2 The retrieval took place on December 12th, 2021 in the Netherlands.
Table 9.1: Viewpoint diversity evaluation for all 30 search result lists from Engine 1 and 2: rND, RB, and nDVB (including its sub-metrics nDPB, nDSB, and nDLB). Queries were designed to retrieve neutral (neu), opposing (opp), or supporting (sup) results (\$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Engine 1</th>
<th>Engine 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>why people become atheists or theists</td>
<td>rND .70</td>
<td>rND .69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RB .27</td>
<td>RB .14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nND .32</td>
<td>.36 .30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.33 .38</td>
<td>.31 .30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>should I be atheist or theist</td>
<td>neu .68</td>
<td>neu .80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.13 .04</td>
<td>.05 .31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.24 .44</td>
<td>.51 .40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.44 .35</td>
<td>.32 .32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atheism vs theism</td>
<td>neu .56</td>
<td>neu .77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.06 -.07</td>
<td>-.01 .03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.52 .57</td>
<td>.53 .39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>why theism is better than atheism</td>
<td>opp .47</td>
<td>opp .53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.19 .04</td>
<td>.04 .45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.22 .35</td>
<td>.30 .30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>why atheism is better than theism</td>
<td>sup .35</td>
<td>sup .36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.05 .27</td>
<td>.15 .38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.15 .33</td>
<td>.45 .34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>why companies maintain or give away IPRs</td>
<td>neu .77</td>
<td>neu .97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.46 .49</td>
<td>.61 .48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.41 .45</td>
<td>.60 .53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>should we have IPRs or not</td>
<td>neu .80</td>
<td>neu .93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.34 .34</td>
<td>.47 .44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.34 .33</td>
<td>.42 .41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.34 .34</td>
<td>.43 .43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPRs vs open source</td>
<td>neu .80</td>
<td>neu .92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.10 .04</td>
<td>.18 .57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.09 .45</td>
<td>.53 .43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>why IPRs don’t work</td>
<td>opp .69</td>
<td>opp .54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.30 .46</td>
<td>.18 .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.33 .36</td>
<td>.38 .31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>should we respect IPRs</td>
<td>sup .90</td>
<td>sup .95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.48 .90</td>
<td>.59 .50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.49 .46</td>
<td>.50 .48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.41 .36</td>
<td>.42 .34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>why countries adopt or ban school unif.</td>
<td>neu .59</td>
<td>neu .54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.01 .54</td>
<td>-.10 .20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.14 .37</td>
<td>.11 .29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.26 .26</td>
<td>.23 .23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>should students wear school unif. or not</td>
<td>neu .62</td>
<td>neu .85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.10 .85</td>
<td>-.10 .26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.40 .14</td>
<td>.15 .42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.20 .19</td>
<td>.19 .26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>school unif. well-being</td>
<td>neu .55</td>
<td>neu .54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.07 .54</td>
<td>.13 .31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.09 .31</td>
<td>.23 .35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.28 .21</td>
<td>.30 .30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>why school unif. don’t work</td>
<td>opp .30</td>
<td>opp .39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.22 -.39</td>
<td>-.01 .37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.31 -.03</td>
<td>-.21 -.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.33 .37</td>
<td>.21 -.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>why school unif. work</td>
<td>sup .89</td>
<td>sup .92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.43 .94</td>
<td>.45 .59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.49 .35</td>
<td>.43 .36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.38 .27</td>
<td>.39 .36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.27 .38</td>
<td>.28 .36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall mean absolute bias</td>
<td>.65 .75</td>
<td>.51 .21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.21 .24</td>
<td>.26 .44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.26 .34</td>
<td>.34 .34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. In contrast to the actual queries, we here abbreviate intellectual property rights (IPRs) and uniforms (unif.).

Viewpoint Annotations. To assign each search result the two-dimensional viewpoint label (see Section 9.1), we employed six experts, familiar with the three topics, the annotation task, and the viewpoint labels. This is more than the one to three annotators typically employed for information retrieval (IR) annotation practices [128, 359]. The viewpoint label consists of stance (i.e., position on the debated topic on an ordinal scale ranging from –3; strongly opposing; to 3; strongly supporting) and logics of evaluation (i.e., arguments or reasons behind the stance). First, the experts discussed annotation guidelines and examples before individually annotating the same set of 30 search results (i.e., two results randomly chosen per query). Then, they discussed their disagreements, created an improved, more consistent set of annotation guidelines, and revised their annotations. Following discussions, their overall agreement increased to satisfactory levels for stance (Krippendorff’s \(\kappa = .90\)) and the seven logics (\(\kappa = [.79,.66,.73,.86,.77,.36,.57]\)). Such agreement values represent common ground in the communication sciences, where, e.g., two trained annotators got \(\kappa = [.21,.58]\) when annotating morality and economical frames in news [51]. Each expert finally annotated an equal and topic-balanced share of the remaining 943 unique search results.

9.2.2. Viewpoint Bias Evaluation Results
We conducted viewpoint bias analyses per topic, search engine, and query. Specifically, we examined the overall viewpoint distributions and then measured viewpoint bias in each of the \((15 \times 2 = 30)\) 30 different top 50 search result lists retrieved from the two search

\(^3\) Note that viewpoint labels do not refer to specific web search queries, but always to the topic (or claim) at hand. For example, a search result supporting the idea that students should have to wear school uniforms always receives a positive stance label (i.e., 1, 2, or 3), no matter what query was used to retrieve it.
engines, by computing the existing metrics rND and RB (see Section 2.2.4 and Chapter 8) as well as our proposed metric including its sub-metrics (see Section 9.1).

Overall Viewpoint Distributions
Among the 973 unique URLs in our search results data set, 306, 334, and 263 respectively related to the topics atheism, intellectual property rights (IPRs), and school uniforms. A total of 70 unique search results were judged irrelevant to their topic and excluded from the analysis. Search Engine 1 (SE₁) provided a somewhat greater proportion of unique results for the 15 queries (77%) than Search Engine 2 (SE₂, 69%). For all three topics, supporting stances were more common. Regarding logics, the school uniforms topic was overall considerably more balanced than the others. Atheism-related documents often focused on inspired, moral, and functional logics (e.g., religious people have higher moral standards, atheism explains the world better). Documents related to IPRs often referred to civic, economic, and functional logics (e.g., IPRs are an important legal concept, IPRs harm the economy).

Viewpoint Bias per Query, Topic, and Search Engine
We analyzed the viewpoint bias of search results using the existing metrics rND, RB, and our proposed (combined) metric nDVB. We slightly adapted rND and RB to make their outcomes more comparable, aggregating both in steps of one and measuring viewpoint imbalance (or bias) rather than ranking fairness. Our rND implementation considered all documents with negative stance labels as protected, all documents with positive stance labels as non-protected, and ignored neutral documents. Computing RB required standardizing all stance labels to scores ranging from $0$ to 1. To compute nDVB, we set the parameters to $\alpha = \beta = \gamma = 1$, i.e., giving all sub-metrics equal weights. Table 9.1 shows the evaluation results for all metrics across the 30 different search result lists from the two search engines. Scores closer to 0 suggest greater diversity (i.e., less distance to the ideal scenario), whereas scores further away from 0 suggest greater bias.

Divergence from Neutrality. As we note in Section 9.1, viewpoint-diverse search result lists should feature both sides of debates equally. While rND does not indicate whether a search result list is biased against or in favor of the protected group (see Chapter 8), the RB and nDPB outcomes suggest that most of the search result lists we analyzed are biased towards supporting viewpoints. We observed that results on IPRs tended to be more biased than results on the other topics but, interestingly, we did not observe clear differences between query types. Moreover, except for the school uniforms topic, supposedly neutral queries generally returned results that were just as biased as queries targeted specifically at opposing or supporting results.

Divergence from Stance Diversity. Another trait of viewpoint-diverse search result lists is a balanced stance distribution. Since rND, RB, and nDPB cannot clarify whether all stances (i.e., all categories ranging from $-3$ to 3) are uniformly represented, we here only inspect the nDSB outcomes. While we did not observe a noteworthy difference between topics or queries, we found that SE₂ returned somewhat more biased results than SE₁. Closer examination of queries where the two engines differed most in terms of nDSB (e.g.,
why 
theism is better than atheism) revealed that SE₂ was biased in the sense that it often returned fewer opinionated (and more neutral) results than SE₁. Regarding their balance between mildly and extremely opinionated results, both engines behaved similarly.

**Divergence from Logic Diversity.** The final characteristic of viewpoint-diverse search result lists concerns their distribution of logics, i.e., the diversity of reasons brought forward to oppose or support topics. When inspecting the nDLB outcomes, we found that logic distributions in the search result lists were overall more balanced than stance distributions (see nDSB results) and similar across search engines and queries. However, we did observe that nDLB on the school uniforms topic tended to be lower than for other topics, suggesting that greater diversities of reasons opposing or supporting school uniforms were brought forward.

**Overall Viewpoint Bias.** To evaluate overall viewpoint bias in the search result lists, we examined nDVB, the only metric that simultaneously evaluates divergence from neutrality, stance diversity, and logic diversity. Bias magnitude per nDVB ranged from .20 to .53 across results from search engines, with only four out of 30 search result lists being biased against the topic. Regarding topics, search results for neutral queries were somewhat less biased on school uniforms compared to atheism or intellectual property rights. Interestingly, search results for neutral queries on all topics were often just as viewpoint-biased as those from directed queries. Some queries returned search results with different bias magnitudes (e.g., school uniforms well-being) or bias directions (e.g., atheism vs theism) depending on the search engine. Moreover, whereas search results for supporting-biased queries were indeed always biased in the supporting direction (i.e., positive nDVB score), results for opposing-biased queries were often also biased towards supporting viewpoints.

Figure 9.1 shows, per topic and search engine, how the absolute nDVB developed on average when evaluated at each rank. It illustrates that nDVB tended to decrease over the ranks across engines, topics, and queries but highlights that the top, say 10, search results that users typically examine are often much more viewpoint-biased than even the top 30 (i.e., more search results could offer more viewpoints).

### 9.2.3. Viewpoint Diversification

To improve viewpoint diversity, we build on earlier work on diversifying search results concerning user intents [2, 4, 91, 175, 314]. xQuAD [314] and HxQuAD [155] are two such models that re-rank search results with the aim of fulfilling diverse ranges of information needs at high ranks. Whereas xQuAD diversifies for single dimensions of (multi-categorical) subtopics, HxQuAD adapts xQuAD to accommodate multiple dimensions of subtopics and diversifies in a multi-level hierarchical fashion. For example, for the query java, two first-level subtopics may be java island and java programming. For the former, queries such as java island restaurant and java island beach may then be second-level subtopics. To the best of our knowledge, such methods have so far not been used to foster viewpoint diversity in ranked lists.

We implemented four diversification algorithms to foster viewpoint diversity in search results by (1) re-ranking and (2) creating viewpoint-diverse top 50 search result lists using
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Figure 9.1: Development of mean absolute nDVB@k across search result ranks, split by topic and search engine.

Figure 9.2: Mean absolute viewpoint diversity (nDVB@10) per diversification algorithm across the 30 search result lists.

all unique results from each topic. Specifically, we performed ternary stance diversification, seven-point stance diversification, logic diversification (all based on xQuAD; i.e., diversifying search results according to ternary stance labels, a seven-point stance taxonomy, or logic labels, respectively), and hierarchical viewpoint diversification (based on HxQuAD; i.e., diversifying search results hierarchically: first for seven-point ordinal stance labels and then, within each stance category, for logic labels; giving both dimensions equal weights). We evaluated the resulting search result lists using nDVB.

Re-ranked Top 50 Search Result Lists

Figure 9.2 compares absolute nDVB between the original top 50 search result lists and the four diversification strategies. All strategies improved the viewpoint diversity of our lists. Whereas the ternary stance diversification only showed marginal improvements (mean abs. nDVB@10 = .42, nDVB@50 = .35) compared to the original search result lists (mean abs. nDVB@10 = .47, nDVB@50 = .33), the hierarchical viewpoint diversification based on stances and logics was the most effective in fostering viewpoint diversity (mean abs. nDVB@10 = .35, nDVB@50 = .27). Viewpoint bias for the seven-point stance diversification (mean abs. nDVB@10 = .39, nDVB@50 = .29) and logic diversification (mean abs. nDVB@10 = .42, nDVB@50 = .31) were comparable, and in between the ternary stance and hierarchical diversification.

“Best-case” Comparison

Despite the promising re-ranking results, diversification methods can only work with the specific sets of documents they are given. To show a "best-case" scenario for comparison, we employed our diversification algorithms to create, per topic, one maximally viewpoint-diverse search result list using all topic-relevant search results (i.e., from across queries
and search engines). We found that all four diversification algorithms yielded search result lists with much less bias when given more documents compared to when they only re-ranked top 50 search results lists. Here, the hierarchical diversification was again most effective (mean abs. $nDVB@10 = .29$, $nDVB@50 = .20$); improving by a magnitude of .07 on average over the re-ranked top 50 search result lists. Compared to the average search result list we had retrieved from the two search engines, the “best-case” hierarchical diversification improved viewpoint diversity by margins of .17 ($nDVB@10$) and .13 ($nDVB@50$), reflecting a mean improvement of 39%. The other diversification algorithms showed similar improvements, albeit not as impactful as the hierarchical method (i.e., mean abs. $nDVB@10$ was .37, .37, .34 and mean abs. $nDVB@50$ was .31, .24, .24 for the ternary stance, seven-point stance, and logic diversifications, respectively).

9.3. Discussion

In this chapter, we identified that viewpoint diversity in search results can be conceptualized based on the deliberative notion of diversity by looking at neutrality, stance diversity, and logic diversity. Although we were able to adapt existing metrics to partly assess these aspects, a novel metric was needed to incorporate all of them simultaneously. We thus proposed the metric normalized discounted viewpoint bias ($nDVB$), which considers two important viewpoint dimensions (i.e., stances and logics of evaluation) and measures viewpoint bias, i.e., the deviation of a search result list from an ideal, viewpoint-diverse scenario ($RQ_{III.1}$). Findings from our case study suggest that $nDVB$ is sensitive to expected data properties, e.g., in aligning with the query polarity and decreasing bias for larger lists of search results. Although further refinement and investigation of the metric are required (e.g., to find the most practical and suitable balance between the three notions of diversity or outline interpretation guidelines), our results indicate that the metric is a good foundation for measuring viewpoint bias.

The degree of viewpoint bias across search engines in our case study was comparable: neither engine was consistently more biased than the other ($RQ_{III.2}$). However, we found notable differences in bias magnitude and even bias direction between search engines regarding the same query and queries related to the same topic. This lends credibility to the idea that $nDVB$ indeed measures viewpoint bias and is able to detect different kinds of biases. Similar to previous research [370], we found that search results were mostly biased in the supporting direction. This suggests that actual search results on debated topics may often not reflect a satisfactory degree of viewpoint diversity and instead be systemically biased in terms of viewpoints. More worryingly, depending on where (which search engine) or how (which query) users search for information, they may not only be exposed to different viewpoints but ones representing a different bias than their peers. We also found that neutrally formulated queries often returned similarly biased search results as queries calling for specific viewpoints. In light of findings surrounding the search engine manipulation effect (SEME; see Section 2.2.5) and similar effects, this could have serious ramifications for individual users’ well-being, business decision-making, and societal polarization.

Our case study further showed that diversification approaches based on xQuAD and HxQuAD can improve the viewpoint diversity in search results. Here, the hierarchical
viewpoint diversification (based on HxQuAD, and able to consider both documents’ stances and logics of evaluation) was most effective (RQIII.3).

Limitations
Although our case study covered debated topics with consequences for individuals, businesses, and society, it is important to note that our results may not generalize to all search engines and controversial issues. We carefully selected the deliberative notion of diversity to guide our work as we believe it suits many debated topics, especially those with legitimate arguments on all sides of the viewpoint spectrum. However, we note that some scenarios may require applying other diversity notions and that presenting search results according to the deliberative notion of diversity (i.e., representing all viewpoints equally) may even cause harm to individual users or help spread fake news. For example, this could be the case for topics such as medical treatment or climate change, where only one viewpoint is scientifically correct [10, 37, 274, 372]. Recent work has already begun to address harm prevention in web search [395, 396]. In line with this emerging body of work, assessing and increasing the viewpoint diversity search results is a contentious issue in itself and should always be done with care.

Another limitation of our work is that, despite providing a diverse range of queries to choose from, queries may not have represented all users adequately. Moreover, despite efforts to represent a general user during the search result retrieval, the search results we received (and how they were ranked) may have been different had we entered queries from a different location or at a different time.

Finally, our proposed metric nDVB is still limited in several ways, e.g., it does not yet incorporate document relevance, other viewpoint diversity notions, or the personal preferences and beliefs of users. Implementing such factors may be necessary depending on the use case at hand. Finally, annotating viewpoints is a difficult, time-consuming task even for expert annotators [51] (see also Chapter 5 and Part II). We have already applied automatic stance detection methods to search results in Chapter 3 but, to the best of our knowledge, no earlier work has so far not attempted to identify logics of evaluation. However, once such automatic systems have become more comprehensive, researchers and practitioners could easily combine them with existing methods for extracting arguments [40, 336] and visualize viewpoints [6, 57] in search results.

9.4. Conclusion
Although the tools and methods we propose in Parts I and II allow researchers to create search result data sets with high-quality viewpoint labels, existing metrics can measure viewpoint bias in search results only to a limited extent (see Chapter 8). This chapter proposed a metric for more comprehensive evaluations of search result viewpoint bias, measuring the divergence from an ideal scenario of equal viewpoint representation. Our novel metric nDVB overcomes the limitations of existing methods that cannot handle multi-dimensional viewpoint representations (e.g., incorporating both stances and logics of evaluation). In a case study evaluating search results on three different debated topics from two popular search engines, we found that search results may often not be viewpoint-diverse, even if queries are formulated neutrally. We also saw notable differences between
search engines concerning bias *magnitude* and *direction*. Our hierarchical viewpoint diversification, based on HxQuAD, consistently improved the viewpoint diversity of search results. In sum, our results suggest that, while viewpoint bias in search results is not pervasive, users may unknowingly be exposed to high levels of viewpoint bias, depending on the query, topic, or search engine. These factors may influence (especially vulnerable and undecided) users’ behavior and opinions by means of recently demonstrated search engine manipulation effects and thereby affect individuals, businesses, and society. In the fourth and final part of this dissertation, we examine user behavior in the context of search result viewpoint biases more closely.
IV

How Search Result Viewpoint Biases Affect User Behavior
In Parts I, II, and III, we have presented empirical results and proposed tools that not only allow for comprehensive measurement of viewpoint bias in search results but also the investigation of user behavior in this context. Recent research has already demonstrated that severe viewpoint bias in search results can lead to phenomena such as the search engine manipulation effect (SEME), where users without strong pre-search opinions change their opinions following search result viewpoint biases [10, 36, 37, 99, 274]. For example, viewpoint-biased search results concerning school uniforms could lead users to vote in favor of a school uniform mandate without having properly considered the opposing side. Understanding the underlying mechanisms of such user behavior is vital in developing systems that can support users in their web search for debated topics. However, it is still unclear what underlying mechanisms cause such user behavior. This makes it difficult to predict, e.g., at what degree viewpoint biases begin to cause systematic user tendencies and whether they occur across search topics. Part IV addresses this research gap by investigating the following research question:

**RQ IV** What cognitive processes underlie the effect of search result viewpoint bias on users’ opinion formation?

We address **RQ IV** by conducting a user study investigating whether lower-degree viewpoint biases in search results can lead users to adopt particular viewpoints (Chapter 10). Whereas previous research in this area has largely presented users with strongly biased search results, we expose users to single, top 10 search engine results pages (SERPs) that are overall viewpoint-balanced (i.e., five opposing and five supporting results) but are ranked with different degrees of bias (e.g., ranking all opposing results above the supporting results or ranking them in alternating fashion). We find no differences between these rankings of overall viewpoint-balanced top 10 SERPs concerning users’ attitude change across topics (e.g., whether zoos should exist). Further analyses provide exploratory evidence that, rather than order effects (i.e., posing that users assign stronger weights to search results at higher ranks in their opinion formation), exposure effects (i.e., posing that users’ opinion formation is affected by the majority viewpoint among the search results they engage with) may guide user behavior in this context.
Exploring Why Biased Search Result Rankings Affect User Attitudes on Debated Topics
In Parts I, II, and III of this dissertation, we have explored how to best represent viewpoints expressed in search results, collect high-quality viewpoint annotations, and measure search result viewpoint biases. This has culminated in an analysis demonstrating that viewpoint bias can occur in web search results across debated topics, queries, and search engines. However, web search interactions can also be biased in other ways [26], e.g., cognitive user biases such as the confirmation bias strongly affect how users consume and process information from search results [21, 298]. A well-established finding is that users typically pay more attention to higher-ranked items when consuming ranked search result lists [168]. This phenomenon – known as position bias – leads users to primarily engage with the first search engine results page (SERP) [43] and click on results at higher ranks with greater probability [168, 177, 258]. Consequently, the ranking of search results greatly influences users’ post-search opinions when exploring debated topics: recent work has demonstrated that when a search result ranking is biased towards any particular viewpoint (i.e., assigning higher ranks to documents that express it), users tend to change their opinion accordingly [10, 99, 274] (see Section 2.2.5). This type of opinion change induced by a viewpoint-biased search result list has been called the search engine manipulation effect (SEME) [99]. It can occur even after single search sessions, for a variety of topics (e.g., political elections and medical treatment) [10, 99, 274], and without users’ awareness [123]. In this chapter, we seek to understand the mechanisms that underlie such user behavior.

Why do users fall prey to SEME? Although position bias can explain how users select search results to engage with, it does not explain how users process the search results they have picked for consumption. Two different cognitive biases have been suspected to drive the information processing that leads to SEME: exposure effects and order effects [21]. Exposure effects imply that being exposed to messages pertaining to a particular viewpoint increases an individuals’ favorability towards that viewpoint [21, 231, 388]. In the context of web search, this would mean that users’ tendency to adopt a particular viewpoint increases with the proportion of consumed documents that express this viewpoint. Order effects occur when users assign more weight to information drawn from higher-ranked results [21]. This would mean that the influence of a document’s expressed viewpoint is weighted by its rank.

Despite these considerations, there is a lack of empirical evidence as to whether exposure effects, order effects, or both are responsible for SEME. Previous studies have demonstrated SEME using search result lists that had a majority viewpoint among documents on the first SERP [10, 99, 274, 371], which makes both exposure effects and order effects plausible (but not necessary) explanations. For instance, suppose a user queries should zoos exist? and sees eight documents supporting zoos and two documents opposing zoos on the first SERP. Assuming that the user engages with only these first ten search results, the user may change their opinion towards favorability for zoos because, among the results they consumed, zoo-supporting documents were in the majority (i.e., exposure effects) and ranked higher (i.e., order effects). More recent research indicates that users may look for majority viewpoints but are unaware of any order effects when they search the web [123]. However, humans are often unaware of their biases [280], so it is currently unclear which cognitive processes truly contribute to SEME.

Mitigating SEME requires a thorough understanding of its underlying mechanisms.
This chapter investigates whether cognitive order effects contribute to SEME by studying the influence of algorithmic ranking bias for *overall viewpoint-balanced* top 10 search results (i.e., the first SERP) on user opinions towards debated topics. Unlike previous research, this method exposes users to SERPs that contain equal proportions of opposing and supporting documents, thereby mitigating potential exposure effects and isolating potential order effects. To explore which users might be particularly vulnerable to SEME, we additionally study whether factors such as *actively open-minded thinking, user engagement*, and *perceived diversity* play a role here. We have four research questions:

**RQ_{IV.1}** Does the ranking of overall viewpoint-balanced top 10 search results affect opinion change concerning debated topics in users with mild pre-existing opinions?

**RQ_{IV.2}** Are individual user characteristics such as *actively open-minded thinking* and *user engagement* related to opinion change?

**RQ_{IV.3}** Do factors such as *actively open-minded thinking, user engagement*, or *perceived diversity* interact with search result rankings to cause opinion change?

**RQ_{IV.4}** Are users aware of varying degrees of viewpoint diversity in the search results they consume?

Results from our preregistered user study show that most users changed their opinion after viewing the search results. However, opinion change did not differ across different result rankings, a finding that contravenes the predictions of order effects. We similarly find no evidence that individual differences (i.e., actively open-minded thinking, user engagement) or perceived diversity affect opinion change directly or in interaction with search result rankings. Exploratory analyses suggest that *exposure effects* may explain opinion change.

Supplementary material related to this chapter, including the data sets, preregistration, results, and data analysis code, are available at [https://osf.io/6tbvw](https://osf.io/6tbvw).

### 10.1. Hypotheses

Azzopardi [21] argues that two well-known cognitive biases may contribute to SEME: *exposure effects* and *order effects*. Exposure effects occur when exposure to messages pertaining to a particular viewpoint increases an individual’s favorability towards that viewpoint [231, 388]. In the context of web search, this would mean that the higher the proportion of consumed documents expressing a particular viewpoint, the greater user’s tendency to adopt that viewpoint. Order effects imply a *weighting* of consumed information according to its position in a given order (e.g., assigning more weight to information encountered first) [153]. Order effects may nudge users to adopt the viewpoint that is expressed by highly-ranked documents – even when they consume an overall viewpoint-balanced set of search results that has no majority viewpoint.\(^1\)

\(^1\)Order effects could also mean weighting in favor of information encountered last. However, in situations such as web search, where the number of consumed items is typically low [258], assigning more weight to information seen first is more likely [21, 153].
Both exposure effects and order effects are plausible explanations for SEME, but there is currently a lack of empirical understanding as to whether either of them (or both) are responsible for SEME. In previous studies that explored SEME, the first SERP that participants saw reflected a viewpoint imbalance so that one viewpoint was in the majority among the results on the first page [10, 99, 274, 371]. This means that either exposure effects (i.e., users adopting the majority viewpoint among the results they consume), order effects (i.e., users adopting the viewpoint of higher-ranked results), or a combination of both could have been responsible for SEME. For example, White and Horvitz [371] demonstrated SEME by comparing imbalanced, ranking-biased SERPs (i.e., allowing for both exposure and order effects to take place) to a controlled setting in which the shown SERPs were viewpoint-balanced and ranked in random order (i.e., ruling out both exposure and order effects). Recent research indicates that exposure effects may indeed underlie SEME [123], but the evidence surrounding order effects in this context is inconclusive. Users put more trust in higher-ranked results [168] and it has been argued that the viewpoint expressed by the first search result acts as an anchor in users’ exploration of search results [248]. However, users do not consciously experience order effects [123], which have – to the best of our knowledge – not been demonstrated in situations where potential exposure effects are mitigated or ruled out.

If order effects underlie SEME, users will tend to adopt the viewpoint expressed by higher-ranked results, at least when they have mild pre-existing opinions [99, 371]. SEME should then occur even when users consume a ranking-biased but overall viewpoint-balanced set of documents. Our hypothesis follows earlier work arguing that order effects are (partly) responsible for SEME [21, 248].

H_{III.1a} The ranking of an overall viewpoint-balanced list of 10 search results affects opinion change towards debated topics in users with mild pre-existing opinions.

Although SEME has been demonstrated for a variety of topics, to the best of our knowledge, no previous research has assessed topical differences concerning SEME. Given that some topics are more polarizing than others, we expect that the effect of search result rankings on opinion change is moderated by topic.

H_{III.1b} Topic moderates the effect of search result rankings on opinion change.

10.1.1. Vulnerability of Users to Opinion Change
Users with mild pre-existing opinions are more susceptible to opinion change when searching the web compared to users with strong opinions [371]. If biased search result rankings can cause opinion change in such users (i.e., elicit SEME), an important step towards developing mitigation strategies is to understand which other factors (aside from having a mild pre-existing opinion) characterize users who are particularly affected. Psychological research has identified that willingness to process (counter-attitudinal) information [346], and engagement with the topic at hand [271] may increase an individual’s vulnerability to opinion change.

We thereby defined two distinct user-specific factors that we expected to (1) predict opinion change directly and (2) affect opinion change in interaction with search result rankings. First, we predicted such a role for actively open-minded thinking (AOT). AOT is
a style of thinking that involves considering counter-attitudinal information and opinions of others when forming one's own opinion [139]. Consequently, AOT predicts information acquisition [139] and reasoning independently from pre-existing opinion [338].

\[H_{III.2a}\] Actively open-minded thinking (AOT) predicts opinion change in web search.

\[H_{III.3a}\] Actively open-minded thinking (AOT) moderates the effect of search result rankings on opinion change.

Second, we hypothesized that user engagement will act as a direct and moderating factor in this context. High interaction with a search result list may be analogous to strong engagement with a topic. Moreover, depending on the degree of ranking bias present in a search result list, engaged users may be exposed to a growing diversity of viewpoints as they move down the search results list.

\[H_{III.2b}\] User engagement predicts opinion change in web search.

\[H_{III.3b}\] User engagement moderates the effect of search result rankings on opinion change.

It has been shown that higher engagement with presented information mediates the relationship between AOT and task performance [139], which is why we expected the same in our study.

\[H_{III.2c}\] User engagement mediates the relationship between AOT and opinion change.

Additionally, we expected perceived diversity to moderate the effect of search result rankings on opinion change. Perceiving search result lists as more or less diverse could reflect the degree to which users have recognized potential biases or considered the different viewpoints present on the topic. Merely perceiving that a search result list has a high diversity could therefore change how a search result ranking affects opinion change.

\[H_{III.3c}\] Perceived diversity in search result lists moderates the effect of search result rankings on opinion change.

**10.1.2. User Perception of Viewpoint Diversity**

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has explored whether users perceive an existing (lack of) viewpoint diversity in sets of search results. We investigate the effect of search result rankings on perceived diversity to better understand how and why user opinions might be affected. Because previous research has shown that users truly engage with only the top few results on a SERP [168, 250, 258], we expected that the ranking of search results (i.e., different degrees of bias) would skew their perception of search result list diversity.

\[H_{III.4a}\] Search result rankings affect perceived diversity in search result lists.
10.2. Data

**Debated Topics.** We first conducted a preliminary study to identify a set of disputed topics that most people hold undecided or mild opinions on (i.e., because we aimed to test users without strong pre-search opinions). We picked 18 different topics from ProCon ([https://procon.org](https://procon.org)), a website that lists controversial issues. We then created a survey in which participants could state their opinion on each of the 18 topics using a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”. Each topic was phrased as a question (e.g., “Should zoos exist?”). A total of 100 participants completed the survey for a $0.60 reward after being recruited from the online participant pool Prolific ([https://prolific.co](https://prolific.co)). We excluded seven responses from data analysis due to failing at least one of two attention checks we had included.

We defined two inclusion criteria for topics. First, we aimed to include topics for which opinions were generally not skewed towards a particular side. We evaluated this by transforming all survey responses to integers ranging from -3 (i.e., “strongly disagree”) to 3 (i.e., “strongly agree”) and subsequently conducting one-sample Wilcoxon tests against a test value of 0 for each topic. A significant result in this test suggested that the mean opinion on the topic at hand is not undecided (i.e., not equal to 0). We thus included only topics for which the Wilcoxon test had a non-significant result. Second, we desired topics that a majority of people held a mild (i.e., uncertain) opinion towards. We implemented this criterion by classifying all survey responses into mild and strong viewpoints: responses among the three central options from the Likert scale (i.e., ranging from “somewhat disagree” to “somewhat agree”) were mapped onto the mild class, all other responses were mapped to the strong class. We included a topic in our study only if the proportion of mild opinions was above 0.5. Five topics met both criteria and were therefore included in our study:

1. *Are social networking sites good for our society?*
2. *Should zoos exist?*
3. *Is cell phone radiation safe?*
4. *Should bottled water be banned?*
5. *Is obesity a disease?*

**Search Results.** Per topic, we created a set of 14 queries according to a pre-defined template. This template included neutrally-formulated queries (e.g., *zoos opinions*, *zoos arguments*) as well as viewpoint-biased queries (e.g., *opinions supporting zoos*, *arguments opposing zoos*). We then retrieved the top 50 search results for each of these queries using the API of the search engine Bing ([https://bing.com](https://bing.com)).

From the search results we retrieved on each topic, we handpicked 56 opinionated search result items (i.e., items that expressed some viewpoint on the topic) and had them

---

2 We excluded topics that were highly politicized (e.g., *gun control* or *abortion*).

3 We corrected for multiple testing by applying a Bonferroni correction; i.e., only \( p \)-values below \( 0.05 / 18 = 0.003 \) were considered significant.

4 The full list of queries we used is available on our repository.
annotated by crowd workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (https://www.mturk.com). We collected at least three annotations per item, both for relevance (binary) and expressed stance (i.e., representing viewpoints on a seven-point scale ranging from “strongly opposing” to “strongly supporting”). We paid crowd workers $2 per task in which they annotated 14 different search results. Additionally, workers could earn a $0.50 bonus if they passed two attention checks. Data from participants who did not pass at least one attention check were excluded from the analysis. According to Krippendorff’s $\alpha$, inter-rater reliability for the viewpoint judgments was satisfactory ($\alpha = 0.79$) [191]. Qualitative feedback from crowd workers revealed that the task was understandable and could be performed without issues. We assigned each search result item the median annotation for both of these measurements.

Our final data set thus consisted of 280 search result items (including title, snippet, and URL for each document) that were annotated concerning their relevance and stance with respect to the five debated topics.

10.3. Method and Experimental Setup

This section describes the materials, procedure, participants, and statistical analysis related to our user study. Next to constructs introduced in Chapter 2, we here describe several additional measurements that we included in our study (i.e., topical interest, gender, and age). We used these measurements for descriptive and exploratory analyses; more specifically, to obtain a clearer image of our sample (e.g., whether participants had a realistic level of topical interest) and to explore directions for future research.

10.3.1. Materials

Search Result Rankings. Using the data set described in Section 10.2, we assembled one set of 10 search results for each of the five topics. We did that by randomly sampling three “opposing”, two “somewhat opposing”, two “somewhat supporting”, and three “supporting” documents from the search results that were deemed relevant to a given topic by crowd workers. Thus, although the search result lists were different in terms of topic and content, they were consistent with respect to the representation of viewpoints, as each topic-specific search result set had the same stance distribution.

We ranked the search result sets to reflect three levels of bias (little, moderate, and extreme) by computing viewpoint diversity for all possible ranking orders using the three metrics rND, rKL, and RB (see Section 2.2.4 and Part III), and summing up the metric outcomes for each ranking. We selected ranking permutations for each level based on their score; little bias= lowest combined score, moderate bias= closest to the mean, and extreme bias= highest combined score. Table 10.1 illustrates the three conditions with a bias toward opposing viewpoints. In practice, we counter-balanced the search result rankings so that half contained bias for the opposing viewpoint and half the supporting viewpoint.\(^5\)

\(^5\)We did not include “strongly opposing” and “strongly supporting” items in the search result sets because they were non-existent for several topics.

\(^6\)Note that the metrics have the same output for symmetrical search result rankings (e.g., ranking all opposing documents before any supporting documents and vice versa).
Table 10.1: Three conditions representing the three levels of ranking bias. Here, all rankings are biased toward opposing stances, but our study also included their symmetrical opposites (favoring supporting stances).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Little Bias</th>
<th>Moderate Bias</th>
<th>Extreme Bias</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actively Open-Minded Thinking (AOT) Scale. A seven-item scale that measures the degree to which a person is willing to consider opposing viewpoints and change their mind about topics [139]. Responses were recorded on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree” and later aggregated by taking their mean. To ensure reliability of responses, we added an attention check item to the AOT scale.

User Engagement Scale - Short Form (UES-SF). A 12-item scale that measures the degree to which a person was involved and satisfied with a given experience [249]. Responses were recorded on a seven-point Likert scale and averaged.

Perceived Diversity Scale. We measured perceived diversity using adapted versions of items from a scale for measuring recommendation variety in a list of recommended items [184]. Responses were recorded on a seven-point Likert scale and averaged.

10.3.2. Variables

Independent Variables

- *Topic* (categorical; between-subjects). Each participant saw search results that relate to one of five different debated topics that we included in this study (see Section 10.2).

- *Condition* (categorical; between-subjects). Each participant was randomly assigned to one of three conditions that each involve a different ranking of search results. These search result rankings reflected (1) little, (2) moderate, and (3) extreme ranking bias (see Section 10.3.1 and Table 10.1). This variable was nested within *topic*.
Dependent Variable

- **Opinion change** (continuous). We measured each participant’s opinion towards their assigned topic twice (i.e., once before and once after exposing them to a ranked list of search results related to a debated topic). Specifically, we asked them to respond to a topic statement (e.g., “Zoos should exist”) on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. Similar to previous research [99], we computed *opinion change* by subtracting the first measurement from the second: [-6,6]. We additionally computed the *absolute opinion change*: [0,6].

Covariates

- **Actively open-minded thinking** (continuous). Measured using the AOT scale: [0;6].
- **User engagement** (continuous). We quantified user engagement by aggregating three different metrics: UES-SF, total time spent examining the search results, and the number of links a user clicked. We normalized these metrics and then aggregated them by taking their mean: [0;1].
- **Perceived diversity** (continuous). We measured the degree of viewpoint diversity that participants perceived in the search results using the perceived diversity scale: [0;6].

Descriptive and Exploratory Measurements

- **Gender**. Participants could select their self-identified gender.
- **Age**. Participants could type their ages in an open text field.
- **Topical interest** (continuous). We measured interest in the topic at hand using the item “I was interested in learning more about this topic,” which could be answered by selecting the appropriate option from a seven-point Likert scale: [0,6].

10.3.3. Procedure

We conducted our study on the online task platform Qualtrics (https://www.qualtrics.com). Participants went through three subsequent steps:

**Step 1.** Participants received a short introduction to the task and subsequently stated their gender, age, and opinion toward each of the five debated topics. The introduction read: *Imagine the government is seeking informed opinions from the population about a number of debated topics. In order to decide on future policies, they would like to know what the public thinks. You happen to be one of the randomly selected individuals the government is asking for such an informed opinion.*

**Step 2.** Participants were assigned to one of the topics they had a *mild* opinion on (i.e., responding with “somewhat agree”, “neither agree nor disagree”, or “somewhat disagree”).\(^7\) They learned which topic they had been assigned to and were instructed to

\(^7\) Participants without a mild opinion on any topic were ejected from the study.
pick one of 14 different queries for their web search. Here, the sole purpose of selecting a query was to make the task more realistic. Participants did not get different treatments based on the query they picked.

**Step 3.** Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions and were presented with a list of search results, i.e., including search result title, snippet, and URL, similar to most popular search engines. This list contained search result items that were relevant to the assigned topic and ranked according to the assigned condition. For example, if a participant was assigned the topic “Should zoos exist?” and the condition extreme bias, that participant saw a search result list in which all documents supporting zoos were ranked above all documents opposing zoos (or vice versa). At the bottom of the page was a “more” button that participants could click, but that would not provide more search results. This allowed us to study the number of participants who might have explored further results if they were available. Participants could explore the search results by reading the names and snippets or by directly examining the web pages they found most interesting. They had to spend at least two minutes exploring the search results but otherwise could take as much time as they need for this part of the study.

**Step 4.** Participants stated their (updated) opinion and interest concerning their assigned topic.

**Step 5.** Participants filled in a post-questionnaire that consisted of the AOT scale, the UES-SF, and the perceived diversity scale.

**10.3.4. Statistical Analyses**

We performed an ANCOVA using *absolute opinion change* as the dependent variable, *condition* and *topic* as between-subjects factors and *AOT*, *user engagement*, and *perceived diversity* as covariates. We looked at the main effects of *condition* ($H_{III.1a}$), *AOT* ($H_{III.2a}$), and *user engagement* ($H_{III.2b}$) on *opinion change* as well as the interaction effects of *condition* and *topic* ($H_{III.1b}$), *condition* and *AOT* ($H_{III.3a}$), *condition* and *user engagement* ($H_{III.3b}$), and *condition* and *perceived diversity* ($H_{III.3c}$). Additionally, we conducted a One-Way ANOVA to analyze the main effect of *condition* on *perceived diversity* ($H_{III.4a}$). We decided to conduct AN(C)OVAs despite the anticipation that our data may not be normally distributed because these analyses have been shown to be robust to Likert-type ordinal data [246]. To correct for testing nine hypotheses, we applied a Bonferroni correction so that the significance threshold decreased to $0.05/9 = 0.006$.

We also conducted two Bayesian ANOVAs according to the protocol proposed by van den Bergh et al. [351]. In contrast to classical (frequentist) analyses, Bayesian hypothesis

---

8The queries that participants could choose from were the same 14 queries that we used for retrieving the search results per topic (see Section 10.2).

9Screenshots of the task are available on our repository.

10We made two adjustments here compared to our preregistration. First, our preregistration stated that we would perform an ANOVA using these variables; however, ANCOVA is the suitable analysis. Second, we used *absolute* (instead of raw) *opinion change* as the dependent variable. SERPs favored either the supporting or opposing viewpoint, which means that raw scores could have balanced each other out. We were mainly interested in the *magnitude* of opinion change here.
10.4. Results

Tests quantify evidence that the data provide in favor of the null hypothesis as opposed to the alternative hypothesis [363]. This is especially useful when trying to interpret non-significant results from classical hypothesis tests because such results do not mean that the null hypothesis is true [129]. Practically, performing Bayesian hypothesis tests allowed us to weigh the evidence in favor of some of the null hypotheses opposing the hypotheses laid out in Section 10.1. We performed these analyses using the software JASP [165] with default settings. We computed Bayes Factors (BFs) by comparing the model of interest to a null model and interpret them in adherence to the guide proposed by Lee and Wagenmakers [201], who adopted it from Jeffreys [167].

10.3.5. Participants

Before recruiting participants, we computed the required sample size in a power analysis for a Between-Subjects ANOVA using the software G*Power [104]. We specified the default effect size $f = 0.25$ (i.e., indicating a moderate effect), a significance threshold $\alpha = \frac{0.05}{9} = 0.006$ (i.e., due to testing multiple hypotheses; see Section 10.3.4), a statistical power of $(1-\beta) = 0.8$, and that we will test $5 \times 3 = 15$ groups (i.e., three conditions, five topics). We computed the required sample size for each of our hypotheses using their respective degrees of freedom. This resulted in a required sample size of 368 participants.

We thus recruited 391 participants from Prolific (reward: $2). All participants were proficient English speakers above the age of 18. We excluded participants from data analysis if they did not hold a mild opinion toward any of the five topics, failed at least one attention check, or represented an outlier in terms of the amount of time they spent exploring the SERP. Outliers were participants (seven in total) who spent more or less time on the SERP than two standard deviations from the mean time spent. This exclusion criterion was not mentioned in our preregistration, but we felt it was necessary as some participants spent excessive amounts of time on the SERP.

The resulting sample of 364 participants had an average age of 37 (sd = 13) and a balanced gender distribution (59% female, 41% male, < 1% other).

10.4. Results

In this section, we present the results of our study. We discuss descriptive statistics, the outcomes of the hypothesis tests we conducted, and exploratory findings.

10.4.1. Descriptive Statistics

Participants were distributed over the five topics as follows: 25 (social networking sites), 9 (zoos), 48 (cell phone radiation), 73 (bottled water), and 209 (obesity). Whereas most participants (81.6%) chose neutral queries (e.g., is obesity a disease?) for their task, some picked either opposing queries (6.6%; e.g., why cell phone radiation is unsafe) or supporting queries (11.8%; e.g., arguments supporting zoos). The number of participants was balanced between conditions: there were 125, 119, and 120 participants in the little bias, moderate bias, and extreme bias conditions, respectively.

---

11. Here, the null model contained nothing but an intercept.
12. This exclusion criterion was not mentioned in our preregistration, but we felt it was necessary as some participants spent excessive amounts of time on the SERP.
13. Note that random (balanced) allocation of participants over topics was not possible because we specifically targeted users with mild pre-existing opinions.
Most participants (i.e., 83%) were at least somewhat interested in their assigned topic. Overall AOT (mean = 3.89, sd = 0.41), user engagement (mean = 0.33, sd = 0.10), and perceived diversity (mean = 3.40, sd = 0.94) were moderate.

Figure 10.1 shows the click proportions over the ranks for each of the three conditions. In all conditions, we observe that click proportions decrease from roughly 0.55 at the first rank to roughly 0.15 at the sixth rank and below. This reflects a weaker position bias compared to what previous research has found, where click proportions decrease much more severely (i.e., from similar proportions at the first rank down to approximately 0.03 at the tenth rank) [168, 250, 258]. As expected, it thus seemed that participants in our study distributed their attention across the ranks to a satisfactory degree (i.e., as opposed to just focusing on the first few results). This meant that if order effects were strong, we should have found an effect of search result rankings on opinion change.

Two other interesting metrics to look at were (1) the time participants spent exploring the SERP and (2) the number of URLs they clicked. These two metrics – that both contributed towards our user engagement measure (see Section 10.3.2) – could tell us more about participant’s sincerity in doing the task as well as their motivation and behavior related to informing themselves on the debated topic. First, participants spent an average of 3.32 minutes on the SERP (sd = 1.89). Participants thus spent considerably more time here than the required minimum (i.e., two minutes). This indicated that participants took the task seriously and were motivated to inform themselves. Second, participants clicked a mean of 2.34 URLs (sd = 1.49), and 36% of them clicked the “more” button at the bottom of the SERP. The participants who clicked the “more” button did not, however, engage more in terms of their click behavior (mean = 2.45). These findings suggest that participants used the search result titles and snippets to obtain an overview of the topic and then clicked on particular URLs that interested them.
Overall, 70% of participants expressed an opinion change after viewing the SERP. That is, they moved at least one point on the Likert scale in their post-search opinion compared to their pre-existing opinion towards their assigned debated topic. Mean absolute opinion change (over all conditions) was 1.06 (sd = 0.89), with 30% of participants experiencing an opinion change of two points or more on the Likert scale. This indicates that the search results we showed to participants had the potential to cause opinion change. In line with previous research \[371\], we find that most participants who reported opinion change (57%) became more supportive (rather than more opposing).

### 10.4.2. Hypothesis Tests

Table 10.2 shows the ANCOVA results. There was no significant difference between conditions (i.e., levels of ranking bias) in terms of opinion change \((F = 1.67, p = 0.19, \eta^2 = 0.01; H_{III.1a}\); see Figure 10.2). We thus found no evidence in favor of \(H_{III.1a}\). In contrast, as a result of conducting a Bayesian ANOVA, we found moderate evidence in favor of the null hypothesis opposing \(H_{III.1a}\), namely that condition had no influence on opinion change \((BF_{01} = 8.56)\).

The ANCOVA also revealed no direct effects of AOT \((F = 0.90, p = 0.34, \eta^2 = 0.00; H_{III.2a})\) or user engagement \((F = 0.01, p = 0.94, \eta^2 = 0.00; H_{III.2b})\). Similarly, there were no significant interaction effects between condition and topic \((F = 0.74, p = 0.66, \eta^2 = 0.01; H_{III.1b})\), AOT \((F = 0.23, p = 0.80, \eta^2 = 0.00; H_{III.3a})\), user engagement \((F = 3.81, p = 0.02, \eta^2 = 0.02; H_{III.3b})\), or perceived diversity \((F = 2.93, p = 0.06, \eta^2 = 0.01; H_{III.3c})\). We did not perform a mediation analysis to test \(H_{III.2c}\) because we did not find AOT to be significantly related to opinion change (i.e., there was no effect to be mediated.)

---

\[14\] Note that we corrected our significance threshold to 0.006 (see Section 10.3.4), which also rendered this \(p\)-value of 0.02 insignificant.
The One-Way ANOVA showed no significant effect of condition on perceived diversity ($F = 0.07, p = 0.94, \eta^2 = 0.00; H_{III.4a}$). Conversely, a Bayesian ANOVA revealed strong evidence in favor of the opposing null hypothesis ($BF_{01} = 31.23$), indicating that participants did not perceive different levels of diversity.

In sum, we cannot reject any of the null hypotheses opposing the hypotheses we specified in Section 10.1. Bayesian analyses reveal moderate to strong evidence that there are no effects of search result rankings on user opinions and perceived diversity.

### 10.4.3. Exploratory Findings

Our results suggest that although most users experienced opinion change due to viewing SERPs on debated topics, opinions may not be affected by top 10 search result rankings or the individual differences we measured. We aim to further understand these findings in this subsection and first probe the data for order effects that our previous analyses may not have picked up. However, if there were no order effects, what else drove participants' opinion change? We discuss the roles of exposure effects, confirmation bias, and position bias. Note that the statistical analyses presented here were not preregistered: they are of exploratory nature.

#### A Closer Look at Order Effects

Before turning to alternative explanations for opinion change in our study, we examined the order effects hypothesis more closely. A total of 77 users in our study consumed exactly as many opposing as supporting documents. At least these users should have changed their opinion in accordance with higher-ranked results if order effects occurred. However, we found no evidence for a difference in opinion change between users in this group who saw opposing-biased SERPs and those who saw supporting-biased SERPs ($t = -0.20, df = 75, p = 0.85$).

#### Exposure Effects

If order effects are not responsible for SEME, exposure effects may play a bigger role in search results-driven opinion change than we previously anticipated. Exposure effects suggest that the higher the consumed proportion of documents pertaining to a particular
viewpoint, the stronger the tendency to adopt that viewpoint. Our study aimed to mitigate exposure effects by letting users explore viewpoint-balanced SERPs for a minimum of two minutes. Nevertheless, some users consumed much higher proportions of supporting or opposing documents than others. We indeed found a relationship between the proportion of supporting documents among the results a user clicked on and opinion change ($r = 0.34$, $df = 342$, $p < 0.001$; the result of a Pearson correlation analysis). As exposure effects would predict, participants thus changed their opinion in accordance with the majority viewpoint (i.e., stance) among the documents they had consumed.

No Evidence for Confirmation Bias

Previous research has demonstrated that confirmation bias (i.e., a tendency to engage with pro-attitudinal information) can occur in web search [185, 385]. An explanation for opinion change in our study could thus be that users engaged with mainly pro-attitudinal search results, which subsequently caused the exposure effects. However, we found no evidence for a difference between pre-existing opinions (i.e., somewhat opposing, neutral, somewhat supporting) concerning the proportion of supporting documents that participants clicked on ($F = 0.01$, $p = 0.93$, $\eta^2 = 0.00$, result of a one-way ANOVA).

When Position Bias Meets Ranking Bias

We show in Section 10.2 that, despite our efforts to make users engage with the full SERP, there was some position bias: click proportions decreased from the first to the sixth result (i.e., from 0.55 to 0.15). This means that in the extreme bias condition, the average user consumed documents that largely promoted one particular stance because the first five results all pertained to the same stance in this condition (see Table 10.3). If exposure effects took place, there should thus be a difference in opinion change between users that saw the supporting-biased SERPs and those who saw the opposing-biased SERPs. We looked at opinion change per condition, split by the ranking bias on the SERPs (see Table 10.4). We indeed observed a tendency for values of opinion change to drift apart as conditions became more extreme. Here, the directions that these values drifted towards corresponded to the direction of the ranking bias on the SERP (e.g., opinion change was more positive in more extreme conditions when the SERP was supporting-biased). A t-test comparing opinion change between the two bias directions in the extreme bias condition revealed a potential difference ($t = 2.61$, $df = 113$, $p = 0.01$).

10.5. Discussion

We expected to find that user behavior is guided by order effects and predicted that changing the order of items on an overall viewpoint-balanced SERP would lead to varying degrees of opinion change. However, we found no evidence for order effects; conversely, we found moderate evidence that there is no effect of search result order on opinion change in this context (i.e., a conclusion drawn from a Bayesian analysis that quantified evidence in favor of the null hypothesis; RQIV.1). Our results further do not contain evidence for

---

15 We did not conduct the same analysis for the proportion of opposing results due to symmetry. Twenty participants were excluded from this analysis because they did not click on any URLs (i.e., no proportion of supporting documents could be calculated).

16 See Footnote 15.
Table 10.3: Proportions of supporting documents among the search results that users clicked on (± standard deviation) in each condition, split by in what direction the SERP was biased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Supporting-biased SERP</th>
<th>Opposing-biased SERP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Little bias</td>
<td>0.53 (±0.30)</td>
<td>0.49 (±0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate bias</td>
<td>0.66 (±0.33)</td>
<td>0.44 (±0.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme bias</td>
<td>0.74 (±0.30)</td>
<td>0.32 (±0.37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.4: Mean opinion change (± std. dev.) in each condition, split by SERP bias direction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Supporting-biased SERP</th>
<th>Opposing-biased SERP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Little bias</td>
<td>0.13 (±1.37)</td>
<td>0.11 (±1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate bias</td>
<td>0.21 (±1.34)</td>
<td>0.04 (±1.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme bias</td>
<td>0.50 (±1.30)</td>
<td>-0.17 (±1.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

an interaction effect of topic and the order of search results. We similarly found no evidence for direct effects (RQIV.2) or interaction effects (RQIV.3) concerning other factors we measured (i.e., AOT, user engagement, and perceived diversity). Moreover, our results suggest that participants did not perceive the varying degrees of viewpoint diversity (i.e., different levels of ranking bias) in the SERP we presented to them (RQIV.4). Our findings therefore imply that order effects – if they exist in this context – may contribute less strongly to SEME than previously anticipated.

10.5.1. Explaining SEME?
Exploratory analyses that we conducted indicate that exposure effects as a result of viewing search results may cause opinion change. As exposure effects predict, we found that the more search results pertaining to a particular viewpoint users consumed, the more they tended to adopt that viewpoint. Our results suggest that users did not have confirmation bias when engaging with search results but instead selected documents with a position bias (i.e., they were likely to consume higher-ranked results). This selection then led some users to engage with more documents pertaining to a particular viewpoint, which in turn guided their opinion change.

How do all these results fit together? If participants were affected by position bias in selecting documents and exposure effects regarding their opinions, why did this not result in different levels of opinion change across conditions in our study? A potential explanation is that our manipulation (i.e., presenting overall viewpoint-balanced but ranking-biased SERPs) was too weak for SEME to occur. Previous studies that investigated SEME exposed users to SERPs where one viewpoint was in the majority [10, 99, 274, 371].
This allowed for much more reliable exposure effects as most users would have consumed a great proportion of one particular viewpoint.

It should be pointed out that many different cognitive biases and other external factors play a role in web search [21]. Our study highlights that explaining SEME is a complex problem that requires at least a thorough understanding of (1) how users select documents from SERPs when searching for debated topics and (2) how the selected results affect them. After several studies have shown contexts in which SEME can occur [10, 99, 274, 371], we show that it does not occur in all cases of viewpoint-related ranking bias. Our results suggest that users may not exhibit strong order effects when consuming search results but that exposure effects can contribute to opinion change as a result of viewing search results.

10.5.2. Implications

Our findings have implications for the measurement and mitigation of ranking bias and SEME. First, if order effects do not contribute to SEME, the top-\(k\) portion of the ranking does not need to reflect optimal viewpoint diversity at every rank \(k\). This means that the discount function in ranking bias metrics should be chosen according to a good estimate of at which ranks a lack of diversity could cause SEME. For example, it might be suitable to apply the log-discount in steps of ten [381] or to apply an alternative discount function [315]. Second, if exposure effects are the main contributor to SEME, it seems plausible that it can (in part) be mitigated by addressing the ranking bias so that there is a viewpoint balance on the first SERP. Several re-ranking algorithms have already been proposed for similar purposes [19, 35, 55, 238, 391]. Third, applying an (interface) intervention that makes users consider a more diverse selection of documents could also mitigate SEME. Previous research has already investigated this option and found that SEME could be mitigated by alerting users to an existing ranking bias [100]. This alert led users to examine more (and thereby a more viewpoint-balanced set of) search results. Similarly, interventions that nudge users to engage with more search results (e.g., by displaying search results in a different format than a list [171]), increase cognitive reasoning [269], provide additional information about the search topic or the ranking [215, 379, 382], visualize bias among search results [57], or recommend counter-attitudinal substitutes for selected documents [62, 385] could prove fruitful here.

10.5.3. Caveats and Limitations

This work has several limitations. First, we only measured opinion change twice (before and after users interacted with SERPs) and did not collect data on the order in which users clicked on the different documents they engaged with. We thereby cannot deduce the \textit{point at which} opinion change occurred. Second, we cannot ascertain whether phenomena such as confirmation bias affect users on a more nuanced level, e.g., only early or late in the search. Third, we only investigated user behavior in exploring single SERPs in single search sessions that lasted a minimum amount of time (i.e., two minutes), which may not be realistic as users may wish to search more extensively or come back to the search after some reflection. Fourth, we did not control for users’ perceived credibility of search results from different sources. Being familiar with a particular media outlet may have led some users to click on corresponding (rather than other) search results.
Fifth, participants’ distribution over topics in our study was not balanced, which might have affected the results. Sixth, asking users to self-report their opinions towards debated topics could have prompted them to evaluate their opinions, a process that otherwise might not have occurred.

10.6. Conclusions

While Parts I, II, and III of this dissertation have focused on obtaining high-quality viewpoint labels and measuring viewpoint bias in search results, we finally studied user behavior in the context of biased search results. This chapter presented a user study investigating the effect of light viewpoint biases in search results on user opinions. We found that viewing a viewpoint-balanced SERP containing 10 search results related to a debated topic led to opinion change in most users. However, neither the order in which these search results were ranked nor the individual differences we measured affected opinion change. These findings imply that order effects are not a likely explanation for SEME in users with mild pre-search opinions. Instead, our exploratory analyses suggest that exposure effects could be responsible in this context (i.e., users adopting the majority viewpoint among the results they examine). We propose that simple interventions merit further study as user bias mitigation strategies.
Web search engines have become ubiquitous tools in the lives of many users, who are now employing web search even for highly subjective tasks such as forming opinions and seeking advice on debated topics (e.g., whether to support school uniform mandates) [119, 120, 369]. Users generally trust search engines to be accurate and impartial [54, 283, 328] but may be unaware that search results can be biased toward particular viewpoints [114, 284, 370, 371] and prompt biased user behavior [21, 168]. Concerning debated topics specifically, recent research has shown that users exposed to viewpoint-biased search results can experience bias-corresponding opinion change [10, 99, 100, 274]. This necessitates a thorough assessment of viewpoint biases in search results and calls for the development of web search applications that support users in their search for debated topics. However, measuring search result viewpoint biases and assisting users in this context has faced four crucial limitations: (1) earlier work represented viewpoints using simple viewpoint taxonomies (e.g., against/neutral/in favor) [121, 385] that are comparatively easy to obtain and handle but ignore important nuances between viewpoints; (2) viewpoint labels were often gathered using crowdsourced annotations without considering the cognitive biases of crowd workers that can reduce data quality [96, 156]; (3) there was a lack of comprehensive viewpoint bias metrics for search results; and (4) the underlying mechanisms of user behavior in web search on debated topics were unclear. Our work has focused on addressing these four key research gaps. In this final chapter, we revisit our research questions to summarize, interpret, and contextualize our findings, discuss the implications and limitations of the dissertation, and describe potentially fruitful avenues for future research.

11.1. Summary of Findings
In this section, we return to our main research questions and summarize our findings.

Part I: Representing Viewpoints
Choosing a taxonomy by which to represent viewpoints expressed in search results is an important practical consideration when measuring viewpoint bias or examining user
interactions with debated topics. Depending on the level of nuance in these representations, assessors can label search results and perform subsequent analyses with varying degrees of comprehensiveness. Our first research question, which we addressed in Part I, guided our investigation into different ways of representing viewpoints:

RQ₁ What label taxonomy can accurately represent viewpoints on debated topics?

We began addressing RQ₁ by examining the potential and limitations of currently available methods. Specifically, we automatically assigned ternary stance labels (i.e., against/neutral/in favor) to search results, generated explanations for those labels, and evaluated the explanations with users (Chapter 3). Our results showed that, although users found some explanations helpful, users were often unsatisfied with the quality and amount of viewpoint-related information they received. This indicated that considering more comprehensive viewpoint representations for search results could enable more meaningful viewpoint bias evaluations and better assist users in their web search for debated topics. In Chapter 4, we introduced perspectives (i.e., reasons for opposing or supporting a topic) as an alternative viewpoint representation format and showed how to automatically discover them in text using unsupervised topic models. Users being able to identify these perspectives as valid reasons for opposing or supporting a debated topic suggested that including reasons behind stances in viewpoint representations could be feasible and useful. Chapter 5 then proposed a comprehensive viewpoint representation for human information interaction. This novel label taxonomy consists of two dimensions: stance (i.e., a viewpoint’s position regarding a debated topic, measured on a seven-point ordinal scale ranging from strongly opposing to strongly supporting) and logic of evaluation (i.e., the stance’s underlying reasons or perspectives categorized into seven topic-independent categories). We showed in a case study how our proposed viewpoint label could be obtained via crowdsourcing with acceptable reliability. By analyzing the resulting data set and conducting a user study, we further demonstrated that the two-dimensional viewpoint representation we proposed allows for more meaningful analyses and diversification interventions compared to current approaches.

Part II: Crowdsourcing Viewpoint Annotations

Our multi-dimensional viewpoint representation (see Part I) enables researchers to create search result data sets with nuanced viewpoint labels (e.g., to train automatic methods or evaluate viewpoint bias). However, obtaining such labels at scale typically requires the input of crowd workers, whose cognitive biases can strongly reduce data quality. It is vital to reduce such cognitive worker biases when collecting viewpoint annotations for search results to prevent data biases and ensure high-quality research and practical applications. Our second research question, addressed in Part II, aimed at examining these cognitive crowd worker biases:

RQ₂ What cognitive biases reduce crowd workers’ abilities to correctly annotate web search results with viewpoint labels?

To address RQ₂, we proposed a checklist for combating cognitive biases in crowdsourcing (Chapter 6). Our checklist comprises 12 items referring to particularly common
or problematic (groups of) cognitive biases that may reduce the quality of crowdsourced data labels. We presented a retrospective analysis of past crowdsourcing papers, showing that cognitive biases are rarely considered but may affect data quality for most tasks. Furthermore, we demonstrated how to use our checklist for crowdsourcing viewpoint labels. Crowdsourcing task requesters can use the checklist we propose to inform their task design (e.g., to mitigate cognitive biases) and document potential influences of cognitive biases on the data they collect. Chapter 7 contains another demonstration of our proposed checklist for the use case of truthfulness judgments. We found that several cognitive biases, such as the affect heuristic and overconfidence, may reduce the quality of such (potentially subjective) crowdsourced annotations.

Part III: Viewpoint Bias Metrics for Search Results
Using the frameworks, tools, and guidelines we provided in Parts I and II, researchers can crowdsource high-quality, comprehensive viewpoint labels for search results and begin to evaluate viewpoint bias in these search result lists. Viewpoint bias assessments of web search results are essential in scoping and understanding the general problem of viewpoint biases in current search engines, linking specific degrees of viewpoint bias to user behavior, and exploring how search result viewpoint diversity could potentially be improved. So far, however, little work had been devoted to developing viewpoint bias metrics for ranked lists of documents, and it was unclear how to incorporate comprehensive viewpoint representations into such evaluations. Our third research question, which we addressed in Part III, focused on this gap:

\[ \text{RQ}_{\text{III}} \] What methods can evaluate viewpoint bias in search results?

We addressed \text{RQ}_{\text{III}} \ by first exploring how existing ranking fairness metrics could be used to measure viewpoint bias in search results (Chapter 8). Based on simulation studies we conducted with these metrics, we derived guidelines for measuring viewpoint bias in search results. We concluded that existing ranking fairness metrics could be used to measure viewpoint bias when search results are labeled using binary taxonomies (e.g., \textit{against} / \textit{in favor}). A novel ranking fairness metric we proposed in this chapter can also accommodate multi-categorical viewpoint labels (e.g., a seven-point stance taxonomy). However, ranking fairness metrics cannot handle multi-dimensional viewpoint representations such as the one we introduced in Part I. That is why we proposed \textit{normalized discounted viewpoint bias} (nDVB), a rank-aware viewpoint bias metric for search results that considers our two-dimensional viewpoint label (Chapter 9). This metric, which measures bias as a deviation from viewpoint plurality, is founded upon a clear notion of viewpoint diversity and can be adapted to fit different topics or viewpoint structures. We further found considerable viewpoint bias (as measured by nDVB and other metrics) in search results from popular search engines and showed how to increase the viewpoint diversity in such search result lists.

Part IV: How Search Result Viewpoint Biases Affect User Behavior
Our contributions from the first three parts of the dissertation allow researchers and practitioners to assign comprehensive viewpoint labels to search results at scale and
evaluate viewpoint bias in those search result lists. However, next to search result biases, cognitive user biases can also skew their online viewpoint exposure and drive opinion change. Earlier work had shown that viewpoint biases in search results can lead to phenomena such as the search engine manipulation effect (SEME), whereby users without strong pre-search attitudes change their opinions following the most prominent viewpoints among high-ranking search results. Understanding the underlying mechanisms of such user behavior is essential in developing systems that support users in their web search for debated topics. Our fourth research question, addressed in Part IV, guided our investigations into the underlying mechanisms of user behavior in this context:

**RQ IV** What cognitive processes underlie the effect of search result viewpoint bias on users’ opinion formation?

To address **RQ IV**, Chapter 10 presented a user study investigating whether lower-degree viewpoint biases in search results can also lead users to adopt particular viewpoints. We found no differences between rankings of overall viewpoint-balanced top 10 SERPs concerning users’ opinion formation across topics. Further analyses provided exploratory evidence that, rather than order effects (i.e., posing that users weigh information importance according to the ranking of search results), exposure effects (i.e., posing that users adopt the majority viewpoint among the search results they engage with) seem to guide user behavior in web search on debated topics.

### 11.2. Implications

Our work has several important implications for the fields of human information interaction and information retrieval. On a general note, we followed open science principles by preregistering all user studies before data collection and openly sharing relevant supplementary materials such as task screenshots, data sets, and code. Doing so has allowed us to deliver rigorous work and made it easy for others to scrutinize and build on our work. We believe that especially the practice of preregistration [247], which is still uncommon in academic computer science, is a promising way toward high-quality research and reproducible findings. To that end, we encourage researchers to implement such open science practices in their own work.

In Part I of this dissertation, we have examined the suitability of different viewpoint representations for search results, including ternary stance labels (i.e., against/neutral/in favor; see Chapter 3), perspectives (i.e., stances’ underlying reasons or arguments; see Chapter 4), and a two-dimensional viewpoint label representing stances (i.e., on a seven-point scale) and logics of evaluation (i.e., seven topic-independent perspective categories; see Chapter 5). Although basic viewpoint bias analyses and user support systems are feasible with simple stance labels, we conclude that the nuanced viewpoint representation we propose in Chapter 5 allows for more comprehensive viewpoint bias evaluations and web search applications. We encourage researchers to consider our novel viewpoint label in the studies and systems they design. As we have shown, crowd workers are able to assign the label reliably, and the topic-independent nature of stances and logics should moreover allow for the development of automatic classification methods.

Part II focused on combating cognitive biases in crowdsourcing viewpoint labels
and similar subjective tasks. Our retrospective analysis of past crowdsourcing papers revealed that cognitive crowd worker biases may often reduce the quality of crowdsourced data annotations but are rarely considered by requesters. To improve data quality and reliability, we thus recommend that crowdsourcing task requesters use our proposed 12-item checklist (see Chapter 6) to assess, mitigate, and document the influence of such cognitive biases in the data sets they create. Specific cognitive biases that may pose problems in the context of subjective tasks, such as annotating viewpoints or truthfulness, include the affect heuristic and overconfidence (see Chapter 7).

In Part III, we turned to the measurement of viewpoint bias in search results, using both existing ranking fairness metrics and novel viewpoint bias metrics we proposed. We conclude that ranking fairness metrics can be used for search result viewpoint bias assessments when there is a particular viewpoint category of concern (e.g., when the aim is to ensure fair treatment for viewpoints opposing school uniforms; see Chapter 8). To measure viewpoint bias in the most comprehensive way, however, we suggest applying nDVB, the viewpoint bias metric we propose in Chapter 9. This metric considers search results’ stances as well as logics of evaluation and is, to the best of our knowledge, the most advanced metric developed for this purpose to date. Moreover, as we show, search result viewpoint biases likely occur across search engines, topics, and queries. This means that users of web search engines may often be confronted with viewpoint-biased search results and calls for strategies that can mitigate such biases or support users in their web search on debated topics. Furthermore, we have also demonstrated that search results can be diversified to reduce viewpoint bias with relative ease using existing diversification algorithms. Practitioners who wish to increase the viewpoint diversity in search results (or similar ranked lists of documents) may follow our protocol.

Part IV concerned the underlying mechanisms of user behavior in the context of viewpoint biases and opinion change during web search. We found no evidence of biased opinion change for overall viewpoint-balanced top 10 search result lists (i.e., regardless of how they were ranked; see Chapter 10). This indicates that users may not be vulnerable to subtle search result viewpoint biases and that there may be a search result viewpoint bias threshold after which a reliable user tendency toward biased opinion change sets in – however, further studies are needed to confirm these indications. Our exploratory findings suggest that user behavior during web search for debated topics may not be guided by order effects (i.e., higher-ranked search results influence user opinions more than lower-ranked search results) but rather by exposure effects (i.e., users are primarily affected by the majority viewpoint among the results they consume, irrespective of where those search results were ranked). This would mean that web search engines may not have to reduce search result viewpoint bias to an extreme extent but can trade off bias reduction with ranking utility. Furthermore, next to adapting the ranking, web search engines could control exposure effects by adapting the interface to support users in their diverse search result consumption. Approaches such as nudging users to engage with more search results (e.g., by displaying search results in a different format than a list [171]), increasing users’ cognitive reasoning abilities [213, 269], providing additional information about the search topic or the ranking [100, 215, 379, 382], visualizing bias among search results [57], or recommending counter-attitudinal substitutes for selected documents [62, 385] have already been proposed and could prove fruitful here.
11.3. Limitations and Future Work

Despite the aforementioned contributions and implications of our work, it is important to acknowledge its limitations. This section details these limitations and outlines promising directions for future research in this context. Specifically, we believe there are interesting research opportunities in all four areas this dissertation has covered, i.e., viewpoint representations, crowdsourcing viewpoint labels, measuring search result viewpoint bias, and investigating user interactions with viewpoints during web search.

Representing viewpoints expressed in search results and explaining viewpoint labels to users (see Part I) is still novel. Although we have explored several current techniques and proposed a comprehensive two-dimensional viewpoint representation, we did not consider all possible methods and features in this context. Viewpoint label explanations for search results (see Chapter 3) could take other shapes than the ones we tested (i.e., salience-based and bar plot explanations), such as textual explanations in natural language. Future work could build on our work by proposing novel ways to explain viewpoint labels in the web search context and to explain debated topics to users in general (e.g., in visual or interactive fashions) [57, 215, 298, 379]. Moreover, it is worth investigating what role external and individual user-related factors (e.g., users’ trust in different web page sources [123, 226, 269]) play in how users perceive such explanations.

Some of the data sets we publish as part of this dissertation (e.g., see Chapters 5 and 9) provide a starting point for researchers to work with more comprehensive viewpoint labels but are comparatively small. To enable the development of reliable, automatic viewpoint detection models that predict our two-dimensional viewpoint representation, we recommend creating larger data sets of search results (i.e., including upwards of 10000 documents, similar to earlier stance detection data sets [233]) with high-quality (likely crowdsourced) viewpoint annotations. Part II of this dissertation explored how to combat the negative influence of cognitive crowd worker biases on data quality. However, other factors such as high costs and task difficulty can pose obstacles to the efficient and effective crowdsourcing of viewpoint labels for search results: assigning viewpoint labels to search results may require six or more annotations per search result, and each annotation may take considerable time as viewpoint labeling is no easy task (see Chapter 5). To lower the cost and assist crowd workers, automatic methods such as stance detection (see Chapter 3) or topic modeling (see Chapter 4) could be used as preprocessing methods that assist crowd workers in their tasks. Earlier work has already experimented with such hybrid (human-AI) viewpoint labeling procedures [23]. There is also extensive literature concerning subjective tasks in general, how to assist crowd workers in this context, and how to best aggregate such crowdsourced [16, 380]. For example, future work could incorporate collaborative workflows [59, 182] or ask crowd workers to provide rationales for their annotations, either in a free-text fashion or by highlighting the words in the text that support their decision. A second annotator could then approve or reject these. Finally, asking crowd annotators to provide rationales for their annotations proved useful for increasing quality and informing automatic methods [166, 196].

Part III investigated how to measure search result viewpoint bias, which resulted in the development of a novel viewpoint bias metric (nDVB) that considers both stances and logics of evaluation (see Chapter 9). Although we applied nDVB to real search results from popular search engines, its outcomes may differ depending on factors such as viewpoint
distribution, topic, or query, e.g., our viewpoint bias evaluations in Chapter 9 may have resulted in different conclusions had we used other queries. More research is necessary to find interpretation guidelines for viewpoint bias metrics such as nDVB and determine when viewpoint bias becomes problematic or affects user behavior. Similarly, future work should investigate how automatic viewpoint diversification of search results can influence users and whether such strategies can contribute to more general efforts of supporting users in their web search for debated topics [26, 100]. Researchers and practitioners could also use our proposed metric to build on our viewpoint bias evaluations (see Chapter 9) and conduct large-scale analyses of real search results across different types of debated topics and queries. Interesting opportunities in this area include developing methods to automatically identify debated topics in realistic search scenarios (see Section 2.1.1), examining viewpoint biases for scientifically answerable topics [44, 241] and studying whether user perceptions align with the outcomes of viewpoint bias metrics [136, 227, 298]. Finally, our proposed metric nDVB is still limited in several ways, e.g., it does not yet incorporate document relevance, other viewpoint diversity notions, or the personal preferences and beliefs of users. We encourage researchers to build on our work to help improve the measurement of viewpoint bias in search results.

In Part IV, we have taken first steps to understand user behavior and opinion change in the context of search result viewpoint biases. Our findings in this area clearly indicate particular user behavior patterns (e.g., exposure effects) but have to be studied in more detail to form a nuanced picture. Specifically, identifying the circumstances (e.g., search scenario, topic, degree of viewpoint bias) under which user behavior and opinions are influenced presents an exciting challenge for future research. This could help identify particularly vulnerable user groups and inform user support strategies. Future work should also conduct longitudinal studies to investigate how robust opinion changes from search result viewpoint biases are. Moreover, similar to our work on representing viewpoints expressed in search results (see Part I), there is a need to measure user opinions more comprehensively, i.e., to develop accurate assessments of what logics of evaluation a user subscribes to, whether they adopt logics due to search result viewpoint biases [36], and how robust such opinion changes are.

A general limitation of this dissertation is that our work was conducted before the recent arrival of advanced generative AI systems such as ChatGPT [290]. Although it is currently still unclear how exactly the availability of such systems will affect web search going forward, it is fair to assume that users’ web search interactions will be different from those considered in this dissertation. Future research should examine this shift in how users retrieve and interact with online information and revisit our conclusions in light of this novel search context, e.g., regarding the viewpoint diversity in automatically generated answers and how biases in such answers can affect user behavior and opinions.

### 11.4. Ethical Considerations

As we have discussed extensively throughout this dissertation, highly-ranked web search results can strongly affect users’ behavior and opinions [10, 36, 37, 99, 274] (see Section 2.2.5). This warrants a general note of care with respect to our work. Researchers and practitioners should be aware that – if applied carelessly or maliciously – the methods
we have proposed could harm individual users or society. To give a few examples, search result stance and logic classification errors could unintentionally lead to biased search results; malicious actors could harness crowd worker biases to achieve low-relevance judgments for documents from particular news outlets so that web search engines rank those documents lower; and search results could be diversified for scientifically answerable topics to create the impression of a debate, instilling “balance as bias” [44], e.g., causing users to adopt a harmful medical procedure. We do not wish to recommend specific topics or scenarios in which to (not) apply our results and approaches, as doing so comprehensively is beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, we encourage readers to carefully consider the ethical implications of dealing with viewpoint biases in web search when building on our work.

11.5. Concluding Remarks

This dissertation has contributed empirical evidence, tools, and resources that foster a greater understanding of viewpoint biases in search results and their effects on user behavior. In Part I, we identified that two-dimensional viewpoint labels (i.e., representing stances and logics of evaluation) can represent viewpoints on debated topics better than previously handled binary or ternary stance labels (RQ1). Part II resulted in a comprehensive list of cognitive biases (e.g., the affect heuristic) that may reduce crowd workers’ abilities to annotate web search results with viewpoint labels (RQII). We described in Part III how to measure search result viewpoint bias more comprehensively than current methods using our proposed metric nDVB (RQIII). Finally, our work in Part IV provided exploratory evidence that exposure effects (i.e., rather than order effects) underlie the effect of search result viewpoint bias on users’ opinion formation (RQIV).

Empirical findings surrounding viewpoint biases and their effects on user behavior call for taking a socio-technical perspective on search for debated topics and revisiting the role of search engines in this context. The way in which users form opinions while searching the web can make an important qualitative difference [189, 265]: Kornblith [189] posits that responsible beliefs are the product of actively gathering evidence and critically evaluating it. Search engines could assist users in forming opinions responsibly by (1) providing diverse resources that offer unbiased and complete information and (2) accommodating or encouraging thorough information-seeking strategies. Such strategies include exploring different resources, making unbiased comparisons, and objectively assessing the provided information for sense-making and learning [230, 323, 328]. In sum, web search engines can and should be platforms for users to explore debated topics in all their nuances without cognitive overwhelm. We hope this dissertation can make a meaningful contribution to the development of such more comprehensive web search engines by providing a better understanding of search result viewpoint biases and their effects on users.
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Summaries

**English Summary**
Web search engines have a growing influence on individuals and society as people increasingly rely on online resources when forming opinions and seeking advice. Although users typically trust search engines to be impartial, recent research has shown that search results can be biased toward particular viewpoints. Moreover, interacting with such viewpoint-biased search results can cause biased user behavior and opinion formation. This calls for a thorough assessment of viewpoint biases in search results as well as the development of bias mitigation and user support strategies. However, such efforts currently face multiple limitations, which we address in this dissertation.

A fundamental decision when examining viewpoints expressed in search results is how to represent those viewpoints and label search results accordingly. In Part I, we study the possibilities and limitations of automatic methods that consider ternary stance labels (i.e., against/neutral/in favor) and explore how to enhance such methods by adding perspectives (i.e., underlying reasons). We then propose a novel viewpoint representation framework consisting of two dimensions (i.e., stance and logic of evaluation). As we demonstrate, the corresponding viewpoint labels are feasible to obtain via crowdsourcing and allow for more nuanced viewpoint bias analyses than current methods.

Crowdsourcing comprehensive viewpoint labels for search results can be impeded by cognitive biases of crowd workers. Part II proposes a checklist to combat such cognitive worker biases. This checklist, comprising 12 commonly occurring cognitive biases, can be utilized by practitioners to assess, mitigate, and document potential influences of cognitive worker biases in the tasks they design. We apply our checklist in two different case studies (i.e., crowdsourcing viewpoint labels and truthfulness judgments).

Collecting high-quality viewpoint labels allows for comprehensive viewpoint bias evaluations, but it is currently unclear how to conduct such assessments. In Part III, we probe existing ranking fairness metrics for this task and propose a novel viewpoint bias metric that considers our proposed viewpoint representation from Part I. We find considerable viewpoint bias across topics, queries, and search engines in real search results and show how to increase viewpoint diversity using existing diversification algorithms.

Aside from viewpoint biases in search results, cognitive user biases can also affect web search interactions. In Part IV, we seek to identify what underlying mechanisms lead users to change their opinions following search result viewpoint biases. Exploratory evidence suggests that rather than order effects, exposure effect (i.e., adopting the majority viewpoint among the results users consume) seem to guide user behavior here.

Web search engines can and should be platforms for users to explore debated topics in all their nuances without cognitive overwhelm. We hope that the empirical evidence, tools, and resources we contribute can support this vision by developing a greater understanding of viewpoint biases in search results and their effects on user behavior.
Nederlandse Samenvatting

Zoekmachines oefenen een groeiende invloed uit op gebruikers en de samenleving omdat mensen steeds vaker vertrouwen op online bronnen om meningen te vormen. Hoewel gebruikers doorgaans vertrouwen op de onpartijdigheid van zoekmachines, kunnen zoekresultaten vertekend zijn ten opzichte van bepaalde standpunten (viewpoint bias). Bovendien kan de interactie met dergelijk vertekende zoekresultaten het gedrag van gebruikers beïnvloeden en leiden tot bevooroordeelde meningsvorming. Dit vraagt om grondig onderzoek naar viewpoint bias in zoekresultaten en de ontwikkeling van strategieën om deze bias te verminderen en gebruikers te ondersteunen. Dit proefschrift behandelt de beperkingen waarmee dergelijke inspanningen momenteel te maken hebben.

Een cruciale beslissing bij het onderzoeken van standpunten in zoekresultaten is hoe deze standpunten moeten worden gerepresenteerd. In Deel I evalueren wij de mogelijkheden en beperkingen van automatische methoden die ternaire standpunten (tegen/ neutraal/ voor) in overweging nemen, en onderzoeken wij hoe deze methoden kunnen worden verbeterd door perspectives (d.w.z., onderliggende premissen) toe te voegen. Vervolgens introduceren wij een nieuw raamwerk voor het introduceeren van standpunten dat bestaat uit twee dimensies: stance en logic of evaluation. Wij laten zien dat de bijbehorende labels kunnen worden verkregen via crowdsourcing en een verfijnder analyse van viewpoint bias mogelijk maken dan de huidige methoden.


Het crowdsourcen van hoogwaardige standpuntenlabels maakt uitgebreide analyses van viewpoint bias mogelijk, maar het is nog onduidelijk hoe dergelijke analyses moeten worden uitgevoerd. In Deel III onderzoeken wij of bestaande ranking fairness metrieken deze taak kunnen vervullen en presenteren wij een nieuwe metriek voor viewpoint bias die het door ons voorgestelde raamwerk voor standpuntenlabels uit Deel I omvat. Wij ontdekken een aanzienlijke mate van viewpoint bias in echte zoekresultaten van diverse onderwerpen, zoekopdrachten, en zoekmachines, en laten zien hoe de de diversiteit van meningen in zoekresultaten kan worden vergroot met behulp van bestaande methodes.

Naast viewpoint bias in zoekresultaten kunnen ook cognitieve heuristieken van gebruikers zoekinteracties beïnvloeden. In Deel IV proberen wij de onderliggende mechanismen te identificeren die gebruikers ertoe aanzetten om hun mening door viewpoint bias in zoekresultaten te veranderen. Voorlopig bewijs suggereert dat het gedrag van gebruikers lijkt te worden gestuurd door het exposure effect (d.w.z., het overnemen van het meerderheidsstandpunt onder de resultaten die gebruikers consumeren).

Zoekmachines op het web zouden platformen moeten zijn die gebruikers in staat stellen om gedebatteerde onderwerpen in al hun nuances te verkennen zonder overweldigd te raken. Wij hopen dat het empirische bewijs, de tools, en de ressourcen die wij aanbieden deze visie kunnen ondersteunen door een beter begrip te ontwikkelen van de viewpoint bias in zoekresultaten en de impact daarvan op het gedrag van gebruikers.
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